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ABSTRACT 
w 

In this study, the perspectives of adolescent students who learned mathematics . 
in a self-paced computer-managed learning environment in its inaugural year are -. 

examined. It was hoped that the self-pacing and individualized instruction inherent in 

a computer-managed leami g environment might address the relatively poor h 
mathematics achievement and cogsequent low graduation rates at Mountview 

3 

Secondary. The school's multicultural student presented a large numb& of 

"at-risk", poor, ethnic minority and newly imrnigratea English asra Seiond Language 

students. Because affective as well as cognitive issues play a rolk in students7 

mathematics achievement, this study reports how students perceived their 

mathematics learning in both traditional classroom environments and the computer- 

managed learning environment. 

Students' perceptions were dso umented through recurrent student interviews, 
@ 0 

my journal reflections on observatidns and experiences, and students' term self- 
0 -., 

evaluations in which they elaborated on &at was positive, interesting and negativesin 

their learning environment. Adhering to the fiamework for naturalistic, qualitative 

' research, my reflections, student self-evalua6ons and transcriptions of the student 
* 

interviews were reviewed and analyzed with fellow researchers. In the final term of 

the year students completed a self-evaluation in which they agreed or disagreed with 
J 

43 statements synthesized fiom analysis of the year's data.. Q 

The computer-managed learning environment provided a mathematics learning 

environment in which students benefited fiom cooperative interactions with one 
I * 

another and teachers modeled a less authoritarian, more learning facilitating role. 

Students perceived and generally appreciated great3rlearning autonomy and more 

opportunities for mathematical meaning-constructing with their peers than they had in 
- 

their previous mathematics learning. Most students enjoyed using the computers. , 

Students evidenced improved mathematics attitudes and increased awareness of 



effective attributes of self-regulated learning behaviors. Overall instructiond quality 
9 Z 

may be improved through couisepath'revisions, incrdased diversity in learning 

resources, - .  lower pupil-teacher ratio, and more technical support. Computer-managed 

learning systems must continue to be sufficiently flexible to add, delete and modify 
- 

learning resource elements to address individual student's learning needs. A 

computer-managed learning environment can provide an effective aliemative learning 

environment within a secondary school setting. 
i. 
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= - The educational research Communi~ has generated a vast quantity of-research on ' - . 
- 

learning styles, learning disabilkies, methods for teaching and the cognitive and affective 

elements of learning. The intent is clear: educators want students to experience success in 

- learning in order to acquire the knowledge, skills and attitudes to lead productive, . *, 

, satisfying lives in tomorrow's world. The significant role mathematics achievement plays 
I 

, in enabling students to access the careers of tomorrow gives impetus to the niathernatics 
I 

for all movement (Damerow & Westbury, 1984). Educators can now test, analyze, label, 
* 

*prescribe and coordinate resources, learning styles and methodologies. Nevertheless, we 
c - 

address the ever evolving multiplicity of cultural, genetic, cognitive, affective - ij and 

envirknental variables that individual students bring to the school learning environment 
t 

in the classroom. When students enter secondary schools, they enter classroom learning 

w environinents that &ecrease opportunities for student self-management and choice, 
* 

promote ability evaluation and social comparison, are more formal and impersonal, and are 

less demanding cognitively. The.typical secondary school \earning environment is 
* 

developmentally inappropriate because it is at odds with the physiological, psychological 
* 

and cognitive changes of an adolescent (Eccles & Midgiey, 1989). Indeed, it is the typical - 
. secondary school classroom paradigm that is a most significant factor in addressing-the - 

complexities of the affective and cognitive interactions that have kept "the patterns which 

were created in the 19th centw still holding; advanced mathematics is a study for a few:' 

(Damerow & Westbury, 1984, p.23). ~am&ow and Westbury (1984) indicate that it is the 

inherent curricular pacing and the structure of classroom interaction itself that create the 

achievement and ability differences that develop over students' years of schooling. 
' 

Interaction quality impacts motivation, achievement, and hture achkevement (Johnson & 
- I 



'Both task-cuiented and non-task-oriented coping strategies (i.e. ego defense coping and - 
social dependence re systematically strengthened in typical school-felated - 

C interaction situations over several years. Research also indicates that teachers tend to . 

interact with individual students in ways that increase '&dents' initial maladaptive coping . . . 
&: * , 

strategies (Lehtinen, Vauras, Salonen, Olkinuora, & Kinnunen, 1995). 

students' perceptions within classroom learning environments influence their 

motivation, attitudes and beliefs about themselves as mathematics learners. 
p,. 

,A simple but profound truth that emerges is that environments do not 
influence motivation in any direct fashion, rather, it is the perception of 
those environments that influences motivation. (Bhliner, 1989, p. 3 17) 

t 

Berliner (1 989) hypothesizes that studenis' perceptions will differ a$ a function of their 

cultural, ethnic, and social-class backgrounds. Reynolos and Walberg (1992) similarly 

attest to the impact of these perceptions in their conclusions that attitude persistence, prior 

achievement and home environment strongly influence subsequent achievement. Berliner 

(1 989) laments the fact that there is a scarcity of genuine differences in learning 
-. 

environments available tb address the diversity of student attributes. 

For many students in our schools, failuie and dysfunction characterize their daily 

school ex'perience. My teaching and parenting experiences have led me to believe that 

students' negative perceptions of learning and schooling produce a negative affect that 

sedes to disable many of the resources the system could bring to bear on their learning 
- 

difficulties. Indeed, as McLeod (1 992) states, "the U. S. reform movement in mathematics 

education clearly takes affective factors as an important area where. substantial change is 
C 7 = 

needed (p. 579 ."  Similarly in Canada, there is public pressure for school reform evident in - 



newspaper artjcle, Tibe bbiggest faifare h our schools is schools that fail kiakn where he 
- 9  8 

d 
espouses the G d  for qontinuous progress schooling without failure, further raise public - h f 

awareness and pressure for school reform. Yet concurrently, the public demands content . * - 

learning and skill mastery accountabiliiy fiom public schools to justify education budgets k *  

-- , 

'(Ryan, Comell, & Deci, 1985). Schools also serve the social function of sorting and 
' 

- 
.classifymg students t o  identify the "best student$' (Berliner, 1989).to order acckss.t6 post + 

secondary education and career opportunities. Educators seem to be in a chronic Struggle 

to keep accountable schoolhg and humane Je>rning from being mutually exclusive events ... 
, . 

I 

In seeking to address the very p o w m e g a t i v e  affect creatd by schooling 
/ ' %  - 

.i 
dyshnction and failure, educators have used the "al-rzsk" libel to identi@ those students 

who are at-risk of failure or 'dropping oh '  of theschool system Berenson, Carter and . 
- 1 1 

Nonvbod (1 992) conclude that individual characteristics of "at-risk" students are too 

widespread to apply a remedial templateto predict which students will be successfbl and 
6 

, which will drop out. However, affective variables are related to the fact that low socio- , 

economic students, e t h k  minorities and females generally, are each under-represented in . 
- 

mathematics courses and activities (Hart, 1989). In the absence of evident reasons to the 

contrary, a teacher stiould consider students from any of the aforementioned groups, as 
.i 

potentially "at-risk". The perpetuatio; of certain mathematical attitudes, specifically 

mathematics anxiety, has been found to be more related to lack of persistence than strictly 

cognitive ability among Native American students, prompting Hadfield;=Ma~tin, and 

Wooden (1992) to conclude that, to improve participation of all minority groups in 

1 Since 1988, with the release of the Sullivan Commission's Year 2000 document by the B r h h  
Columbia Ministry of Education, many working papers and cumculum revision documents have been 
produced. A most significant break fiom past secondary cumculum is a r a e c t e d  focus on the learner. 
not just curriculum content. This redirected focus was repeatedly made evident at the Secondary Schools. 
Success W~thrn and Beyond Conference held at Simon Fraser University. August 19-20, 1996 

3 
I 

$ 



- attitudes to mathematics is necessary. 

f 
e * 

Addressing this lack of persistence related to mathematics anxiety and attitude, it I a 

may be argued that these students have not had appropriately mediated learning 
e 

.* J * 

experiences (Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffman,& Miller 1980; ~aywood,- 1987). The 
- &  - - . % 

perspective that both Haywood and Feuerstein et al. preseht", viewi students who are "at-. -=. 
, - -. . 

risk, or who show serious.c&tive Lnction deficits; as retarded pe&rmers rather thaga 

a retarded individuals; they have been mediationaly deprived in their develgpmentil 
-. 

*_ i 
experiences of both the affective and cognitive psychological tools for learning. Kozuiin + %. ?' 

and Presseisen (1 995) further argue that cognitive functions in formal schooling do not : 

appear spontaneously; the education -- reform movement consequently require$ a scientific @ 

CL 

theory that emphasizes a classroom design based on the metacog~itive aspects of self- . 
V 

, regulation. Concumng, I would summarize that students, and particularly "at-risk:' 
'3 rn"( > -  - e 

students, require mathematics l e a ~ n g  environments that respect and address each 
? - - ,:- - * ' 

individual student's need to develop positive affective thinking and productive cognitive 
4 h  

a thjnking, within an autonomous context and appropriate peer, adult, and teacher 

mediation. 

The previously cited research implies that the currently common classroom 

paradigm is affectively toxic for many students. Teachers, however, have few alternatives 

to address this dilemma. Eccles and Midgley (1989) state, "Educators and psychologists 

have long recognized the need for a more personal, student-managed, task-focused ' T 

learning environment for young adolescents (p. l78)." Spector (1993) argues that the 
P 

reform movement of the 1980s is becoming the restructuring movemergt of the 1990s . 
based on an acknowledgment that education needs to%e-restructured in a way that is 

consistent with the restructured society. It is my belief thatemany pf the deqcriptors in , 

I .  4 0 



* 

Spector's new paradigm schooling may potentially be addressed by offeri tudents their "e9 
- 

mathematics schooling in learning environments supported by computer-managed 
f inst&ction (See  able 1). Nwparadigm schooling parameters that may be specificalli, 

impacted by an instructor mediated, computer-managed insthctional environment include " 
- 

intended outcomes, school culture, teacher's role, ?tudeni's rold, curriculum, instruction . 
"at 

and evaluation. 



& % 

Table 1.1 New paradigm schooling parameters potentially influenced by an 

inst.mctor mediated, computer-managed instructional environment. 
I 

Intended outcom&of schooling 
- learn how to learn " :- 

- -P- construct 
sycho-soc-ial-achievement 

School culture -" 

- based on widwin mind set (assumes everyone in a situation can gain something - 
no one has to lose for another to gain) 

-caring attitude obvious (teacher I learner relationships incorporate persbrral 
concerns and develop through visible responses to each other) 

- overtly protects individual's self esteem +# - perceived to be risk free 
- values connections, teaming, and collaboration, (a professional learning c~ilture) 
- value5 teacher I teacher, teacher I student interaction 

(li 
- values inquiry and reflection 
- requires thinking about thought (metacognition) 
- values creativity and individualism: celebrates diversity 
- values questioning as the vehicle for inquiry and construction of knowledge. 

rewards questioning 
- considers answers to be the basis for new questions 

Teacher's role 
- conduct research on own and student's experiences as reflective practitioners 
- responsible for meeting needs of individual learners 
- responsible for enabling each learner to reach hisher own potential dictated by 

inheritance, culture, accomplishments, and experiences 
- develop relationships with individual learners 
- focus on student learning and subsequent growth 
- co-learner posture 
- model life-long learning 
- facilitate experiences fiom which students construct their own knowledge 
- create student-centered classrooms 

Ir 

Students' role 
- rearrange, add to, or delete information from personal concepiual fiamework 
- intellectually empowered as reflective learner to take responsibility for own 

learning 
- develop knowledge and understanding of self student self-realization 

(. . . continued) 



~urrichum 
. - builds on a constructivist apprpach to learning 
- focuses on processes to detelop connections forming conceptual frameworks into 

which new information may be integrated: emphasizes holistic concepts 
(theoretical and perceptual) F 

y. * - 
Instruction 

D 

- assumes students have differe; learning&es and different stages of cognitive 
and psychological development 

- responds 6 questions with questions developing lines of questioning (patterns of 
reasoning) v ,  

- cooperative learning strategies dominate * 

- fosters collaborative environment 
8 

Evaluation 
- cumculum specific assessment serves to improve instruction 
- used in service of instruction 
- embedded in instruction: lines blur between assessment and instruction 
- fosters divergent instruction 
- monitors for students' understanding 
- self-assessment of leqrning progress is done by students 

(Spector, 1993, p. 12-13) 

Computer technology, generally, is associated with positive affect and is well 
. . 

received by students in educational environments (Askar, Yavuz, & Koksal, 1992; Fahy, 

1985, 1987; Francis, 1990; Jessup, Egbert & Connolly, 1996; Kaput, 1989; Keeler, 1996; 

Kluger & Adler, 1993; Kulik & Kulik, 1987; Okolo, 1992; Perez & White, 1985; Repman, 

1 993; Salerno, 1995; Signer, 199 1 ; Tenell& Rendulic, 1 996;.-wepner, 199 1). Most 

research however, relates to CAI, computer assisted instruction. Computer-managed 

instruction, CMI, is distinct from computer assisted instruction. Guthrie (1 987) defines the 

hnctions of CMI as test generation, correction and analysis, record keeping and 

reporting, the routing of learners through a set of learning activities, and the charting of 

learner progress for a variety 07purposes. CAI generally' is interactive programmed 

learning whereby the computer teaches the student. With computer-managed instruction, 



students intera~, hrgely at their own discretion, with peers and teachers to mediate 

learning during the completion of computer generated assignments; the computer is only - 

used to test, mark and generate assignments consequent to objective scores achieved on 

tests. Student progress is self-paced. Boblin and Gibson (1 986) found higher achievement 

scores in CMI groups compared to non-CMI groups, as did Tenhyson (1 98 I), who also ' 

determined that high school students were able to make better judgments about managing 

their own learning when provided with their own diagnostic and prescriptive information 

-from the system. The variety of learning resources available to the student is only limited 

by what divers3 the coursepath or teacher programs into the systemts.assignments. t . A 
P ' 

computer-managed self-paced learning environment may thus be a means to provide a 
/ I . 

personally interactive, technology-based alternate schooling experience andynvi~onment 
-, . b 

for adolescent students. 

Use of a computer-managed learning system to address the needs of at-risk 

learners is supported in the work of Francis (1990), who claims that with individualized 

attention, CMI offers these students an efficient, non-threatening, 'supportive learning 

environinent with real-life relevance and clearly stated learning goals. Nagarkatte (1 989) 

similarly attests to the value of a combination of CMI, CAI, tutoring and instructor input, 

to address the needs of a heterogeneous group of adult learners, 85% of whom required 

mathematics remediation. Nagarkatte found'CMI and CAI to be a necessary component of 

the students' curriculum because it offered immediate feedback and held the students' 
-I attention. a '  

Several school districts throughout Canada and the United States currently use the 

computer-managed learning environment in alternate schools and adult learriing centres 

(Pathfinder Learning Systems, undated; Buck, 1995). some secondary schools are using 
I '  ' 

computer-managed instruction to provide self-paced courses to individual students in 
P 

lotations where there is insufficient enrollment to run a full class of a course. Others use it 
, . 8 



to enable the provision of alternate timetabling and alternate learning envir~nments.~ The 
-- 

West ~ancouGer School District has successfdly used a computer-managed instructional 

system as part of its alternate school environment since 1990. Alternate schools are 
I 

generally small, special program educational sites that exist within British Columbia school 
F 

districts to comply with the legal mandate for availability of a public secondary school 
d 

education for all students up to and including the year of their eighteenth birthday. Sites * 

may have a particular program focus. Often, their raison d'etre is to educate adolescents 
- - 

studeits who have been generally unsuccessful within the regular secondary school system 

for a variety of reasons. These reasons may include absenteeism, repeated failure, 

substance abuse, family problems, learning disabilities and physical, emotional and 

"behavioral disorders. Attributes inherent to the instructor mediated, computer managed 

learning environment suggest these issues may be more flexibly accommodated by this ' 

type of learning environment. 

& 
Research Question 

In an attempt to accommodate many "at-risk" learn~rs and issues undermining 

mathematics achievement &d graduation rates at Mountview Secondary School, a 
P 

computer-managed instructional system was implemented. This study-explores the 

students' perceptions of learning mathematics in the corhputer-managed alternate learning 

P environment set within the regular secondary school learning environment of Mountview 

. Secondary School. This research will attempt to answer the following question: , 

In what ways does a computer-managed self-paced learning program " 

shape the learning experience and learning environment of "at-risk" 

students within the secondary school setting? 

Discussion with Ed Carlin and Tanya Northcott, representatives of Pathfinder Learning Systems. 
September 1996. 

9 



In Chapter Two I will present related research that reviews the role of affect, 

autonomy, motivation, and classroom interactions in mathematics learning. A rationale for ' 

a computer-managed mathematics learning environment follows. Chapter Three presents 

the historical context for this study and the research design.'An analysis and presentation 

of eight students' perspectives on their learning experiences and the learning environment 

in the Mountview secondary School Pathfinder Lab is piesentedin Chapter Fsur. The 
. . 

final chapter derives conclusions from all the data anddefines the implications for the 

provision of satisfying and effective mithematics learning environments to students. 



CHAPTERTWO " 

Review of Related Research 
6 

Learning experiences and the learning environment have'a strong impact on what r 

-- 
students bring to and acquire in their mathematics learning. The following will present the . .s 

I 

reader with an operative definition of affect in this study, how affect has an impact on 

motivation, achievement and self regulated learning behaviors, and the role of computer- 

managed instruction in addressing affect a d  learning. 

Affect: its definition and role in mathematics achievement 

The role of affect in its influence on cognitive growth and learning for all students 
, 

- is taking a higher profile in educational research. Mandler (1989) states, "affectless . 
learning is not a possible goal for a theory or.for the praxis of instruction" (p. 16). Wect 

is a nebulous concept and highly subjective term. The different dimensions of affect are 

evident in Williams' (1979) and McLeod's (1989b) distinctively different perspectives on 
Z 

the topic. Williams'(1979) recognizes affect in the interactive elements of pupil b#~havbrs, 

curriculum, and teacher behaviors. Pupil behaviors evidence what Williams refers to as 

"cognitive intellective" and "affective feeliign components. William's "affective feeling" 
C 

dimension includes the attributes that he labels; *curiosity / willingness", "risk taking 1 

courage", "complexity / challenge" and "imagination / intuition7'. Willingness, 
=, 

perseverance and self-confidence are similarly key elements of affect recognized in the 

work of Grouws and Cramer (1 4$9), Lester (1 %O), Le~ter, Garofalo, and Lambdin-Kroll 

(1 989) and Reyes (1 984). Where Wlliams focuses more on motivational outcomes of 

feelings, McLeod focuses on the intensity and quality of feelings. McLeod's (1989b) 



theoretiba~ fiamework for research on affect in mathematical problem solvi&, focuses on 
- - 

t 

four aspects of emotion: 

1. Magnitude and direction of the emotion. 
2. -~uration of the emotion. 

0 

3. Level of awareness of the emotion. 
4. Level of control of the emotion. (p. 32) 

McLeod attests to the role of affect in mathematical learning in his statement that all .- 

mathematics students, both low achieving and the strongest, "need to be able to deal-with 
-n * . 

f the role of affect in their learning" (p.33). He finds that the cog&tive processes involved% 

problem solving are particularly susceptible to the influence of the affectile domain and :+ 

summarizes numerous research studies that indicate memory and representation processes, 

consciousness, metacognition, automaticity, emotions, instructional environments and 

belief systems each contribute to a complex interplay of affective and cognitive outc6mes 

McLebd (1 992) concludes three major facets characterize the affective experience of 

mathematics: 
* 

First, students hold certain beliefs about mathematics and about themselves that play 
an important role in the development of their affective responses to mathematical 
situations. Second, since iriterruptions-and blockages are an inevitable part of the 
learning of mathematics, students will experience both positive and negative 
emotions as they learn mathematics; these emotions are likely to be more noticeable. 
when the tasks are'*ovel. Third, students will devel~p positive or negative attitudes 
toward mathematics (or parts of the mathematics curriculum) as they encounter the 
same or similar mathematics situations repeatedly. (p578) 

Therefore we can think of beliefs, attitudes, and emotions as representing increasing, 
levels of affective involvement, decreasing levels of cognitive involvement, 
increasing levels of intensity of response, and decreasing levels of response stability. 
( P  579) 

For the purposes of this thesis, the meaning of the term affect will be that 

summarized by Blum- Anderson (1 992): 



Mathematical affect is defined as*the feelings that stirdents hold about the 
subject of mathematics, about conditions that exist, within mathematics 
classrooms, and about the self as a learner of mathematics. It also includes 
the perceptions students hold with regard to the difficulty, usefblness, afid 
appropriateness of mathematics as a school subject and the reasons * 

(attributions) that students give for successfid or unsuccessfbl mathematical 
outcomes. (p. 433) 

* 

- Reflecting Blum-Anderson's dimensions of affect, the reader will view students' 

comments exposing the affective attributes of learning mathematics in the self-paced, 

computer-managed environment. 

Feelings serve as a sele.ctive filter in mathematical affect. This filter is tuned to 

incoming material that supports or justifies one's feelings,. - 

The filter admits material congruent with the perceiver's mood but casts 
aside incongruent material. Feelings cause congruent stimuli to become 
more salient, to stand out more, arouse more interest, cause deeper 
processing and greater learning of congruent material. This filtering is 
important insofar as it determines what gets stored in memory in the first 
pla& (Bower &'coben, 1982, p. 291) 'D 

Z 

The outcomes of this filterihg" may intensifL affect, whether positive or negative, and 

interrupt and redirect behavior. This is affirmed by Scheier and Carver (1982): "When a 

schema that incorpbrates affective information is accessed in the process of perceiving a 

new stimulus, the affective-response information is evoked along with the other 

information (p. 178)." Consequently, one can appreciate how both positive and negative 

mathematical attitudes among students can arise over time from albeit, similar initiating 

stimuli. Izard (1 982) concurs with Scheier and Carver (1982), that affect and cognition are 

linked in influencing self-regulatory behaviors, but adds th-at: 

Behavior is continually influenced by affect, and the intensification of 
ongoing affect or the emergence of a different and strong affect results not 
simply in interruption of ongoing behavior but in the org&zation of new 'I 
behaviors. Another way of saying this is that a change in &ect state t 



reorganizes and redirects behavior and mobilizes the energy to sustain it. 
(hard, 1982, p- 233) 

Readers will witness many student behaviors influenced by the emergence of redirected or 

reaffirmed affective states,~both positive and negative. Where a positive affect occurs,# 

' students can be expected to demonstrate more willingness to persevere and take risks; 
1 

positive affect influences the processes they use to solve problefis and decide among 
,__ - _ - - -  
alternativ6s (Isen, Means, Patrick, 8; Nowicki, 1982). 

Ne~ative affect Deroetuates underachievement and failure 
< ,  

Negative affect is the root of mathematics anxiety and the precursor to failure 
% -2 

(Tobias, 1978). -.. Failure and underachievement, however, have their own affective dynamic 
/-- ; 

of perptyation.-Nicholls (1 984) desctibeshow ego-involved students who believe their 
? . ---- 

' :&kacity is low, will avoid moderate normative difficulty levels or "realistic" challenges and 
.-. - 

4 

$erform at their worst if obliged to work on such tasks. He states that self-perceptionsof 
- v  

'competency become the dorninani manifestation dP the self-worth motive 

The evidence suggests that individuals strive to maintain both private and 
public images that are not only internally consistent with one another, but 
also credible in the Eyes of others. The research also provides a unifiing 

-+ theoretical and empi&al basis for understanding a bewildering array of 
self-handicapping behaviors encountered in the classroom, ranging fiom 
procrastination, to cheating, to setting impossibly high goals for oneself 
All of these actions can be seen as strategies in the struggle to protect a 
sense of personal worth. (Nicholls, 1984, p. 80-8 1) 

' As effort expenditure represents a potential threat to one's sense ,of worth because a 

combination of high effort and failure implies low ability (Covington, 1984), students 

perceiving themselves to be in a learning environment for low ability students are in a 
' -, 

double bind and under an increased threat to their self-worth (Jones, 1974). The 

perpetuation of this personal affect for failure and underachie6ment can also be related to 

attribution and behavioral patterns. 

2 



Success oriented students tend to attribute their successes to a combination 
of skill and effort, and their failures ta a kick of-proper eEort. In contrast, 
failure-accepting students attribute their successes, infrequent as ,they ars  
to external factors such as luck, f'k ease or to the generosity of .teacher, 
while failure is ascribed to a lack of.skill and ability. Because these students 
perceive success as bey6Rd their control, they tend to r*ithhold self-praise 
as being unjustified an3 also actively avoid success because it implies an 
obligation to succeed again, something they believe themselves incapable 

- of (Covington, 1984, p. 93) - 

My teaching experience has acquainted me%ith many studqnts evidencing these behaviors 

and attributional styles. 

learn in^ autonomy and motivation 

Autonomy in one's learning provides a satisfjring sense of control, facilitating the 

development of initiative, motivation and other self-regulated learning behaviors. Self- 

paced learning programs were popularized in the 1970s to address low achievement and 

3 individual student ability differences (Allison, 1975; Leuba and Flarnrner, 1975; 
Q 

McCollom, 1974; Schoen. 1977). The learner's autonomy in a self-paced course may offer 

a sense of initiative and control over one's learning activities that is generally less evident 

in the traditional, more teacher directed, mathematics classroom. Research findings . * 

* 

indicate that although self-paced instruction may not demonstrate consistent superiority in 

raising standardized test scores, its use continues on the basis of its intuitive appeal, and 
. . 

student and teacher satisfaction. Students strongly prefe self-paced format to a 

r conventional format, feeling that they worked harder, 1-ed more, and - had more control 
c- -- &- 

f over their grades in a self-paced course (Allison, 1975)T duden<motivation to learn has 

- been enhanced by the provision of self-paced learning (McCollom 1974, Nagarkatte 

1989). Both Nagarkatte and Reiser (1 984), however, highlight the problem of student 

procrastination when a course is exclusively self-paced More current research focuses on 

the development of self-regulated learning (SRL) behaviors (AlexandCr, 1995; Boekaerts, 

1995; Pressley, 1995; Winne, 1995). The degree to which a student initiates productive 



thought and learning activity in response to interests; learning challenges.or classroom 
- * experiences reflects varying levels of self regulated learning behavior. Effective self-paced '\ 

I 

learning would offergio students, task conditions that develop SRL and are."desigped, b 

C .  

through social and other forms of support, to circumvent their inaptitudes long enqugh for 

success expe jences to show (Corno & Rohrkemper, 1985, p.84)." Positive self-appraisals 

forthcoming fiom success experiences are prerequisite to an intrinsic motivation to learn 
= .  

(Corno & Rohrkemper, 1985). 
a 

Some elements of self regulated learning are metacognjtive and metamotivational; 

SRL is guided by appraisals and affective states (Boerkaerts, 199;). Dominantly positive 

appraisals and their concomitant affective states motivate students to assemble available 

learning resources, whereas dominantly threatening appraisals and corresponding negative 
a 

emotions motivate students to assemble'available coping~resources for protecting their' 

well-being (p. 198): I would emphasize that these appraisals and affective states are part of 

a complex and continuous feedback loop rendered fiom the student's cognition on his 

perceptions; cognition and perception that are all deeply influenced by the affect the 

student brings to the learning environment and the affect of the learning environment itself 
" 'cp. 

The social interactions occurring within the learning environment generate the affective 

and cogni$ve foundations on which students construct their perceptions. These 

perceptions ultimately determine students' intrinsic motivation and quality of learning 

(Biber, 198 1; lzard et al., 1965; Johnson & Johnson, 1985; Kloosterman, 1988; 

Leventhal, 1982; Scheier & carver, 1982; Winne, 1995). ~ntrinsic motivation results when 

an interplay of classroom conditions promote student'self-regulated learning and positive . 

self-appraiials (Corno & Rohrkemper, 1985). 
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Classroom interactions influence student uerceutions and motivation '5 

* 

A computer-managed learning eqvironment generates teacher-student and student- = 

student interactions that may differ both qualitatively and quantitatively from thode of P- 
typical mathematics classroom. Johnson and Johnson (1985) dist'inguish types of 

interaction contexti within classrooms, and their consequences for affect, motiyation ,and . 

achievement. These interaction contexts may exhibit positive interdependence, negative' 
'w 

interdepkndence or n6 interdependence. The differe*] interaction patterns of * %E 

interdependence resu:; in different motivational systems, consequently affecting 

achievement, which ultimately determines expectations for future achievement. 
J 

- 
\ 

.3 Interdependence patterns within a classroom thus influence whether the oyerall learning 
h 

environment is cooperative, competitive or individualistic. Johnson & Johnson conclud6 

that cooperatlw learning situations promote greater intrinsic motivation, higher # 

expectations for success, gred!r'ince?tive for achievement, greater epistemic curiosity and 

continuing motivation to l y - n p o r e  cd&tment to learning, and greater task persistence, 
t 

The compditive classroom,'kreated by such practices as bell curve grading and 

oppositional interactions, promotes a mof+vati~nal element that includes extrinsic- 

motivation to win, low expectations for sudess by all buy the highest ability students, 

incentive to learn based on differential benefit, low epistemic curiosity and lack of 

continuing interest to learn, a lack of commitment to learning and low task persistence in 

most students. The individualistic learning situation promotes a motivational element that 
' 

includes extrinsic motivation to meet preset zriteria of mastery, low expectations for 

success by all but the highest ability students, an incentivitd learn based on self benefit, 

low epistemic curiosity and continuing interest to learn, low commitment to learning, and 

low task persistence by most students (Johnson & Johnson, 1985). A computer-managed 
* 

learning environment is individualistic in its self-$acing and learning objective mastery 
* ?  

criteria. It is also, however, conducive to a cooperative'learning environment to the extent 



that peer and teacher mediated learning and problem solving occur during the completion 

of students' assignments and correciions (Pathfinder ~ e a h i n ~  Systems, undated). Fahy's 

(1 987) students found using computer-managed learning modules more helpful, enjoyable, 

and less stressful, preferring the cooperative and print learning elements of their program 

to traditional instructor-centered approaches. Cheater questioning opportynities with peeis. 
& r 

1 

generated a satistjlng and cooperative learning environment. 
-I 

k successfid computer-managed learning environment thus needs to be designed to 
e 

offer opportunities for autonomy, meaning-constructing learping interaction, content 

mastery and self-pacing. A rationale suppor&ng these goals is found in the work of Ryan, 

Conpell& Deci (1 985). They recognize the'administrative trend and pu~licpressure for 

prescriptive learning and standardized curricula, while expressing the difficulty in marrying 

these attributes with learning autonomy and intrinsic motivation. Their findings conclude . 
that: 

a) providing students with choice improves learning; 

b) intrinsic motivation, achievement and conceptual learning are positively related; , 
* 

L c) circumstances that afford autonomy and support competence tend to facilitate 

intrinsic motivation. 

Computer-generated feedback from a computer-managed instructional system increases 
6 

intrinsic motivation and achievement, and supports the Cognitive Evaluation Theory's 

proposition that extrinsic,,informational feedback will 'cause a positive shift in 

motivation with a corresponding change in achievement (elariana, 1993; Terrell & 

Rendulic, 1996). 
A 

A basic precept to the computer-managed learning environment is that students 

will initiate peer and instructor mediation of their learning as the need presents. Offering 
I 

the potential for a more personable teacher-student interaction than may be feasible in the 

typical mathematics classroom, this individualized leamjng mediation could be expected to - - 18 - 



be a learning motivation reinforcer. Help seeking behaviors, however, are found to 
0 

demonstrate an interesting paradox; those who need them most, practice them least 
* 

(Karabenick & Knapp, 1988). Except among very young children, help seeking behaors 
B 

have been found to imply low ability to one's peers (Graham & Barker, 1990). 

Indirect sources of low-ability information are also found in prevalent teacher 

behaviors. both in situations of success as well as in situations of imminent failure. Praise 

itself is often counterproductive and a questionable motivation reinforcer (Brophy, 198 1 ; . 

Dinkmeyer & Losconcy, 1980). Particularly among low achieving students, unsolicited 

help from a teacher is perceived by both the recipient student and the student's peers to be 

an attribution of low ability by the teacher. This attribution influences the student's self- 
~* 

perception of ability and has psychological consequences impacting affect and expectancy - 
(Graham & Bar,ker, 1990). Karabenick and Knapp (1  988) conclude that poor performers 

thus face both cognitive and emotional obstacles to obtaining the help they need. Their . 

study showed that help seeking behaviors occurred predominantly among students ' 

achieving in the B- to C+ range; that aboye and b$low that range help seeking behaviors 

decreased, approaching 0 at an overall achievement grade of D. Teachers are thus in a 

double bind with low achieving students because these students may not only avoid 

seekrrrg help but also may avoid receiving teacher initiated help because both actions are 

perceived by students to infer low ability, and would hrther undermine their already 

fragile self esteem. When the low achieving student  choose,^ to maintain an isolation in his 

learning he adds to his own difficulties by limiting his learning resources. Winne (1995) 

describes the shortcomings of solitary learning: "Solitary study lacks the dynamically 

; responsive scaffolding and guidance that can be fhade available when learning proceeds in 

the context of social interaction or int&igently interactive media ( p  186)." Where students 

perceive help-seeking interactions to indicate a lack of ability, rather than a positive f 

demonstration of learning initiative to construct meaning, the students' major 
I9 



preoccupation, the protection of a sense of ability and self-worth, becomes an unrealistic 

self-defeating aspiration (Covihgton, 1984). Readers will view several different t 
perceptions that had an influence on individualdtudent's quantity and quality : - of interaction 

in the Mountview Secondary computer-managed learning environm6nt; 
". 

, 
_g 

Rationale for a co~nputer-manaped instruction learning environment 

The rationale for a computer-managed learning environment is that it may provide 

a means to address the demands for both publicly accountable schooling and humane 

learning whiie enabling a recognition and utilization of Kuhs and Ball's (1  986) dominant 

and distinctive views of how mathematics should be taught: 
. .- 

1 .  Learnerrfocused: mathematics teaching that focuses on the learner's personal 
constructw of mathematical knowledge; 

BI 

2 .  Content-focused with an emphasis on conceptual understanding: mathematics 
teaching that 'is dri;en by the content itself but emphasizes conceptual 
understanding; * 

3.  ('ontent-focused with an emphasis on performance: mathematics teaching that 
emphasizes student performance and mastery of mathematical rulesand 
procedures; and 

4. Uassroom focused: mathematics teaching based on knowledge about effective 
classrooms. (Kuhs and Ball, 1986, p. 2) 

The Pathfinder Learning System, which provides the instructional context in tljs 

study, is said to provide a learner focused and content understanding focused approach 

through its set-iaeing, its ability to create customized individual coursepaths, and the 

interaction between students, teachers, and peer tutors to construct their knowledge and i 
understanding (Pathfinder Learning Systems, undated). Content focus with an emphasis on - 

*- 
performance ensues fiom the 80% mastery criteria that is required by the system before 

new material is introduced to students. Mastery percentage criteria can be changed to 

address individual student's learning needs. Positive changes in teacher role, a cooperative 



and enhanced classroom.&mate and-the creation of a more student focused learning 
- 

environment were consequent to the computer based learning environment (using 
4 h 

network4 CMI and CAI) initiated in an urban schooi characterized by an ethnically 

diverse and low iiicome student population {keeler, 1996). Where the Pathfinder Learning 

System is individualistic in pacing,, the intended autonomous and cooperative focus in - 

mediating the learning experience suggests that the computer-managed instructional 

environment may, in many ways, be concurrent with research on effective classroom 
7 

learning environments (Blum-Anderson, 1992; Corno & Rohrkemper,'l985; De Corte, 
' 

1995: Johnson & Johnson, 1985; Pathfirider Learningsystem, undated; Spector, 1993) 

Freisen (1 99 1) recognizes several positive attributes - of tbe Pathfinder Learning 

Systems version of computer-managed instruction: placement and pace flexibility, 

individualization and immediate feedback, scheduling flexibility, management and 

reporting features facilitating individualization, modifiability and expandability of resources 

and paths, and the appeal of a simple interface computer technology. As adult basic 

education is Freisen's particular focus, he is concerned that an over reliance on the system 
d -  

may impoverish the quality of the adult basic education environment. He stipulates that the 

predetermined learning objectives increase a sense of disempowerment, depriving learners 

of opportunities for ownership and decision making. If this is the case, it may similarly be 

true for secondary level students as British Columbia Ministry of Education mathematics 

curriculum specifications generally oblige secondary school studentsto face predetermined - 
learning objectives in each successive secondary school mathematics course, regardless of 

instructional delivery system. 

A review of two decades of research on computer-managed instruction by Szabo 

and Montgomerie (1992) finds cornputerrmanaged instruction to be both effective and 

efficient. They conclude with the telling statement: 
' 



1: 

Regardless of what we as instructors would like to believe about our work, many of 
- - our students will do anything to avoid our lectures, most of which do not contribute 

as much to learning as we instructors would like to believe. The data suggests that 
CMI can play a usefbl and productive role while satisfjmg student needs. (p. 130) 

J Nagarkatte's (1989) nine year study concludes that computer-managed instruction used in 

conjunction with CAI, tutoring and instruction is an effectiv-e means to teach mathematics 
X 

to college students of various abilities, learning styles and mathematics backgrounds. 
* P 

In conclusion, although there is minimal documented research to support the 
" specific use of the Pathfinder Learning System (self-paced, computer-managed instruction) 

- 
6 

.* 
with "at-risk secondary school mathemati'cs students, there is a body of related research 

that implies that CA4l may have the potential to be an effective facilitator for the learning 

of mathematics in the secondary school environment. Because, "perceptioti is reality", how 

these students perceive their learning experience and the learning environment using this 

system will be the subject of this research. 



CHAPTER THREE 

/ The Learning Environment Genesis : Research Context and Design 

The genesis df this learning environment at Mountview Secondary School is 

rooted in my personal and professional experiences, a school accreditation report and the 

, caring vision of the schcvol's principal and staff Following the events and experiences 

described below, the Mountview Secondary School Pathfinder Lab opened its doors to its 

student clientele in September 1995. The data collection ior this research began 

History of this Study 

Budgetary cutbacks in June of 1994 concludedmy career as an enrichment / gifted 

teacher at a Vancouver elementary school. Consequent~o my teaching and educational 

experiences in this position, I had come ta  believe that any student's greatest potential 

would only be realized with strongly developed positive affective, metacognitive, creative - .  

and critical thinking skills. As a parent, I saw mathematics as the turnkey to my children's 

hture educational, care.er and employment opportunities. While my eldest son excelled in 

his secondary school environment, acquiring many awards and scholarships, I witnessed 

my younger son grow to despise his secondary schooling, and particularly -1 ma ematics. 
=------- 

When my younger son transferred to an alternative learning environment; that offered a 7 
self-paced computer-managed learning system, he was able to acquire his mathematics \ 

b 
credits and graduste a year earlier than his age peers because the system had enabled him ) 
to progress at his own learning pace. I was amazed to watch my younger son, who had 

epitomized the concept of 'mathematics anxiety' (McLeod, 1992; Tobias, l978), become a 

motivated learner. In discussing his change of attitude with him, I leaked that he felt he 

was more motivated and worked harder because he was in control of his learning (and 
,*  23 



consequently the amount of time he needed to remdn enrolled to graduate); he suddenly 

seemed aware of a learning goal and no longer perceived his schooling as a year's sentence 

to a classroom and a teacher. I came to appreciate how seemingly non-educational, 
- 

affective issues such as autonomy and freedom could so strongly influence learning. I 

realized that our educational system needs to address its students' leadng needs without 

rejecting them from the mainstream. This pivotal experience in my younger son's schooling 

came to bear on the issues I addressed in my new mathematics teaching position at . 
5 

Mountview Secondary, September 1994. 

As a teacher new to teaching Mathematics 8, 9 and 1 0 4  I experienced frustration 

as 1 watched-some of my otherwise capable students fall behind, struggle to learn, fail or 

enroll in modified mathe-matics courses, evidently due to reasons such as non-completion 

of homework, substance abuse, poor motivation or attitude, absenteeism, ill health, family 

and personal problems. For too many it seemed, the social and cultural context implied 

"Why bother?"; mathematics was q long way down their list of priorities. 
P 

Mountview Secondary had completed a British Columbia Ministry oFEducation 

accreditation in the 1993194 school year. I welcomed the opportunity to act on many of 

the recommendations included in the Final Report: External Accreditation Team, May 

1994, quoted below: 

* examine the failure rate(s) in courses and provincial examination scores ' 
and explore ways to help students become more successful; 

* explore ways to make all areas of the curriculum meaningful and relevant 
to students; 

* examine models of how students learn; , 

* examine models to problem solve around the needs of students "at-risk"; 
- ( ~ 8 )  

* involve staff proactively in addiessing key areas for school improvement 
(e.g. code of conduct, education change); (p. 1 1) 



The following recommendations were made in the School Growth Plan Summary: 

To provide students with opportunities to evaluate and direct their own 
learning: . 

Strategy 1 : develop an end-of-term form that teachers may use to solicit 5 

student feedback on the course; 
Strategy 2: investigate the implementation of teaching strategies that offer 
students opportunities for self-directed study units and self-evaluation. 
(Action Plan 1, Objective 3) 

.. 

To develop the academic confidence and self-esteem of all students: 
Strategy 2: extend to all students frequent praise for their small 
successes(accentuate the positive); 
Strategy 3 : adopt a 'small-step' approach to teaching. 
(Action Plan 2, Objective 1) 

To work with the district to provide the school with more adequate and 
appropriate technological resources. 
(Action Plan 3, Objective 1) 

As Mathematics 1 1 is a critical factor in both graduation and post secondary 

education opportunities, I reflected on my current teaching environment and the learning 

environment that had made the difference between graduating and not graduating for my 

son The >elf-paced, computer-managed learning system software, Pathfinder Learning - .  

System, had been used successfidly in several British Columbia school .districts, but largely 

in the 'alternative education' site format. Evidently, because Pathfinder is self-paced and 

individually peer and teacher supported, many learners with a diversity of learning and 

personal problems have found success using this system, despite the variety of educational 

disability labels they previously acquired3. I became strongly motivated to pursue a self- 

paced computer-managed learning environment for my students. 

3 Tanya Northcott. representative for Pathfinder ~eaming' Systems and John Blain. principal of Sentinel 
Work Alternative Program in the West Vancouver School District, have both described Pathfinder's 
successes in discussions with me. They told me of many students who, with a diversity of learning . 
problems and negative schooling histories, have experienced success and secondary school graduation 
using Pathfinder. Pathfinder Leaning System 1995 marketing brochures elaborate on tlus. 

2 5 



The lo~istics of im~lementation 

Mountview Secondary's principal, went to great lengthsto source knding and 
i ) '  

support my, and my colleawe Peter's efforts to explore and initiate an alternate learning 

system environment. Despite unsuc~essful applications for funding through various 

foundations andgovernment programs, our principal creatively assembled sufficient school 

resources to purchase the Pathfinder software. A donation of used computers from 

Chevron Canada enabled the provision of the necessary hardware for the system. 

Funding the staffing for the Lab was qlso a challenge. The Vancouver School 

Board contract with its teachers designated pupil teacher ratios of thirty to one for a 

secondary level mathematics class. Most learning centres using the Pathfinder Learning 

System usually function with a twenty to one or lower pupil teacher ratio. Vancouver's 
e 

thirty to one ratio may be lowered by up to three students for either multiple grade * 

groupings andlor the enrollment of identified special needs students with British Columbia 

Ministry of Education label numbers. In order to enable the individualized instructional 

assistance that typifies the Pathfinder learning environment, the principal designated 
1 

staffing by combining the'school's Skills Centre and the Pathfinder learning within one 

large room. In this manner, the Skills teacher, with a maximum fifteen to one pupil teacher 

ratio, and the District Resource Teacher (employed to enable the integration of students 

with British Columbia Ministry of Education special needs identification numbers ) both 
d 

worked in the Lab with a mathematics teacher who would enroll a class of up to twenty- 

eight students. As the District Resource Teacher was assigned to individual students and ' 

not a classroom, she did not work in the Lab on a full time basis However, she was 

usually present Monday through Thursday and did work with many Pathfinder Lab 

students while concurrently accessing many of her special needs designated students 

during the periods in which they were enrolled in the Pathfinder Lab. This meant that with 
26 
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. . 

an enrollment cap of forty for the room, the Lab was then staffed with at 1,east two, and 

fiequentiy three, teachers working in the room each block. Additionally, there were up to 
A 

five Community Service 11 or Peer Tutoring I I students assigned to the Lab each block 

to act as monitors and peer tutors. 
/ 

The typical enrollment of forty in the lab in any given block would thus be 

composed of a range of twenty to twenty-eight mathematics students in various P 

~aAematics courses; the remainder was composed of Modified English 8, 
r) 6 

I 

Communications 1 1 ~r Skills Program students. In order to address our academically most 
J 

* 
needy students and provide sufficient pupil enrollment to warrant the staffassignments, 

the school's entire enrollments for the rnodjiied mathematics courses, Mathematics 9A, 

Mathematics 10A and Introductory Mathematics I I ,  Communications I I and Modified a 

English 8 were assigned to the Pathfinder Lab. Some ESL (English as a Second 

Language) transitional mathematics students were also enrolled in the lab for their 

mathematics course. Throughout the year, when any block's enrollment fell below forty, 

counselors would transfer students who were facing imminent failure in their regular 

m-athematics class into the Pathfinder Lab. This happened several times through the year 

because counselors found that student absenteeism generally increased when a student 

perceived himself to be obviously failing; it was hoped that access to the individualized, 

self-paced instruction in the Pathfinder Lab would maintain the student's potential to 

acquire a mathematics course credit and serve as an effective way to reduce absenteeism. 

During the first year of operation the Pathfinder Lab thus hnctioned as a self- 

paced, computer-managed learning centdoffering Mathematics 8 through I 1, 

Mathematics 9A, 10A , 1 1 A and ~ntroductor~ Mathematics 1 I, English 8, 

* Communications 1 I, and skills. As other computer labs in the school could be accessed 

through connecting cables, both computer-managed and some computer assisted 
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I instructional resources were available for student use in the Lab. The Pathfinder Lab's first 

few months of operation were plagued with technology problems. The School board's . 
- 

. commitment to maintain and service donated computers was soon withdrawn as network 

problems ensued Several mon\hs imo the school year, poor quality cables and excessively 

long cable installations between the computers (which extended the network beyond its 

maximum distance range), were found to be the root of many of our problems. Computer 

based learning is heavily dependent on the quality and availability of technical support 

services. 

The Pathfinder Learninp ~nvironment 

Pathfinder Learning System is a computer-managed instructional system with a 

mastery learning orientation. Students are each enrolled in a coursepath that offers the 

learning objectives for their particular mathematick course. Coursepaths are a sequence of 

objectives, each of which is composed of a set of learning outcomes. The student 

completes a computer generated pre-test on one objective, composed of a small set of 

outcomes; i(is computer marked. Assignments are then computer generated for each 

outcome where the student scores less than 80%. In completing assignments, students are 

directed to a diversity of learning resources and may receive individual instruction fiom 

teachers and peer tutors. After assignments have been completed, marked and corrected 

by the student, the student then completes a computer generated post-test on the studied 
,f- 

objective. Scores below 80% on any outcome within the objective will resirft in hrther 

assignments. When a student scores 80% or higher on the obJectivi post-test, the student 

then receives the pre-test for the next objective and thus workshis way through the 
" \ + -  

coursepath to acquire course credit. The 80% mastery level is commonly used but can be 

revised for individual students by the supervising teacher. Other individualizing potential is 

available through the system's ability to all&w+feachers to create altered or new 
3- 
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coursepaths for students, and add or delete assignments, test items and learning materials 

Sp within coursepaths. 

In purchasing a Pathfinder system, Mountview staff had to choose the type of 
*, 

system desired, Delivery, or ~ e l i v e ; ~  and Development, and appropriate coursepath 

software. Where the Delivery system would allow us to modi@*or create coursepaths from 

existing coursepath elements, both adding and deleting assignments, test items and 

materials as desired, a Development system would have allowed us to create entirely new 

courses. Financing availability dictated Mountview was able to purchase only the Delivery 

system. Mountview's coursepath software was acquired from three different sources. 

Mathematics 8, 9 and 10 coursepaths were from the Pathfinder Learning System 

Corporation. Mathematics 10A and Introductory   at he ma tics i 1 coursepaths were 

purchased fiom Belmont Learning Centre in Victoria where teachers use a Development 

system and have created several coursepaths, written to British Columbia Ministry of 

'Education Mathematics cumculum objectives and their own available learning resources. 

Mathematics 1 1 courseware was acquired fiom the British Columbia Pathfinder User 

Consortium, of which Vancouver is a member. The Consortium has created, and is 

* updating, coursepaths for most British Columbia Ministry of Education Grade 1 1 and 12 

courses. Thus each coursepath, although written to specific curriculum' and instructional 

obJectives, logically reflects the individual professional beliefs of both its author and the 

authors of the various learning materials that are designated for use in the coursepath 
h 

assignments. Just as most currently used mathematics textbooks may designate learning 

activities that would not necessarily be h l ly  compatible with the NCTM Standards (1 989), 

it is my belief that the various coursepaths may similarly reflect some shortcomi& that 
b 

could be corrected by coursepath and assignment programming that is more consistently. 

oriented to addressing these standards. Each Pathfinder learning site is obviously unique in 

that each environment will reflect the blending of its components: its coursepaths, its 



clientele, its funding, its physical layout and the professional perspectives of its teaching 

and support staff. Consequently, the reader is cautioned that the term, Pathfinder 

Mathematics, refers to all of the mathematics courses using computer-managed instruction 

that were taught in the Lab, and that the term, Pathfinder Lab, simply refers to the room. 
a * 

The learning environment characteristics evidenced in the Mountview Pathfinder Lab are 
B 

attributable to only that site and are not be attributed to Pathfinder Learning System sites - 

in general. 

Mountview Pathfinder Lab Site Descri~tion 

The Pathfinder Lab runs 10 computers networked on Novel1 - I Class from a 

Business Education Lab server in another classroom. This server runs Pathfinder Delivery 

system and the various coursepath software. Other than one classroom of Mathematics 
I 

C 

I I A and a Modified   at he ma tics 8 class, the Pathfinder Lab enrolled all of Mountview's 

Mathematics 9 4  Mathematics 10A, and Introductory Mathematics 1 1 students. As the 

Lab also enrolled Skills, Communications 1 1 and Modified English 8 students, the 

remedial nature of mo$ of the room's course enrollments proved to play a negative role 
8 

, in influencing many students' percep n of their learning environment. 

The Mentor Mathematics coursepath software, written to offer academic - &, 

Mathematics 8, 9 and 10 course curriculum, was used with transitional ESL (English as a , f ,  
&? 

Second Language) students and some Grade 8 , 9  or 10 students who wanted to acquire -3 
C B  

regular academic mathematics course credit. As many of our students were already 
t '  

committed to' a modified mathematics stream, many used the Mathematics 10A 2nd 
- - - .  

Introductory Mathematics 11 coursepaths from Belmont Learning Centre to enable them 
< 

to acquire a British Columbia graduatioll mathematics course credit before the end of 
. . 

Grade 12, i.e. Introductory Mathematics 1 1, Mathematics 1 1A or Mathematics 1 1.  , -. =* . , 

Belmont software was of particular value to Mountview in that the coursepaths were .* 
* 

30 ;bt; 



- 
written in units and came with unit tests covering several objectives. These unit tests 

would be comparable to chapter tests in %regular classroom . The tests were kept in 

locked file drawers and were teacher administered, not computer generated. The Mentor 

software did not have teacher; administered unit tests, thus we created our own unit tests 

that were given at designated points in each coursepath. Lab staff felt that to ensuie 

course credit credibility equivalent to a regular mathematics class,-unit tests, not the 

computer generated Pathfinder tests, would be the major source of marks for report letter 
\ 

grades. wd - 
The Pathfinder Lab staff agreed initially upon a philosophy that student learning was . - 

to be self-paced; believing as we did that given sufficient time with individualized 

attention, students could master regular academic mathematics courses. Whereas some 

students chose to enroll in the academi~ Grade 8, 9 or 10 coursepaths in order to graduate 

. \  with Mathematics 1 1, most of the modified mathematics courg students continued in the 

modified stream conipleting Mathematics 124, with the intention to graduate with either * 

, Mathematics 1 1 A or Introductory Mathematics 1 1 and possibly Mathematics 1 1 .  
I 

Pathfinder Lab students were not given a time schedule for the completion of their 

coursepath. Thdwere told that the courses were self-paced and students were F 

I 

encouraged to set progress goals and aim to complete the coursepath within the year. It 

. was up to them to determine what they would do each class for homework. All students 
-*#. 

4 

- had a copy of their particular coursepath, on which they marked their objective test scores 
I 
'and the respective dates that they mastered each objective. Thus it was always clearly . 

. --I evident what had been accomplished and what objectives were still to be learned. They g :T-? 
. 

'5 0 

were encouraged to seek instruction and help fiom teachers, tutors and other class 
.. - 

.# 1" 

. members, in constructing their understanding of the topics they studied. Their reporct card 
= +. 

marks were to be primarily determined by their achievement on their unit tests, not their 
y .  

6 Pathfinder tests. ~ i t t e r  grades were based on the term's cumulative total of the unit tests 

3 1 
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completed, 70%, and the remainin; 30% was based on the students' maintenance of their 

course binder (assignments, Pathfinder tests, ~orrections, coursepath records).. 
- -- 

Consequently, if students had not completed at least a Unit 1 test - for their coursepath by 

the end of first term, they received an "incomplete" on their report cards. 

Failure~o complete the coursepath by the end of June resulted in an "In Progress", 

for the final report. This is a new letter grade tha the B. C. Ministry of Education has k 
allowed schools to pilot to allow students to complete a course's requirements by no later 

than the .end of first term the following school year At the beginning of the year, staff had 

been under the impression that the " In Progress " did not have a deadline. Perhaps 

\ ' naively, we believed our students had an opportunity, allowing an individually appropriate 
- 

amount of time, to master regular academic mathematics courses instead of modified 

courses. Later in the year, Vancouver School Board drafted a response to the use of the 
e+ 

IP that would have precluded its use on a final report. We were very pncerned about the - 

discrepancy between Board and Ministry directiyes. and about having mislead our 

students. We successfidly sought permission from the Board to use the "IP" and postpone 

a final mark in June to the end of first term the following school year. However, a few 

students whose absenteeism, poor behavior, and negligible progress indicated the learning 

environment did not appropriately address their learning needs, received a "Fail", and 
& 

either enrolled in summer school to acquire c v s e  credit or failed. This self-paced policy 

gave the students some degree of independence and personal control over how they 

learned in the Pathfinder Lab. Students' affective response to this autonomy varied 

ficantly as this &search will show. -- 

Classroom Setting: The Phvsical Environment 

The Pathfinder Lab was located on the third and top floor of the north side of the 

school in a classroom that was originally built to fbnction as a Home ~eonomiis  sewing 



b - .  - 
room. There was consequently more than the usual classroomnumber of electrical outlets, 

1 .  - 
a larger than usual physical space, a sink, sideboard with latge drawers andten wall 

cupboards each housing twenty-four small drawers. These ten cupboards served to store 

the students' binders, two students assigned to a drawer. Students were requested to leav'e 

their binders in the drawers between classes and only take home the immediate papers they .; 6 
were working on for homework in order to avoid the frequently experienced problem of 

$32 

losing or forgetting their bindan-Along the north windhed ;dl were located the ten 
I f  - 

networked 386 [BM h p a h b l e  computers on computer tables. An instructor's computer- 
f * 

area and desk was set up at the north west end of the room. It overlooked a carrel and 

sideboard area used for unit testing and included a small area where students could work 'I 

, individually or in small groups with the teacher. Also located in the west end of the room 
8 P 

was the Pathfinder Lab library of resources and a Macintosh computer that ran tutori# 

mathematics and word processing software. At a desk by the Pathfinder Lab library, 

Community Service 1 1 or Peer Tutoring 11 student monitors were stationed to monitor ' 
* 

the distribution, record keeping, collection and shelving of the library resources, monitor 

the hall pass board and record sheet for students leaving the room, and assist with peer 
d 

tutoring. Pathfinder Lab library resources were distributed fiom the monitors' station as 

class members requested them during class, returned them at the end of the period, and 

, borrowed them after school for overnight use or for use in the teacher supervised after 

school study block provided each day. Four foot high room dividers and book shelves 

separated the computer area fiom the table area where students worked on their 

assignments and tests. The availability of a counter outlet and a sink in the classroom 

enabled the staff to make coffee and tea in the room. Consequently, the usual presence of 

one or more Pathfinder Lab staff members meant the room was supervised and*kept open 

for student access before classes commenced in the morning, during most nutrition breaks 

and lunch hours, as well as after school. 



In this physical environment, six different teachers and over three hundred 

students, experienced a self-paced computer-managed learning environment during the 
> .  

1995/96 school year. 



Research Design 

The Pathfinder Lab is a unique entity gmong-our school district's secondary 

schools. My review of the research paradigms lead me to believe that the most'thorough 

and valid information would be_forthcoming from a qualitative, naturalistic inquiry. 

The mandated search for statistically significant cause-effect relationships 
often blinds evaldators and clients alike to more diffise but also more 
powerfbl social forces operating within a given context, program, project, 
or site. And, most certainly, ascertaining what people think exists and why 
they think so is at least as important as verification of some a priori 
postulate about cause-effect relationships that the evaluator thinks exists. 
(Guba & Lincoln, 1989, pp. 23 1-232) 

  his research thus employed a naturalistic, "fourth generation" design (Guba & Lincoln, 

1989). To comply with the quality criteria for "fourth generation" research, negotiation, 

data analysis and interpretation occurred continuously throughout this evaluation. 

Consequently, emphasis is not on a quantitative, cause-effect relationship. While not being 

shaped to meet the agenda of any player in the education community, this research study 

acknowledges that values within this community's players exist and. influence-perceptions. 

I recognize that my own values may reflect aspects of the traditional educational 

community in that I accept that the parameters for mathematics course credit implies a 

student has indicated fbnctiona&competency and knowledge of a specified group of 

skills/objectives to at least a fifty percent level. I also respectathe concept that the public 

school system's existence is fbnded and dependent upon the tax-paying public who, in . 

general terms, expect secondary schools to produce the competent and responsible student 
a.t 

product that secondary school graduation implies. The implementation -of the Pathfinder 

Lab at Mountview was an attempt to allow more students to access,' within their own 

secondary school community, the pacing and individualized instruction in their 

mathematics curriculumqo enable them to accomplish the traditional parameters of 

mathematics achievement and., the necessary mathematics course credit for graduation. 
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&edibility attributes of prolonged engagement, persistent observation, peer 

debriefing, negative case analysis, prsgressive subjectivity and member checks have each 

been inco6orated. Prolonged engagement, is defined as: 

Substantial involvement at the site of the inquiry, in order to overcome the effects of - 
misinformation, distortion, or presented "fronts", to establish the rapport and build 
the trust necessary to uncover constructions, and to facilitate immersing oneself in , 
and understanding the context's culture. (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 237) 

Persistent observafiop offers the evaluator sufficient observation to: 

identify thpse characteristics and elements in the situation that are most relevant to 
the problem or issue being pursued and to focus on them in detail. The object of 
persistent observation is to add depth to the scope which prolonged engagement 
affords. (Guba & Lincoln, 198.9, p. 237) 

Prolonged engagement and persistent observation thus occurred as data was collected 

throughout the entire 1995- 1996. school year from many sources. Indeed, as I continue 

this year to work in the Pathfinder Lab with many of the same students from the 1995- 

1996 school year, 1 view my own and my studen$ daily experiences with ongoing 

reflection and consultation with my colleagues. Persjstent observation was maintained in 

the form of teacher-evaluator journal keeping, individual student-generated term 
3 

evaluations and repeated interviewing. Progressive case analysis occurred through my 

preqtation of transcribed student interviews at regular thesis-group meetings attended by 

' ffk W. M. Roth, of the Simon Fraser University Faculty of Education, and a group of 

masters and doctoral graduate students. Peer debriefing with my thesis-group, colleagues 

and family served to maintain, mold and challenge my developing views. Each provided 

me with different perspectives on the student input and varioGincidents occurring in the 

Pathfifider Lab. The views of one interviewed student, Penny, and those evident in a few 

ofthe individual student-generated term evaluations will negative case analysis. 
- 

Member check, "the process of testing hypotheses, data, preliminary ~ategories and 
1 

interpretations with members of the stakeholding groups from whom the original 



constructions were collected (Guba &Lincoln, 1989, p. 239-240)", has been provided in - - 
- - 

two ways. The use of repeated interviews allowed me to clarie and validate my 

interpretation of interviewed students perceptions with them directly. Also, the final term's 

individual studentrgenerated evaluations included a list of students' comments derived 

fi-om the previous two terns' stitdent-generated evaluations and interviews. Students were 

asked to agree or di&ee with these comments for purposes of a member check, in 

addition to generating their own evaluation comments on this final term evaluation I 

instrument. Throughout the study there was "continuous feedback and feedforward (p. 

249), thus a herrneneutic, dialectic process was maintained. 

I do appreciate that an interplay of a multiplicity of variables and values influenced 

both my students' and my experiences. Naturalistic, qualitative inquiry will, through the 

, students' perceptions, more thoroughly access and expose the operative variables and 

values within this learning environment. 

Student Participants 4 

I 

An appropriate evaluation of a computer-managed learning environment requires 

the contribution of its participants' perceptions. The validity of utilizing student views to 

study variables in learning environments is evident in many other studies, specifically Jones 

(1 974), Lucas and Roth (1 996), Morstain and Gaff (1 977), Roth (1994), Stodolsky 

(1 99 l), and Weinstein (1 989) 

'Teachers and researchers must keep in mind that the most important version of 
reality is not the task we think we set for students (nor as in Weinstein's work, is it 
the communication we thinkawe direct to students), rather, the important version of 
reality is the student's perception of the task (or of the communication). That is, the 
student's perception of reality should be the one that counts the most for those who 
study the effects of teachers, classrooms and schools on students. (Berliner, 1989, 
p.326) 



The extensive students' comments in this thesis are present to provide the reader with a 
d 

true and thoroughaccess to the student's perceptions. 
C 

Due to prolonged engagement and eequent enrollment changes, the specific 

number of students did not remain constant during this study. Data was collected from 

students enrolled in Pathfinder Mathematics. One particular student, Billy, was included as 

an interview source because, in addition to his enrollment in my Communications 11 

course taught in the Pathfinder Lab, I had also taught him in my previous year' 

Mathematics 10A class and knew that, for various reasons, he was an "at-risk" 

Two of the female students included as interview sources provided perspectives fiom 

students successfbl in completing their coursepaths. As previously stated, the students 

involved in the study were enrolled in the modified secondary mathematics courses, 

Mathematics 9P4 Mathematics IOA, Mathematics 1 1 A and Introductory Mathematics 1 1 

and a small number of students were emofled in regular Mathematics 8, 9, and 10 

Students in modified mathematics courses typically have experienced minimal 

success in previous mathematics courses (Bums, 1984). My teaching experiences have 

also led me to respect the likelihood that many modified mathematics course students have 

negative attitudes to school in generaland to mathematics in particular. Behavior and . , 
concentration can also be significant learning issues for some of these students. Despite 

my continued efforts to provide a cooperative learning environment evidencing mutual 

respect, it was not uncommon for me to hear a few of these students hake negative 

remarks about one another's intelligence. Significant cultural, familial, economic, personal 

and social issues influenced their lives and learning to varying degrees. Enrolled ESL 

(English as a Second Language) students faced significant challenges in their 

understanding of English and although some had breviously acquired competent 

mathematics skills in their homeland, mathematics problem solving often posed them 

difficulty. 



Daily classroom experiences and the individuai student-generated term evaluations 

contributed input to my students' and my perceptions of how the Lab environment shaped 

their learning experience. A deeper query of this influence was sought in interviews with 
9 

eight "at-risk" students. "At-risk" students composed a majority of the students enrolled in 

Pathfinder Mathematics as most met two or more of the following criteria (Berenson et al, 

1992; Hadfield et al, 1992; Hart, 1989; Meyer & Fennema, 1988; Schulz, 1973; Schwartz, 

1988): 

previous mathematics course failure 
modified stream mathematics or Introductory Mathematics 1 1 course enrollment 
low socio-economic background 
female 
ethnic minority 
attendance problem history 
learning disabilities 
social or behavior problem history 
history of health or family issues h 
learning. 

aving a negative impact on student's 

Although I consulted with the counselors for information on whom they would consider 
* 

"at-risk", I take sole responsibility for choosing the students selected for interviewing in 

this study. My selection most evidently reflects a professi somewhat maternal 

concern for the selected students; it does not reflect a of the students' 

ability, character, or expectations forachievement. 

Teacher Partici~ants 

The school's computer-support teacher, Peter, shared the responsibility for 

managing the Pathfinder Lab with me. Peter managed the hardware and software 

technology whereas I managed the classroom organization, coursepaths' content and 

a learning materials availability. Consulting with Peter and the other teachers in the lab 

afforded support, insight and various personal and professional perspectives on what 
39 ' 



transpired in the Lab. With approximately 40 students enrolled in each of the eight blocks 
I 

of the timetable, assigned staffincluaed myself and three other mathematics teachers, a 

Skills-English teacher, and the District Resource teacher for special needs students. While 

up to twenty-eight students were enrolled in mathematics each block, the remaining 

students of the forty were composed of Modified English 8 students in two blocks; 

Communications 11 students in four blocks, and Skills students who were interspersed 
0 

over five of the blocks. In addition to my four blocks of mathematics, I also taught two 

blocks of Communications 11 in the Pathfinder Lab while another teacher enrolled 

mathematics students concurrently. Having two to three teachers in the Lab each block 

was intended by the school's administration to provide a team teaching environment to 

enable more students to receive individual instruction. 

Data Sources 

A major portion of the data developed from a student self-evaluation tool that I 

had created and previously found successfbl in revealing student perceptions and values 

about their learning. The concept for this tool was derived from Edward DeBono's (1985) 

PMI, (plus, minus, interesting) thinking strategy. The PMI thinking strategy is a 

particularly usefbl student self-evaluation tool, and program-evaluation tool, because it 

subjectively exposes the students' perceptions on their expehences and the learning. It also 

lends itself well to subsequent goal setting by both the students and teacher. I introduced 

this tool to the students in the Pathfinder Lab under the acronym, PING (positive, 

interesting, negative, goals), and requested its completiolfeach term (See Appendix A for 

each term's PING). The PING instrument fbnctioned as an integral part of the students' 
.) 

program, allowing the students to reflect on their learning, formulate goals apd 

c~mmu+cate with the teacher about their learning. As such, I believed that it did not 

intrude on their learning experience as a more obvious research tool or questionnaire 



- . - 
could. Students were, however, generally unfamiliar with reflecting op their learning in this 

manner. Their comments suggested that most were more accustomed to attributing the 

responsibility for evaluating their learning entirely to the teacher. Each term a few students 

did not submit a completed PING. T&S was generally due to absenteeism on the date of its 

distribution or collection. A few others neglected to finish it and/or forgot to hand it in. 

The third term PING was completed anonymously and incorporated the member check 
B 

questionnaire, to clarifjl and validate perceptions gathered fiom student comments in the 
h '  

two previously completed PING'S, interviews and the daily class experiences recorded in 

my log. A total of 75 students were present and completed the Term 3 PING out of a total . 

enrollment of 1 12 students in my four mathematics blocks. 

Absenteeism is an ongoing problem at Mountview Secondary; it consequently 
/ 

influenced the consistency of participants in data collection. Table 3.1 indicates the 

number of students in each of my mathematics blocks who were absent 10% or more af 

the year (10% equals approximately 1 1 periods out of an average total per block of 1 1 1) 

and of those students absent more than 10 periods, the range of total days absent. It would 

be incorrect to attribute the absenteeism indicated in Pathfinder Lab Mathematics classes 

to bk representative of the entire school; it is however, similar to these same students 

attendance in their other classes. This information was acquired fiom an attendance - -. - 
printout of each block's enrollment in the Pathfinder Lab .that was provided to me by the 

school's Records Clerk. Daily absenteeism and excused absence totals between 20% and 

30% of each class enrollment were not uncommon. I 



>10 Periods 

*Does no! include "off-campus, in-attendance" absenteeism. (e.g. early dismissal, field 
trips, ,w$k experience, assemblies, off-campus sports or arts participation) 

1 , , -  
sa 

In addition to the issues raised by absenteeism in terms of data collection, there is 

also the issue-that a significant number of students transfer in and out of both classes and . 
* 

the s~hool during the school year. It was not feasible to assume that all the data zould be 

generated from the same student participants for the entire year. I made the decision to 
P include data from all sources, as available, .throughout the year in order to give the study 

the scope and depth that persistent observation and prolonged engagement can offer. 
/ 

For a more detailed, in depth, qualitative and individual data collection, eight "at- 

risk students were individually interviewed. Cassy was enrolled in Mathematics 8 and had 

previously failed Mathematics 8 three times. Daleen and Nan successfully completed the 
, %  

Introductory Mathematics 11 course. Allison, Penny, Steve and Dino, also enrolled in 

Introductory Mathematics 1 1, were interviewed on two or more occasions throughout the 

year. Billy was enrolled in Mathematics 10A in the Pathfinder Lab with a colleague. 1 

chose to include Billy and Steve for repeated individual interviews because both had been 

in my Mathematics 10A class the previous year and had, for different reasons, received 
.I 

administrative transfers out of Mountview mid-year. I thus considered both boys to be 

seriously "at-risk" and meriting close monitoring. As Billy was also enrolled in my 



Communications 1 1 class, I had opportunities to learn mare about BiIly's perceptions than 

those of the other students. This information is included because I considered these 
-L 

perceptions to be an integral component of Billy's learning experience, a component thai is * ' 

not typically within the reach of a secondary school mathematics teacher-researcher. 

Interviews were used so that students could elaborate on their learning 
- -  - 

experiences, the learning environment, their PINGS and to suggest possible improvements * 

knowledge and understanding of the individual students. To gather student data on 

particular issues and enable student fluency on the different topics, I encouraged the 

laborate on the following questions: 

In what ways is learning mathematics in the Pathfinder Lab different from 

learning mathematics in a regular classroom? 
d 

In what ways is your own learning different using Pathfinder? &.. 

#e' : .&" f" * *  
v -<A, 

In what ways is the learning environment different from other mathematics '-&* . . 
?b 

classes? --A 
-L" 

S 

How has the learning environment influenced your learning? 

What problems or benefits are there in learning in this manner? 

What suggestions would you make to improve the learning in the Lab? 

What suggestions would you make to enable you to experience more success 
Y 

learning mathematics in the Lab? 

In addition to the student data, I kept a personal log to note my observations and 
f 

- - 

reflections from our day to day classes. The entries in this log served to document events 

and observations, my emerging perceptions and understandings, and contribute to the 

- establjshrnint of the study's quality (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). 
' 1  8 



Data Analvsis 

It was my intention to provide through naturalistic inquiry, "as complete a data 

base as humanly possible in order to facilitate transferability judgments on the part of 

others who may wish to apply the study to their own situations (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 

242)." As ea& of the first two terms' PING was completed by the students, I read them 
i 

1 

repeatedly looking for emerging themes and indications of cognitive and affective impact 

related to the learning environment. The third term PING served as a summary and 

quantitative member check, as the students either agreed or disagreed with student 

comments assembled fiom the first two term PINGs and interviews. Although ndt a 

designated option, some students circled both choices or marked between the choices; 

these I included as undecided in the tally. I also incorporated questions about the students' ir 
t 

perceptions fiom their PINGs in my interviews. The interviews were transcribed in their 
U 

entirety, and presented, analyzed and discussed in regular thesis-group meetings. The 

student voice of tht? eight interviewed students, as constructed in this thesis, has removed 

only the interviewers' questions, exchanging brief connecting'phrasing where necessary to 

allow the reader to perceive the student in one continuous voice for ease in readability 

This type of presentation of the student voice was requested by Dr. Roth and supported . 

and preferred by all membersof the thesis-group as a more readable and powerful means 

to present each student. Previous 'studies employing this style of voice presentation 

include Lucas and ~ o t h  (1  W6), Roth and Alexander. (in press), and Shostak (I 98 1). 

Extreme care was taken to ensure that the individual integrity" and quality of each student's 

voice was maintained, that the connecting phrasing wai minimal and included no 

additional value-laden wording. 

All data was reviewed repeatedly to thoroughly analyze and determine elements of 

commonality, emerging themes and insights. Commonly noted attributes of the learning 

experience and environment were related to one another, other educational and 



-- . 

psy,cholog.kal research, student behaviors, affect and achievement. Computer generated 
- 

r 
- 

hierarchical cluster analysis was used to expose possible relatidnships among the items 

from the Term 3 PING member check device. 

Consequent to the progressive subjectivity and peer debriefing opportunities I .B 

experienced within the thesis-group meetings, interview questioning technique changes 
6 

were suggested to elicit greater elaboration in the interviews. The thesis-group met 

regularly for the specific purpose of providing appropriate negotiation, analysis and 

interpretation of data. 

The naturalistic process of this research allowed its investigation to be flexible, 

ppen, responsive and thorough. To expose the diversity of issues that arose during this 

research, the following chapter will introduce the eight individuall; interviewed students. 

The subsequent chapter will draw conclusions about the learning environment attributes 
- % 

exposed in the students' PINGS and interviews, and implications for future learning 

environments. 



CHAP'IXR FOUR 

The Students 

Five of the eight interviewed students did not finish their coursepath by the end of 

June. Two students received Standing Granted, two received In Progress and one received 

an adn$nistrative t~ansfer out of the school in April. The three other interviewed students 

completed their coursepath and final test with B or better achievement. Although+none of 
2 * 

these students' stories are without negative attributions to the learning environment, their 

" comments indicate that their experiences in this environment influenced their sense of 

autonomy and responsibility for their learning, their attributions for successes and failures, 

their awareness of their own learning and self-regulated learning behaviors, and their sense 

. of constructing meaning and understanding of mathematical concepts. Readers can witness 

students who are metacognitively, affectively and cognitively involved in mathematics 
3 

learning; learning that they distinguish from their previous mathematics learning 

experiences, and learning for which a positive personal ownership is expressed. 

Allison 

Allison was a Grade 1 1 student. Although she had maintained average marks in 

Mathematics 8 and 9, she had failed Mathematics 10 the previous year. Her attendance 

was sporadic due to health reasons, her Career and Pe~sonal Planning course's work 

experience demands, and many off-campus commitments consequent to her active _- 
involvement in the school's musical arts program. Her comments include remarks about 

both the conceptual and social aspects of the peer interaction occurring in the learning 

environment. As she felt she had failed to understand much of her work in Mathematics 8 

and 9, she had chosen to complete the Introductury Mathematics 11 coursepath instead of p 

the Math 9 matics 10 coursepath in the Pathfinder Lab. Introductory Mathematics 1 1, .while c 
0 
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offering a graduation level mathematics course credit, is a course that exists to enable 

students who have completed the modified stream of mathematics, Mathematics 9A and 
t 1 0 4  to re-enter the acadeqic stream and access Mathematics 1 1. Allison required 

Mathematics 11 for university entrance. Allison received an IP on her June report and 

attended summer school to rece&e course credit. 
4- 

a! 

Allison's voice: 

October: 
After everything was straightened out, I'm beginning to understand mathematics 

a little better. I'm taking the time to get all the stuff I missed earlier; I'm amazed at 
how much I did& know before and I'm glad I'm learning a bit more now. The 
negative thing is this is the Pathfinder Lab's first year. We feel kind of like guinea 
pigs. The first month was kind of wastefbl, because we didn't do much that pertains 
to our course right now. Now it's straightened'out. The computer system always 
breaks down! 

January: 
I had regular mathematics up until the end of Grade 10. I skated through the 

entire thing and just now I've found out I actually lpew nothing because, I'm 4 serious, I had C's right through the entire thing until the end of Grade 10 whenl got 
Standing Granted or something. Only this year I'm actually learning:th$ufF I 
should have known for the last threayears. I do not know how I scrap<d&ough 
with C's, because truly, I didn't understand. I understood a little but I didn't 
understand that much. But I got through it, I kept passing it until last year; there was 

' a little bit of disruptionin ihe course and then I just didn't take the time to look at it 
or memorize it I guess. I guess most of what I was doing was memorizing. I didn't 
really understand it; I understood the basis of it but 1 didn't understand all the 
components to it. But now I understand stuff, there has to be a reason for it, but I 
just did it automatically before. I don't just sit down and do it now, I'm taking the 
time to learn how to do it and why I'm doing it. I didn't used to ask why before. No, 
as long as I was passing that was fine; that's all I did before. My mathematics 
understanding now, it's increased dramatically, I swear. 

1 even find myself defending Intro Mathematics 11 now. Like I have enriched . 

classes as well as Intro Mathematics, right? So it's like one side of my brain works, 
one doesn't. As far as I'm concerned at least, my mathem tics side does not work. 

f! And you know, if anyone says, "Oh you're in Intro Mathematics 1 l", I say, "Yea, 
but I'm learning about it," so that's fine. I don't really care. There's definiiely a 

- stigma attached to Intro Mathematics 1 1; there's a stigma attached to everything 
that's remedial in any way. And it's not so much now, but like, a few people here and 
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there have said it. I've got A's in everything else, French Enriched, Biology, Socials 
11, English, Computer Music and choir: It's just the mathematics side; that artistic 
and mechanical type of thinking thing, I just never bothered to develop it. 
Mathematics has never interested me. 1 never bothered to look at it as anything but a- 
course I am forced to take. The basics of mathematics are great. I mean you're going 
to need dividing and stuff like that for the rest of your life. I just have never thought, . . 
really thought to myself, "Well gee, I'm going to use quqdratic equations in the near 
fbture," 'cause I'm just not. That's just not what I'm interested in. 

I think it would be more beneficial to people in the Pathfinder Lab if certain 
grades were stuck together instead of having so many 8's, 9's, 10's 11's and 12's all in 
the same classroom. Like I think it gets a little too loudoand stuff like that. There's 
too much of a separation between maturity levels; it's not a united classroom 
atmosphere. I know that 'cause we're all doing our separate little thing. If you bring 
the people's ages closer together I think that probably would be more helpful. Then 
most people would be doing the same kind of thing and,they could even help each 
other. Our table is "entirely Intro 1 1 and we do help each other. 

When I'm starting a new topic I usually ask people at my table if they're at the 
same stage that 1 am, or else I ask one of the peer tutors; Vicki's quite helpful and 
she helps us understand. 1 go to a t q h e r  if I still don't understand. The teachers are 
usually quite busy in here. I prefer to see if I can figure it out myself and then if I 
need to, I go to the teacher. I think students have different ways of looking at it so 
it's always helpfbl to have someone who looks at it a different way than you, because 
their way might be better, depending on what they've learned from past teachers. 
Sometimes it's not good, and you realize that, and you move on to someone who 
knows what they're doing. But just to have the different perspectives on the topic, I 
think that's helpful. You can find quicker ways to do it, slower ways to do it, 
everyone's got their own style. I feel I'm understanding mathematics now. I never 
did before. I find it thrilling to pass a test now. Absolutely thrilling. I dokt know 
why, but it is. You know, getting it done and all, that's what I need. Like if I run into 
a new topic, I'm very "stubborn and so I like to look at it first to see if I can do it, 
instead of running for help right away. Yea. I have to look at i t  first, because I just 
can't depend on other people to tell me what to do. But if I don't know it, then yea, 
I'm going to ask for help. a 

Most days in here I'd usually come in, get my work, maybe Vicki would help 
me. I need to do everything, step by step. Other people try to show me shortcuts but 
I need to do it step by step to see where and how I make mistakes. If I didn't 
understand something I would save it and ask about it in the next class. I'd be able to 
tell when I'd don&-enough of an assignment when I could do it backwards and 
forwards. I would go through the examples. On some things I would have to do 
more repetitions, but I would repeat them until I understood it, backwards and 
forwards. What interfered with me working at my own pace was other priorities; b 

there were other assignments in other subjects that needed to be done so I often 
would put off doing my mathematics. I suppose that if I were sequired to maintain a 
certain level of progress each week, I probably would come in after school to keep 

1 

up my pace. 
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If I could change things in the room, I'd have everyone on the same coursepath; 
that would probably be helpfill, but even just a similar age group, that would be just 
as helpful. I can tune out the noise in the room pretty well. I mean, I do band, I tune 
that out half the time, but it gets a little much sometimes. I don't really know what 
you codld do about the noise in here. There's so many kids, there's ESL students, 
younger kids, kids with not the same attention span as other ones, and I think just 
that much noise is automatically generated by that many bodies in thht size room. 
And the different mentality levels and stuff like that. It's not a matter of if you were 
to say, "Nobody talks, everybody sit by themselves and work through their 

I 

coursepath on thein own. ". .. I don't think that could happeii. If you were to try to 
impose that kind of environment on the room Lthink it would be negative because 
you do need to talk to people about what you're doing. You do need to have another 
person's perspective. You can work through it together, instead of sitting here trying 
to work through on your own, looking at the back of the book, sSing that ihe 
answer's wrong, getting all frustrated, erasing, whatever, ending up tearing your 
page or something. If you work through it with someone else then you both benefit 
because you both understand what you're doing. 

I'm going to try to speed up my pace a bit. I have to finish it this year, no matter 
what Personally, I have to have it done. I need Mathematics 11 for university. I L don't ow if I'll take Mathematics 11 in a regular class or here; I'm still debating 
whether to take it during summer school. I don't think it's the "teacher in the fiont of 
the room" in a regular mathematics class that makes the difference. I sat there for 3 
years having a teacher at the fiont of the room. It didn't make any difference to me. I 
mean it's not even individual instruction, I don't think. I think it's just having smaller 
groups. I mean if a teacher's going to stand there and dictate to you for half an hour, 
you tune him out. I tune them out automatically. I'm not going to sit there and listen 
to someone just tell me what to do. I need to know how to do it and why it works 

/ that way. Well, I hope to be taking Mathematics 1 1 this summer, if all goes well. 

April. f 

The lab got better as the year progressed. It got quieter. There were more 
people doing their work. I was at a table with people I hadn't known before, so I 
spent a lot of time getting to know them. Some of them were wanting to graduate 
this year so they got down to work. There was both mathematics talk and social 
talk; I enjoyed getting into both. It was a choice I made, it was important to me. My 
success this year was that I understood my mathematics. Even though I'm going to 
s u k e r  school to finish Intro Mathematics 11 my family supports me on it because 
now i understand my mathematics. We've all wondered how I could previously have 
gotten C's in mathematics and would pass. I don't really feel it didn't work for me in 
here. I don't think-it's the program. I'm understanding the mathematics. I 
understand it better than I have. It's just that I don't do it at home. I just find that I 
can come up with all these other things to do, whether it be my writing or whether 
it be the newspaper or a ton of "oher stuff, I just can't make myself do it. Even if I'd 
been told, say, that I'd have to be finished Chapter Three by November; I don't 
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know if even that would have made a total difference because it's more relaxed upt 
here than it is in a lot of other classes. There's just so- many people. It's more 
relaxed and I just didn't make myself do it; I have to deal )witlHhat now; whatever, 
that's fine. h 

r :. 
> a" 

June: 
I think 1'11 do Mathematics 11 in a regular classroom but I don't think it's a 

regulai classroom that will make a difference. I thi& lot of it depends on who I 
get. I don't even know whether a regular classroom d 1 work, 1 hdven't been in one 
for a year. And last year wasn't much of a regular classroom either.' I haven't really 
been in a regular class for two years, with constant teaching, like the same person. If 
I take it in summer school and get a C+ and I want to upgrade it, I could upgrade it 

- 

in here. I could upgrade in a regular classroom but 1 don't know if it would make 
that much difference; it might be stricter in there. It 6sed to be that in a regular 

c 

mathematics class, the teacher came in everyday, taught a lesson and after 10 
minutes I found myself tuning out. I think a lot of it depends on who the teacher is. I 

1 

think if I find them interesting, then I'll listen, and if I don't, 1 can just as easily tune 
them out. I lucked out this year with most of my other classes, it's been interesting. I 
found a lot of stuff that I didn't know I liked and that's been good. So I've done .% 
well because I paid attention, and they haven't made me sleep. It's been a bonus this + 
year. If I'm interested in something I can concentrate on it. I don't think you could 
have done anything to make it more successfid for me; it was me. I didn't wanRrto 
do the work, so I didn't. And that's that. I mean, you can't force a kid to be 
interested in mathematics. I've become more interested in mathematics, which is 
better, 'cause I hated it before; and it's OK now. I don't mind it. I mean, maybe I 
was just goofing off, but I think that because I spent so much time reviewing it that 
it's become second nature. So, it's OK that way. I still need to look at my notes and 
stuff to review it, 'cause I don't always remember it. I haven't gone all that quickly, 
but I absorbed it. What I have done in here, I've understood better. In a regular class 
I'd have homework assigned'every night and I know it's going to become repetitive 
but it's also going to make me do it. Depending on who the teacher is, certain 
teachers will totally freak but on you if you don't have h mework done, others 
don't. But I think if you have someone who can tell you d at to $0 every night or 
whatever. I don't even know whether that would make a difference. Maybe it's just 
that I want to do well for graduation; that could be just what it is. Last summer I 
had 2 jobs. I think I grew up a lot and had a change of attitude. My grades have 
soared in other subjects. The Catch 22 in Pathfinder Mathematics is that it gives 
people time but it makes you responsible for your learning. I don't blame Pathfinder 
for me not finishing; I understand what I'm doing now. I consider myself personally 
responsible for not completing my coursepath. It's as if when you can put something 

I aside you'd put it off 'ti1 later because of imminent demands in other classes and 
extra-curricular stuff. 

4 Allison's Mathematics 10 teacher had died suddenly; there was a short period of time with substitute 
teachers before a permanent teacher replaced him) 
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Analvsis: 

Allison symbolizes the challenge facing many adolescents. Lines from a poem she 
5 

wrote express it so well: 
i 

I seem to choose 
to do things the hard way. 
Like I'd rather 
walk blind 
than see what's there. 

Though saddened that I couldn't give Allison credit for Introductory hiathematics 1 I, her 

conversations with me left me feeling very proud of her, and her learning. She clearly had 

not-mastered a sufficient number of the Introductory Mathematics 1 1 course objectives to 

pass her into the curricular demands of Mathematics 1 1; but by her own account she was 

finding satisfaction in her mathematics achievement and had acquired more mathematical 
1 

understanding than in her three previous years' mathematics classes. Allison embodied the 

fallacy that because a student passes a mathematics course it means the student 

understanch the mat hematical objectives of the respective course. When she did not 

understand what she was doing in Grades 8 and 9, she passed. When her growth in 

understanding mathematical concepts had significantly improved, it was unfortunately 

necessary to deny her a Pa& because she had not acquired a sufficient mastery of all the 

skills prerequisite to Mathematics 1 1. Considering the impact of failure on affect (Hart, 
iP 

1989), Allison's faiiure to receive a Pass in the course, despite her significant growth in 

mathematical understanding, raises the question of what marks should reftect in 

mathematics classes. 

Allison's October comments highlighted the numerous technology problems in the 

lab during the first few months of its operation. Her comments shed light on the impact of 
' 

insufficient technical support in a computer based learning eqvkonrnent. 
b 



Allison was an "A" student in her other classes. In her January interview she 

indicated she was understanding her'mathematics better and was becoming more aware of 

how she learned. She favored her quality of learning in the Pathfinder Lab to her previous 

mathematics learning. Her comments also exposed the school social culture that att-ached a 

stigma to the Pathfinder Lab because all the Mathematics 9 4  Mathematics 10A and 

Introductory Mathematics 11 students had been enrolled in the-Lab. She attributed her 

placement in the class to "her mathematics side" of her brain that she had never "bothered 

to understand" and "never bothered to develop". When she reflected on her current, 

previous and future mathematics learning, she expressed an awareness that both intrinsic 

motivation and extrinsic motivation affected her total schooling experience. Allison 

distinguished her mathematics learning style from her general learning style in other 
- 

subjects; thissupports the research of Kelly-Benjamin (1 992) finding that high school 

seniors' mathematics and general leadng styles differ. As do many students, sometime 

between elementary school and leaving secondary school, Allison had come to believe that 

higher level mathematics was not relevant to her life (Blum-Anderson, 1992). Allison 

viewed mathematics as just a course she was "forced" to take. Was Allison's belief that 

,quadratic equations are something she'd never use rooted in fact, or a failure of her 

learning experiences to have exposed their relevance? Although she claimed that her 

mathematical understanding increased through her Pathfinder Lab experience, this 
ei + 

experience did not appear to influence her belief about the Pelevance of the topics she was 

studying. Where she appreciated the autonomy and interactive elements of the learning 

environment for the opportunity it provided her to improve her understanding of 

mathematical concepts; her perception of the contentiitself was not included as an area of 

personal interest or relevance. Her slow progress and avoidance of doing homework 

-.would suggest that this lack of interest and evident relevance influenced her motivation. 



As Zimmerman (1995) condudes, there is a complex interactive process involving sodal, 
- 

motivational and behavioral components that influence one's ability to self-motivate. 

Allison elaborated on her typically adolescent aspirations for independence; an 

independence that this learning environment indulged. This autonomy allowed her to 

participate in an ensuing mathematical enculturation at a level and intensity of her own 

m&ng, an issue' stressed by The Commission on Standards for School Mathematics Z 

(1989). The independence and social context of the learning environment encouraged her 

to develop a positive affect regarding her mathematics learning. She experienced cognitive - 

and affective opportunities to enculture mathematical thinking. Exploring her classmates 

explanations and perspectives involved her in higher level thinking: analysis, synthesis and 

evaluation ( Bloom, 1956). Her comments from her perceptions imply that she had not 

experienced an active involvement in exploratory and constructivist mathematics cognition 

in her previous mathematics learning experiences. Given her achievement orientation and 

self-concept consequent to her other subjects' achievement, I would suggest that Allison 

demonstrated task orientation and ego-defensive coping strategies (Lehtinen, Vauras, - 

Salonen, Olkinuora, & Kinnunen, 1995) that would preclude a psychologically safe 

participation in a typical mathematics classroom. 

Allison's comments have led me to believe that she found the learning environment 

of the Pathfinder Lab to be less competitive, more meaning-constructive and more 

cooperative than her previous mathematics learning environments. This had enabled heho 

be more available, cognitively and affectively, to pursue a goal to understand mathematics 

rather than to superficially memorize mathematical algorithms in order to pass the course. 

Visibly competitive mathematics classrooms, have served to ,- affectively alienate many ' 

students over years of schooling (Tobias, 1978). Significant changes in students' . 

perceptions of the emotional safety of their learning environment are necessary before they 

may be available for learning mathematics. 
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Allison did not like the multi-grade and multi-course classroom grouping. She 
T 

suggested it conthbuted to the noise and congestion in the room. She did however, very 

much appreciate the peer support and social context of the learning environment for its , 

ability to generate a satisfjmgsocial experience while facilitating and giving depth to her 
t 

understanding of m&hematics. Throughout the year, the staff' of the Pathfinder Lab . 

struggled to keep the environment sufficiently openro subject discourse amongst the 

students while minimizing the "socializing noise". The paradox was, if a quiet environment 

was maintained-to enable students' concentration on their mathematici, their equally 

important need to discourse to fblly construct mathematical concepts was prevented, and 

would thus impede students' progress. Indeed; the improved understanding available fiom 
# 

the diversity of persp ctives presented in small group discourse (Newrnan, Griffin , & % 
Cole, 1989) is to what Allison attributed her improved understanding. - 

1 

She attributed her success in her other subjects to the "luck" of her class 

enrollments, indicating the significant role the teachers had played in holding her interest 

so she wouldn't "tune out after ten minutesf'; something she claimed she had done in her 

previous mathematics classes. Clearly, mathematics class attendance per se does not 

necessarily have learning as a consequence. As teacher-student interaction was largely 

individual and student initiated in the Pathfinder Lab, Allison may have perceived this 

interaction as a visible and negative indication to her peers of her mathematical inability 

and dependence, two attributes that would conflict with her ego defensive and task 

orientation coping style (Karabenick and Knapp, 1988; Lehtinen et al., 1995). 

In addressing her failure to be sufficiently motivated and/or capable of completing 

her coursepath within theear, I would be remiss in not considering the content 

presentation within the coursepath. The system's introduction of new topics via text 

assignments and/or pre-tests may, for many stu ents, not provide, a sufficiently dynamic or 4 
motivating presentation of new material. Although coursepath assignments were 



c predominantly print orienm, I had programmed into the Introductory Mathematics 11  
- 

coursepath, a number of additional CAI tutorial assignments from other mathematics 

support software so that students could choose an alternative medium for their learning. 

As time and resource funds permit, the provision of various video support program 

choices are now being offered to students to provide some needed variety to the content 

presentation. Although Allison never specifically raised the subject of content presentation, 
.w 

I question to what degree Allison's failure to complete her coursepath was consequent to 
7 

? 
what she may have perceived as a monotonous subject presentation, largely &om the same . 
textbook. This aspect of mathematics class monotony may be inherent to the mathematics 

classroom paradigm that depends heavily on one textbook for course learning material. 

Other coursepaths offered more assignments from various texts, but other than using the 

texts during class, students generally would not borrow the alternate texts for overnight 

assignment completion. 

Although Allison had initially been very clear that she intended to com~lete the 

Introductory Mathematics 11 coursepath in order to take Mathematics 11 at summer 

- school, by mid-April, she was faced with the dilemma that she would likely need to attend 

summer school for Introductory Mathematics 11 credit. Her attendance had been 

inconsistent and she had only completed approximately one-third of her coursepath. She 

alluded to needing theassignment deadlines given in other classes to motivate herself: 

What interfered with me working at my own pace was other p~orities; there were 
other assignments in other subjects that needed to be done so. I often would put off 
doing my mathematics. I suppose that if I were required to maintain a certain level 
of progress each week, I probably would come in after school to keep up my pace. 
(Allison, lanuary) 

Students were not required to maintain a minimum pace ~f~progress through their 

coursepath because the lab staff had ag ,* . . t the Pathfinder program was to be self- 
1 

paced in order to allow students to hlly construct mathematical meaning before being 
e 

required toJaddress new learning and applications. Allison clearly appreciated the time to 
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explore, discuss and fully understand the mathematical concepts she was learning. But as. 

Allison later pointed out, the "Catch 22" is that the student is responsible for how she 
1 

chooses to use that time. Taking her time to filly understand her mathematics obligated 
r C  

Z 

Allison to attend summer school if she was to be able to enroll in ~athemwicsl 1 in 

September. The time element for course credit was thus not removed by offering self- 

paced learning; it was 0-nly made somewhat more flexible on a day to day basis. In as much 

as Allison recognized and valued her improved attitude and understandings in mathematics 
4 

consequek to her Pathfinder Lab learning experience, this experience may also influence 

her fbture mathematics learning (Hart, 1989). That she stated she took f i l l  responsibility 

" for her slow"progress is also noteworthy as an indication of a growing awareness and 
Y . 

empowerment of her self-regulated learning behaviors: 7 
f 
I 

I don't blame Pathfinder for me not finishing; I understand what I'm doing now. 1 
consider myself personally responsible for not compIeting my coursepath. It's as if 
when you can put something aside you'd put it off 'ti1 later because of imminent 
demands in other classes and extra-curricular stuff .- 

By the end of June, Allison had discovered much about herself and her learning 

style in the Pathfinder Lab environment. In her earlier description of a typical day for 

herself in the Pathfinder Lab, Allison's commitment to finish Introductory Mathematics 1 1 

and take Mathematics I1 in summer school had been hedged with a "probably", and she 

had "hope(d) to, if all goes well". Failure to take a desired goal .from the probably- 

hopefully stage into a visibly committed, personally empowered action plan of successfbl 

events was a learning attribute that many of our students exposed. Attributing their failure 

to luck, distraction, disorganization or other events and priorities was a safer-excuse than 

recognizing a personal lack of commitment. This is not to suggest that the personal issues 

many of these students faced would not confound the most capable, motivated and 

organized of adults. However, this elemeni of the students' affective thinking skills and 

helf-regulated learning behaviors may be the significant hurdle that distinguished those 



students who were successfbl in completing their course in this environment fiom those 

who were not. Despite my efforts to maximize what Ryan, Connell and Deci (1985) - 

consider the most important factors for intrinsic motivation, the experience of participation 

and choice, they were not sufficient to motivate Allison's completion of her coursepath: 

Ryan et al. fbrther affirm the difficulty in producing attention, performance and 

achievement in those areas that are not spontaneously engaging to students. It is my 
- 

perception that the hard and often well hidden facts for educators to address are that 

other; more personally pressing issues, keep students affectively and cognitively engaged. 

The significance of other more personally pressing issues will surface as a common theme 

among the low achieving, "at-risk students at Mountview. Rather than trying to impose 

or teach an antidote to this learning crippler, my experiences in the Pathfinder Lab 

suggest that the students' experiences inherent in this type of learning environment may 

encourage the development of more responsible and effective self-regulated learning 
/ 

behaviors when offered with a teacher's supportive yet subtle individual mediation of the 

student's metacognitive and affective learning through their co arning. The 

multiple forms of self-regulation, metacognition and metamotivation (Boekaens, 1995) 

require a holistic, mediated and experiential approach for their development. 

Allison chose the external discipline of the pacing inherent to a regular 

Mathematics 1 1 class for the following year. She acquired Introductory Mathematics 1 1 

credit through summer school to change her In Progress final mark to a Pass. Her 

perceptions indicate that her mathematics anxiety was reduced and her self concept as a 

mathematics learner evidenced improvement. Her work habits indicated that she continued 

to struggle to develop the persistence necessary to achieve mathematically (Hadfield, 

Martin, & Wooden, 1992). The absence of the extrinsic motivation of a teacher-paced 

classroom, as in her other classes, influenced her ongoing motivation 'n the Pathfinder P 
Lab. Although her previous teacher-paced mathematics classes we+ not described 

/.- 
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positively, her lack of understanding in her previous mathematics classes may stem from a 

many possible causes including the classroom learning environment, her .personal 
e 

predisposition against mathematics, and the quality of teaching. Allison had struggled 
* 

between the responsibilities, benefits' and shortcomings of an unfamiliar autonomy in the 

Pathfinder Lab, and her acquired co&ort zone of the extrinsic motivation based traditional 

school culture; a culture where she perceived she could compliantly rely on a teacher 
\ 

authority assuming the greater responsibility for her learning, piquing her interest, telling 

her what to do, when, and how to do it. 

- ;;;; 

Steve - _ - 

Steve, a Grade 1 1 student, played football well on our school team. He had been in 

my Mathematics 10A class the previous year and left the school mid-yearafter much 

absenteeism and late attendance in classes. Watching one of his games one Saturday, 1 

enjoyed the opportunity to meet his parents who told me he was having a much better year 

this year, "less depression and much better work habits; seems to finally know where he's 

going". In discussing his first term PING, Steve explained how his Pathfinder Lab 

experiences and his extra curricular activities empowered a positive self-concept; when 

football season ended, having more time on his hands appeared to undermine his 

motivation. Steve's experience exposes the very great value of, and necessity for, diverse 

and extensive extra-curricular activities within the secondary school community. 

Steve's voice: 
I 

October: 
It's interesting how now I'm more self-positive in my learning, I do stuff by 

myself, I figure it out by myself . I  feel good about myself That usually never 
happened before this year. Before I used to get depressed and all that kind of stuff 



Jquary : j - a  e 

, I think it's all because of football. Once football's over, I don't know. I just 
!z 

don't feel like doing anything:1 get real bored fast. I have nothing tp do &er .-, 
school anymore, 'til.next week when rugby starts, When rugby season ends, it's - ' * 

\ "  % 

not that very 'long, I hope I'm not going to slack off I think I'll be ~oaching a - 
h -3 team or something. YOU see, if I'm involved in sports, it's easier for me to be 

0 involved in my studies because I have the pressure all the time. Like now I have 'A,.; - f 
, so much time to do everything I say to mysdf, "I'll do it in arr hour, I'll db it in* 

4 an hour,:' and by then I'm tired and I want to go to bed.. 
Learning in here is different because you get t o  go at your own pace aid you . 

can teach yourself more than being taught y d  being told like, "you have l o  do it tliis , 

way". Ahd you don't get homework every night, so. it's like you can catch up 
whenever you have to. you're not as divbrced5, everybody'snot on the same pace as 

- you. You work at your own pace; that's mostly what"ihe difference isb'cause--in the 
other classes you always had to dosthe same as everybody else, at the same time. I 
like this better, 'cause I guess sometimes I feel like working andssometirnes I don't 
When I feel like working I'll get a lot dine but when I don't I j k t  get a little bit 

i done. 1 don't have to fake, or really catch up; like if I'm behind inesometGng I don't 
have to rush to get it done so 1 don't learn anything. EGerything I do, take my time 
so I, can learn it better and likeget it a bit soaked in and so on. My study habits have 
changed. Now I study by myself at home, usually I just did it *with music and all 
kinds of stuff went on, watching TV and football games and anything. But now I 

e .  

just do it myself, I just figure out things by myself, bring home the notes and go over 
the notes and everything. And for all my subjects, too. 

I know I used to have a lot of absenteeism but I've gone to this class more than 
I used to go to mathematics. 'Cause like you can show up to class and you just take 
out your books and get your stuff ready and everything, end then you just start 
working at your pace. It's not like the teachkr says, "You have questions 1 to 5 to 
be done in 10 minutes" or whatever. You can hqve it done in a couple of periods. 1 
like thai better. You can teach yourself a lot more than a teacher tanding up there 4 giving a lecture and everything. Taking notes'and everything, it's just in one ear and 
out the other. When you teach yourself, it makes what you learn a lot more I 

permanent in your mind; you can just remember it. Soon as you see a question you'll 
know how to do it . Like if you learn it yourself, and iou put all that work into it, 
you don't want it to go to waste, right? That's how I see it. 

When I need to get help from you, like when I'm trying to do something new, 
don't tell me how to do it. Just show me some examples 'cause I like to figure it out 
myself When I actually figure it out by myself I feel better about myself In the book 
I just see how the first question is done and if I don't know how to do it, I'll look at 
the answer and see how-th6 first one was dbne. 1'11 just like figure out ways of how I 

'' Steve did not elaborate on what he meant by the word "divorced". From his demeanor in our 
conversations, in classes tius year andhst, I believe he means that he had felt alienated and in 
competition with other students in his previous Mathematics classes. 
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could have had the answer like that. And then I11 just do the next one and iG[ get it 
right I'll stick with that-way or if I don't get it right, 1'11 ask'for help. Sa if, I'm not 
sure how to do something, I. don't want you to show me 
questions that would help me to, like, discover how to 
do better that way, I know. 

I irsually ask for help when I need it on 
teachers are busy; then I just probably wait. 
not enough help in there. You should have another teacher in there or sorne<hingp 
Mr. Jones is teaching Communications, Ms Peel is doing Skills, the monitor Betty - 
helps a lot. We need more peer tutors like Betty. I usually ask for help if 1 need it. 
Some kids don't, but I usually do. I guess they might think they're eveti dumber if 
they're like in a transitional course and they have to ask for'more hdp, 'cause like 
everybody in the school calls Pathfinder Mathematics 'Retard Math'. 

I've learned to correct my mathematics. If I've made mistakes on a test, I go ' 
back now and correct them because then I learn how to do it properly. I didn't do 
that before in other mathematics classes. If it was wrong I just left it. I don't know 
why, I just didn't bother. But doing my work in class here pays off I don't have time 
to do it at home. Now 1 ask for help instead of trying myself and then giving up: I 
used to give up, then I'd go write the test and I'd fail. Felt &&l, it got me down. 
Then I'd just say, "I'll ask for help next time" but I usually wouldn't. It's ;hat "Retard . 
Math" thing. I guess in some ways the kids are afi-aid to ask-for help. 

Sometimes it's pretty noisy in here, especially Ava at our table. You know, 
people take advantage of the course; they think it's like, well it's just a free block. 
YOU can do the chapter test at the end right before the report cards go out and you 
don't have to wony about anything. Well, that was all we had to have done, just that 
one unit td get a mark for the first term. Now it would be like a couple of units, 
right? Hopefilly, I'll be there, yea. 

It's more laid back and relaxed in heie. I don't know if the tables are the best 
fbrniture in here because you can't fit in too many. Desks wouldn't be any better. 
People will try to talk anyways. We sort of help one another too when we're tackling 
new topics. It's not just an opportunity to talk. No, I like it because, like Stewart 
and Ava ask me a lot of questions about this stuff, right? Like if you put it total to 
them, it 'd just go in one ear and right out the other because you'd use all the 
technical terms. 'Cause like teenagers have their own language and stuff, we just tell 
it to each other. It's weird, I don't know how to explain it. Like if they don't 
understand something, and 1 know how to do it, I'll just like show them how to do 
it and then they'll say, "Well why don't you just do this ?" and I just say; "Because it 
!has to go with the other one, something like that." It just interrupts me a little bit 
but I don't mind. It actually helps me to understand too. I suppose most of the noise 
is social noise but you can't really change that, unless you tell everybody, "if you 
talk, you get a detention," or something like that. But then kids just won't show up 
to class. 



- 
* 1 May: 

\ I would 40 better in here if I stayed focused, so I'm not talking like aboit what 
I did the night before and stuff What dowe$ me down? Trouble is sometimes I put , 
it off if I don't feel like doing it. I don't have any pressure to do it. I do homework 
about once a week; well, most weeks. I guess if I was told that I had to come in 

0 
after school if I didn't finish say 50 order numbers per week, I probably would. -8 

Analvsis: 

Steve expressed a preference for self-paced learning and noticed significant 

differences between his current mathematics learning and his previous mathematics 

learning. He found the learning environment more flexible in coping with his ups and 

downs. His desire to "figure it out by myself' and the satisfaction and understanding he 

ascribed to learning in this way evidenced growth in the personal responsibility factors of 

intrinsic motivation: 

These include such factors as obtaining accomplishments through one's own efforts, 
delaying gratification for valued rewards, a, gradual loss of self-consciousness or 
reduction in fear of failure, and a growing sense of personal control or awareness of 
one's ability to influence events. (Corno & Rohrkemper, 1985, p. 58) 

That Steve independently constructed meaning fiom his mathematics learning 

experiences enabled him to enhance both his cognitive and affective thinking: his 

mathematical understanding and skills, his self-concept, his sense of self-efficacy and 

personal agency (Zirnmerman, 1995). Enhancing his beliefs about himself as a mathematics 
B 

-learner allowed him to make himself cogqitively available to learn mathematics. Steve was 

,even empowered to explain to me how he Wanted to be taught in order to effectively 

construct meaning for himself in his mathematics learning: 

When I need to get help fiom you, like when I'm trying to do something new, don't 
tell me how to do it. Just show me some examples 'cause I like-to figure it aut 
myself When 1 &tually figure it out by myself I feel better about myself (Steve, 
January) 

:- 



Steve made some positive changes in his learning habits consequent to his le&ng 
x 

experiences in the Pathfinder Lab, changes that evidknced an increased-intrinsic motivation 

to learn. He claimed that he had acquired new study habits that were iniluencini his other 
. C 

courses. He expressed a knowledge of productive learning behaviors and an awareness of 

what had been detrimental to his learning. However, asSteve took positive steps to - 

practice effective SRL (self-regulated learning) behaviors (initiating new learning, 

generating help seeking behavior, correcting and analyzing errors), he was constrained by 

the school's social culture that attached the "Retard Math" stigma to the Pathfinder Lab 
Q 

because of its current clientele (i.e. predominantly modified mathematics course students). 

Steve did not fiequentiy seek instruction or help from teachers despite his comments to 

the contrary. My observations of my classes revealed Steve was not unique in his 

reluctance to ask for help. L i w d u e  to the "Retard Math thing", several students, wouM 
B not initiate help seeking behavior. This behavior concurs with the findings of Graham and 

Barker (l990), that help seeking behavior implies low ability to one's peers. As Steve said: 

I usually ask for help if I need it. Some kids don't, but I usually do. I guess 
they might think they're even dumber if they're like iR a transitional course 
and they have to ask for more help, 'cause like everybody in the school calls 
Pathfinder Ma+hematics 'Retard Math'. (Steve, January) . 

When a teacher or peer tutor was otherwise occupied at the time of a student's need, a 

pivotal moment passed where the student's positive learning initiative was thwarted and a 

negative mathematics self concept would be reinfoqed. With the noise level in the room, it 

was not difficult for Steve, and other students, to then distract themselves with social 

conversations. 
* 

Steve illuminated the necessity for, and the difficulties inherent to, offering an 

alternative learning environment within a traditional school culture. Steve remarked, as 

Allison had, on the fbtility of trying to control the significant noise level, seeing value in 
I 

the mathematics discourse amongst his tablemates (Newman et a]., 1989). He also 



described the~futility of creating authority issues in trying to control the noise: "I suppose 

most of the noise is social noise but you ean't really change that, unless you tell 

everybody; "if you talk, you g& a detention," or something like that. But then kids just 

won't show up to class" (Steve, January). Despite the fact that Steve could view the entire 

year's course requirements in hi; coursepath every tim= he entered a test score, and that 

he, and his cla-Ssmates, were encouraged to set timeline goals for completion within the 

year, he and &hers seehed to see enrollment in the Pathfinder Lab as simply an 

opportunity to take a break from the demands and controls of the typical classroom. Steve 
7 

had avoided an imminent Incomplete on his first report by completing the Unit One test by 

the end of first term. Finishing the first three units of the coursepath's ten would have been - 
a logical first term goal, but Steve had perceived the avoidance of an Incomplete as a 

deadline goal rather than an indication of an absence of data from which to generate a 

mark, or as a.signpost to change& h d y  habits. 

Steve raised my awareness of an emerging paradox. Offer a cumculum with 

learning autonomy, self-pading and the,classroom fieedom to interact to learn, and the 

traditional school culture conditioned students-may take advatitage of any opportunities to 

'slack off and socialize. Contra1 the classroom noise so students can concentrate to 

maintain progress in their learning, and students resent the control and won't learn becauie 

they won't attend. Steve was speaking for himself, not only his classmates, when he said, , 

i 33 
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"But then kids just won't show up to class." Steve was one of the students identified by his 

counselor as "at-risk" due to absenteeism. Over the year,e~teve missed 26 classes. But by 

his own account, "1 know I used to have a lot of absenteeism but I've gone to this class 
18 7 

more than I used to go to mathematics7' (Steve, January). In the Pathfinder Lab, his 

absenteeism slowed his progress through his coursepath, but it did not mean that he t ,  

completely missed tests, or content, or that he was "lee behind the class", as his 

absenteeism had the previous year in Mathematics 10A. In Pathfinder Mathematics, 



whatever work or content he was avoiding by being absent from classwas always waiting 

for him when he returned. The consequences of absenteeism in Pathfinder Mathematics 
* - 

were thus somewhat different for Steve. - 
2 - 

In his May interview Steve was relatively noncommittal on the amount of 

homework he was doing but had said it would "probably" be of help to him if I were to 

obligate him to come in after school if he didn't pass a certain number of order numbers on 

his coursepath each week. He believed that he needed the pressure of deadlines, that 

visible teacher control of his learning pace, in order to motivate himself The Pathfinder 

Lab's computer-managed mathematics instruction evidently did not provide Steve with 

this pacing demand or sufficient motivation to maintain an appropriate'pace of learning 
r 

progress. - 
Steve did not finish his Introductory  ath he ma tics 11 coursepath;by June; he 

received an In Progress and attempted to complete it in the fall. He didn't complete the o 

course by the end of first term, which is the BritiskColumbia Ministry of Education . 

designated time limit for an IP. Steve receive'd f redit for Mathematics 11A far his work to 

date. Rather than starting Introductory math tics 11 over again in a regular class, with - 

a pace, attendance, and work commitment he hasn't yet mustered, h6 is continuing on his - 
coursepath to complete Introductory Mathematics 1 1. I appreciate that the Pathfinder Lab 

TI 
provided me &h the flexibility to not give Steve a failing grade. 

Penny 

Penny was only seventeen, held a job, attended school, and lived on her own with a 

roommate. She had a sister who lived in a nearby suburb and parents who lived in central 
d 

British Columbia. She was a Grade 12 student and enrolled in Introductory Mathematics 

1 1 in the Pathfinder Lab for he5 graduation credit. From the beginning of the 

year, Penny was aware of her le-ng. Although she was always 



-- 
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pleasant when speaking with me, she described mood swings, depressed periods she 
= 

labeled "snowfalls", and difficulties motivating herself to work. Penny's October 

comments reflect a brief period of optimism she acquired after she had recently been to a 

motivational speaker's presentation with her sister. She made very little progress through 

the year in the Introductory Mathematics 11 coursepath. She very seldom would seek or . 
accept any instruction. As she hadn't taken any mathematics courses in the previous year, 

it became evident asthe year progressed that her mathematics skills were weak; 

Introductory Mathematics 1 1 was not the appropriate course for her. At the beginning of 

third term, I transferre'd her to an easier coursepath in order to enable her to acquire a 

Mathematics 1 1 A credit by June. Another Grade 12 student, Garry, was transferred to the 

Mathematics 1 1 A cour -a th shortly afterwards due to similar slow progress and poor 

motivation. Where Garry seemed to suddenly find his motivation and was even in the Lab - 
a few times a week at lunch or aAer school to speed his progress through his path, Penny 

still completed little work, made minimal progress and was late or absent fiom several . 

classes. Garry received an A in June for excellent achievement in Mathematics 1 1 A; Penny 

received an In Progress. 

Penny's performance at school may have been significantly influenced by the other 

issues in her life. I understood that Penny didn't live with her in central British 

Columbia because her father was "sick". In third term Penny's mother was diagnosed and 

required medical treatment in Vancouver for cancer. Penny also lost her job that term. In 

June, she planned to leave school and take the remaining courses she needed to graduate 

at night school in order to hold a full-time job. As her fbture plans did not demand 

mathematics course prerequisite I gave her a Standing Graoted in Mathematics 1 1A the 

following September. Penny had very conflicting views on Pathfinder Mathematics; she 

provided negative case analysis and helped me"to understand shortcomings in this learning 

environment for students such as her. w 



Pennv's voice: 

October: 
There's many positive things about my learning. I make sure when I do 

assignments I complete them in fill. I always keep organized and write down what 
must be completed. When I do assignments I always do the best I can and if I ever 
have any questions I always ask. When doing assignments I have the ability to filly 
understand. Therefore, I'm more focused and more interested than before. Now I 
realize the power and value of knowledge. I think this is interesting because last year 
my outlook and mentality about learning was practically the opposite. I congratulate 
myself on how far I've come. But sometimes I wake up late and I arrive to school 
late. This bothers me because it's a bad habit. It's rude and shows unprofessionalism. 
Sometimes I get in a lazy, procrastinating mood. This bothers me because it reduces 
my potential. I sometimes go through highAow periods where I always do my work, 
which is great, but then I go through a period where I don't do my work. This 
bothers me because I should always be consistent with my work and on the ball. My 
goal is to wake up early so my body gets used to it. I will do this by waking at the 
same time everyday, even on weekends, at 6:00 a- m.; I'll put my alarm. on really 
loud and across the room so I have to get up. When I get in a lazy mood I will look 
at a list on my wall that tells me why I should be consistent with my homework and 
why I should do it at all! And then I'll write down something to really motivate me. 
I want to have Chapter 1 completed by the end of first term. 

January: 
In a regular mathematics class when you have the teacher to tell you what to 

do, it's a lot easier. If you're away, you can get it from somebody else and you keep 
on moving along. 1 like Pathfinder, it's something different. It's good discipline for 
self-motivation, to like progress and do your work. It just ,depends on your 
motivation I guess. If you don't have very much enthusiasm for mathematics then 
you're going to be lefi behind; but if you're having problems there's a lot of people 
there to help you. It's also encouraging as well because you know that you're 
independent; this is your path, you get to go at your own pace and that just gives 
you your responsibility for that. In a regular class though, you don't get behind 
because you just keep on moving along in the chapters. You don't go at your own 
pace, you juSt go along with everybody else in the class. But Pathfinder 'is also good 
because a lot of people h y e  problems in mathematics. They may get behind a lot but 
this way they can go at their own pace. I remember that sometimes in a regular 
mathematiJcs classroom it would be too much for me, because everybody would be 
ahead. I wouldn't undersJand but the teacher would have to keep moving on. Then 
I'd just not do very well. I'd try to get help but after awhile, and I've noticed it with 
other people as well,. once you feel that you're really behind, it feels impossible to 
catch up-with the stuff you missed plus the stuff that they're working on. It's 



different in Pathfinder. You can go at ybur own pace. And if you have any problems 
with anything, then right there on the spot can ask somebody, rather than ignoring it. 
Sometimes in a regular mathematics class, the teachers don't have time to help 
everybody individually There's no problem asking for help in Pathfinder 
Mathematics; there's a lot of people that like walk around and just ask if you need 
help. 

Pacing myself, that's where the pushing myself comes in. I was really "gung ho" 
at first but I slowed up. I guess it was just before Christmas holidays and sometimes 
you just don't f$el like doing your work. Then you start noticing that you're behind 
and you start panicking and then it's like, "Oh my god, I have to catch up so much." 
Then it's like, "I can do this whole Pathfinder before June? I don't think so." That's 
the difference between Pathfinder Mathematics and regular classes where you 
always keep moving along with the'rest of the class. But Pathfinder allows you to go 
at your own pace and ask questions but that's where you have to really push 
yourself It's independent. I like that, because you can get a lot of help and just - 
having that independence, you want to move along; unless you're just a little bit 
behind. Now that it's already January and I still have so far to go, it feels impossible 
I already wrote down long term goals but I need to do short term goals too. If I 
write them for a short term then I'll know what I have to do within a week. I think 
that would probably work, because I don't really notice how far behind I am until I 
really look through the whole Pathfinder coursepath; it's a lot easier not to look at it 
if I know I'm behind. I guess I just ignore it because it just fi-eaksme out when 1 
look how far behind I am. But if I know and become aware of it, then I don't have 
to be afraid to look 'down at where I have to be. 

A way-to deal with this falling behind might be to check\our order numbers at 
the end of each week. That would give you the chance to see dbo's really not doing 
anything. Then at the end of the year nobody could. make excuss saying, "I didn't 

"R realize how far behind I was." So at the end of a week, if they ven't made any ' 

progress; they should probably stay in afterwards and get some stu done. 1 don't 
know why I'm saying this because maybe I'd probably end up stayin I think the -' 

option of staying in after school helps a lot but hany people don't reall 5 know that. 
They probably think, only a few people come in, instead of that it's really, really 
open. Or they may feel that most of your attention's on them and they'd rea 
to do a lot of work or something. That's what comes into your mind about st ying 
after school. Because, you know, sometimes in the classroom a teacher might y, 

people could feel. 

Y * "you have to stay in after school," and it's really intense. That's how I see 0th 

So for the people who are falling behind in their path, you could tell them once 
a week they have to come in after school and do their work. That would get t&m 
going more. At first I could see how they'd go, "Ohhhh, misery," but they wouldn't 
resent it when they looked at their report card at the end of the year. That's probably 
why people are behind, because they're not getting pushed enough. You'd think . 
they wouldn't want to be pushed but they're so used to that. Yo6 get used to being 
pushed in mathematics"classes. They're not used to this way. You just have to be the 
type of person that wants to do it for yourself, and can keep on constantly being , 
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consistent with it. You have to learn, but there's certain periods when you do and 
you don't. And if you're behind in your other subjects and have a lot of work to do, 
you can kind of put off Pathfinder Mathematics. 

Sometimes it's noisy, and because everybody else is talking I can't really 
concentrate so I just talk too. I get bored easily. I guess the talk at our table is 
usually about mathematics. But I've heard a lot of people throughout the class 
saying things like, "I don't understand this," about something on a pre or post test, 
and they'll ask the person beside them. And they don't understand either. It's because 
it's not being taught to them and it's so easy to not pick up the book and just lo~k '  
through it. I think once a week everybody should be evaluated with questions like, 
"How do you feel about this work? What do you find difficult? Is there something 
that you don't understand?" Because maybe they don't want to come in after school 
but if they start getting evaluated then maybe they'll start asking for help more often, 
but maybe they're afraid to ask too. I know sometimes when you offer help or go to 
explain something the kids will say "It's OK, I'm working," when they really aren't. 
It's because with the way things are here, it's so much easier to just act like you're 
working because you don't have to do a certain thing. I know you have to do the 
work technically to pass the course, but you don't have to do it at that moment.' . 

We're not thinking ahead of time. We're just thinking about right now, what we feel 
like doing, right now. 

Actually I think if there was more quiet then people would really work, there's 
no other choice then but to do your work. Unless you're doodling or something, but 
then somebody. a teacher or peer tutor, would notice when they're walking around 
I don't think you should be splitting friends up at the tables though. I find that the 
people at my table are really help&] with each other if they have a problem. In 
Pathfinder you may be ahead of somebody and therefore it feels good to help 
somebody else. Or if you're behi& and somebody did something, then you can ask 
them to help. And if they're your friend they can explain it.to you in their language, 
the way they talk and stuff like that. That's more comfortable. 

April: 
OK, I've been working on the mathematics, though I still see that I have a long 

way to go and it seems quite impossible. I hate using that word because nothing is 
impossible At the beginning of the year, I just looked at the path and thought, "I 
have so much time to do this". So, slowly, I worked on it. And I was working on it, 
but I guess, everybody, in my opinion, has times when they're going through their 
ups and their downs with working. And I felt like that before Christmas, therefore 
over the Christmas holidays I didn't do much of my mathematics. Now coming back 

- 

' into it, I see how much I have to do and it seems like, wow! I know that it's a 
student's responsibility to do it, but I can also see how if it was differently organized, 
how a lot of the student's could have been further along the path then they are. If the . 
teacher had broke the path into sections and said, "You should be at this point by 
this certain time." Then if anyone wasn't there on the due date, they'd just have to 
start on the new thing, as they would in a regular mathematics class. Because if you 
stay too long on one thing, then your brain kind of shuts down; you just don't want 
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to do mwe. And then you just get more and more behind. If you have a due date, 
then have a mark on that, and then move everyone along to the next thing, when it 
comes to the final year end, we'd have a basic idea of everything, rather than some 
people just knowing one section, and not knowing the re& I know I can work really 
hard and do a lot of my path, but by the end of t h  year, realistically, it won't all be 
done. I'll just. h o w  half of 'it and the other half I won't know. I suppose it's not 

t realistic to think that? could go on and do the next section without knowing the 
* , material, but that's where my ovdn self discipline bomes in. We need a bit of guidance 

" and pushing, but not 'total self responsibility because 1 don't think the majority of 
I high school students can do that They can't self-discipline, not unfess they're nof 

real. 
I know help's available from the teachers and peer tutors, but if you ask for help 

you have to wait a long time before you actually get help. I always seem to be the 
last on%$ ~ k e s  so long. I know I don't really hang around and wait. I guess I don't 
come up $6 ask for it very often either. It's not that I don't know how t o  do the 
m a t e d ,  M u s t  that I'm stressing out that I have to do so much before the end-of 
the year. And now that so many of the class calculators weie stolen and we're not 
able to borrow calculators any more, it's a bit more difficult. I know we're supposed 
to bring our own calculators; maybe kids just don't want to, or they forget. Actua!ly, 
I know a lot of kids don't have one. They're expensive, those scientific calculators. 

. IJve failed, where I am at this point, now it's so close to the end of the year. It's like I 
learnt what I learnt, but now I'm just going to fail .it anyways. I think that maybe 
there should be some exceptions for students, whet+ they're going to go on to a 
higher mathematics or if this is just going to be the end df it: 

I think that offering us Pathfinder Mathematics and your thoughts about the 
whole are really, really good. Like your whole idea here; don't be discouraged on 

1 

your idea or think that you're failing or anything like that, 'cause that's not true. You 
see self-paced is really good, it's really educational, it's good for self discipline; but if 
there were no deadlines in this world then nobody would'ever get anything done. 
Nobody would do any work, because time wouldn't exist really; it just wouldn't 
matter. Everybody has deadlines in life, whether'you're seventeen or forty-two or 
thirty one. I think people need more extrinsic motivation in Pathfinder Mathematics, 
meaning people telling them what to do. Teenagers like to call their own shots to a 
certain point. Just a balance in between whatzteachers are doing and what you're 
doing here right now, that would be fine. Because maybe the regular class teachers 
give too much extrinsic motivation and therefore it doesn't create much intrinsic 
Yea, you have to have a balance. To help kids develop that intrinsic motivation you 
need acknowledgment and basically what you guys are doing here. Right. There's a 
lot of extrinsic motivation here too, because there's tutors helping around, you're 
always there to help and basically you acknowledge people when they're doing really 
good, which is good. But we need that extrinsic motivation of deadlines too. Like, 
"We've broken the course up into this amount to finish by first term" Yea, that'll get 
them to do  it, and also get them to do it because they also want to. You see, with 
regular class 'teachers, they almost give too much extrinsic motivation; that makes 
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students feel that they have to. It's that they have to, therefore they're not 
intrinsically motivated to do it. 

I guess I got snowed under around Christmas. It could be a mixture of stuff; it 
just depends on the person. Well, it's that intrinsic stuff People need to See more of . 
the value in school. I think, that at least once a year, there should be people to teach 
this kind of idea, this concept, self-paced. Or even you, you talking to help people 
understand about that snowfalll, so people don't think that it's just them; but it's 
probably better, if somebody else were to come in because it's somebody different to 
look at. So people don't think that it's just fhdm, "oh it's me!" When they think that 
it's just them, their confidence goes lower, and therefore they don't feel like doing 
anything . But if somebody comes in and says "Hey, this is how it is," and then 
people will go, "Oh, then, I'm not the only one who feels this way," and then they'll 
just get back up again rather than taking a long time by doing it themselves, . 
thinkmg. Like the motivational seminar I went to with my sister. It helped a lot. But 
the feeling doesn't last very long. With a seminar, you gb to itand you're like 
"wow!" so refreshed, and then after a little while you get back into the same old 
thhg It can help people get out right away, ahd get back into it. And especially if 
they learnit at school, they'll keep it; they'll keep it in their heads forever. 

June 20, 1996 
(Penny came in today to return her books and told me she plans to return next 

year to finish her mathematics. We chatted for a short while, and she signed my 
annual.) 
"Ms Warner, It was a pleasure knowing you (all crossed out) It is a pleasure 
knowing you. I just made the decision to come back and finish mathematics. You 
are the sweetest teacher I've ever had. 1 find it so inspiring! Thanks for being a role- . 
model, teacher and fiend. Good luck to you in the future. May all your goals and 
dreams come true! Have a -GREAT, RELAXING, REXJVENATING SUMMER! 
Penny. " 

Analvsis: 

What mathematics Penny learned in the Pathfinder Lab waso6viously minimal. She 
P Q 

lacked the support of living with her family and was responsible for her own welfare. I 
C 

believe that her comments suggest that the conversations we shared, because of her 
* 

enrollment in the Pathfinder Lab and involvement in this study, did contribute to her 
t 

learning and well-being. The "snowfalls" she spoke of are not unlike those of Steve, 

Cassy, Billy, or any other adolescent who feels depressed and alienated. A learning 

environment that positively empowered students through these periods could make 



Lab groyided an environment that facilitated some mediation of Penny's snowfalls. 

Previously, as a r&lar mathematics class teacher, 1 did not have the same 
, 

opportunities for individual contact with students that teaching in the Pathfinder Lab 

afforded me. It was my perception that Pathfinder Lab staff enjoyed a somewhat different 

ima4e from regular cla,woom teachers. I felt much more satisfaction in my teaching in my 

Pathfinder Lab role; 1 felt more like a learning facilitator rather than a teaching authority. 

Penny made a very good case for establishing a quieter environment and more visibly 

accountable shon-ternprogress parameters. Whether attempting to enforce "deadlines" . 

would be productive or couhter-productive to students' motivation and overall affect in ".. 
this learning environment is debatable. Many of our clientele struggled with authority - 
issues in their lives. I believe we all appreciated it when they left them at the door. 

Penny's perceptions of her motivation cowequent to the learning environment 
1 

were conflicting. She liked the independence'of self-paced learning for the self-discipline 

'and intrinsic motivation she felt it encouraged, but claimed that she and her peers needed 

more deadlines and extrinsic motivation to demand perfdrmance from themselves. She 

suggested that teachers in her previous regular mathematics classes used too much 

extrinsic motivation and concluded that this undermined the development of intrinsic 

motivation: 

You see, with regular class teachers, they almost give too much extrinsic motivation; 
that makes students feel that they have to. It's that they h e  to, therefore they're 
not intrinsically motivated to do it.(Penny, April) 

She provided the impact of this on students in her statement: % 

1 

You get used to being pushed in mathematics classes. They're not used to this way. 
(Penny, January) 

a 

9,  

This suggests that some students become conditioned to doing - mathematics because 

of an extrinsic motivation upon which they become dependent, rather than learning 

- 7 1 



mathematics because of an intrinsic motivation to understand. Penny vacillated 

between wanting a traditional schooling paradigm, that dictated the what by when for 

how many marks, and valuing the opportunity for self-paced learning. Ironically, 
">A el 

because students had to meet deadlines in other classes, it meant that their 

mathematics progress would become even slower. As Allison and Steve similarly 

attested, Penny too, would "kind of put off mathematics". They, and others, could on 
d 

occasion be found studying for a test or finishing yp homework for another course, - 
When this happened I chose to look at it as optimizing their learning time to support 

r % 

their achievement in other subjects. I would ask them to compensate for the time lost, *.* 

, d in class by doing more home study that night or coming in to work on their 

mathematics at lunch or after school. I didn't pin them-down tp a time and date as it 

usually resulted in a long litany of excuses; I felt my time was better spent working 
B 

with the students who were motivated and waiting for my help at the moment. 
' 

Ui 

% 
Penny exemplified an affect that I witnessed in many of my low achieving 

* 
secondary school students. Maehr (1984) describes this afFec,t* as an outcome of the " 

B , "li . 
socio-cultural factors in schopling: "One's culture appears to sect achievement not 

ody by defining what success and failure means but also by delineating how success 

and failure should be pursued" (p. 139). Because they had become accustomed to 

schooling experiences based on extrinsic motivation, an affect and culture was 

generated that dictated that to be perceived as worthy by one's peers, the only 
* I 

I" 

initiative one shows in school is to do the bare minimum amount of work, to do the 
- .  

work only if it's unavoidable and only if it's for marks. The perspective wasathat 
P- 
t 

school is for marks and socializing; what one learns is of dubious value. Interest arig 
> a  - &  

learning satisfaction went by the wayside long ago for this group of students. 

- = 
It's because with the way things are here, it's so much easier to just act like . - 

you're working because you don't have to doa certain t l u w  know you have to do - 
the work technically to pass the course, but you don't have to do it at that moment. 
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We're not thinking ahead of time. We're just thinking about right now, what we feel 
like doing, right now. (Penny, January) 

Describing her previous regular mathematics class experiences, she recalled the 

discomfort of the class moving on to new material when she ha$n't understood what had 

'been taught. The panic she described when she recognized that she was unlikely to 

complete her coursepath indicated that her learning experience in Pathfinder Mathematics 

was ultimately not able to offer her a mathematics course that was any less discouraging. ' 

As Penny colifronted the likelihood of not finishing her coursepath, she attributed the 

cause to' noise, a,lack of deadlines, a lack df available help, and feeling overwhelmed and 

stressed. Although-she valued the Pathfinder Lab environment for its philosophy and + 

supportive environment with friends and staff, being self-paced was a responsibility that 

she felt adolescents could not -handle. 

We need a bit of guidance and pushing, but not total self responsibility because I 
don't think the majority'of high school students can do that. They can't self- 
discipline, not unless they're not real. (Penny, April) 

For many, she was right. Voluntary help seeking and remaining after school could be 

threatening to self-esteem. She also highlighted the negative social consequences of being 

perceived by peers to need help (Graham & Barker, 1990; Karabenick & Knapp, 1988). 

.# Covington's (1984) self-defeating'failure-avoiding behaviors are evident in Penny's 

a;ttributions, avoidaice and self-criticism. 
\ 

< Corno and Rohrkemper (1 985) describe developmentally able students as having 
I 

0 

the processes that define self-regulated learning (SRL) within their cognitive repertoires. 

penpy's comments indicated she could define such processes but she exemplified those 

students who then fail to coordinate and cohtro~ the use of those SRL processes necessary 

for intrinsic motivation because of related motivational difficulties (Como & Rohrkemper, 
c d .  i. 1 

1985). 

Penhy described both ease and'dificulty in getting help when she required it. 



P 

4 
i 

There's no problem asking for help in Pathfinder Mathematics; there's a lot of people 
that like walk around and just ask if you need help. (Penny, 3anustry) 
I know help's available from the teachers and peer tutors, but if you isk for help you - 

have to wait a long time before you actually get help. I always seem to be the last 
one; it takes so long. (Penny, April) 

She bpreciated the opportunity to have "comfortable" mathematics explanations 

fiom fiiends but said she would have progressed more if the room were quieter. She stated 

the content was "not being taught" but she avoided the learning environment's means and . 

opportunities to be taught. Penny's comments often referred to how other "other people" 

in the cl'ass behaved or would have behaved in different circumstances. I believe she used 

them as a vehicle for her own perceptions to remove the focus of our conversation from 

herself b 

Penny avoided mathematics. Her behaviors suggest she suffered from mathematics 

anxiety and couldn't risk the self-esteem exposure of asking questiondn both pathfinder' 
, I 

Mathematics and her previous mathematics classes. When I initiatedtontact with penny or 

other slow-progressing students, I would often get an "I'm workih$Jfesponse fiom these 
/ .. $ 

/students who, by evidence of their slow progress, clearly needed instruction. Visible 

student discomfort and a few overheard snickers, suggested these students didn't want me 

helping them in front of their friends. It made them too vulnerable, perhaps exposing their 

lack of understanding and ability, or an unacceptable compliance with teacher authority 

- Among these students suffering poor ability self-concepts and/or authority issues, it 
-, 

seemed socially safer to chat with friends and count themselves among the "cool, capable 
# 

but bored uncterachievers". Having to wait for a teacher's assistance near the teacher's 

desk was similarly highly visible behavior. To the teacher it indicated a responsible 

learning initiative but to one of these students, it was advertising one's incompetence 

(Graham &.Barker, 1990; Karabenick & Knapp, 1988). My own awareness of keeping 

students waiting, as well as Permy's input, have helped me to appreciate that the 

Pathfinder Lab environment needed to provide a less visible and mork immediate personal 



response to students in need of instruction in order to keep them involved and learning. . 
Providing an alternative teaniing envirormept may be the first step, changing the learning 

i 

culture is the next. 

< 

Cassy 
> 

'* 

Cassy was a very attractive &d vulnerable fifieen year old in Grade 9. Gassy's 
I 

counselor identified her as "at-risk" due to poor attendance and a drug and alcohol abuse 

problem she shared with her father. In her comments, she speaks of how her "problems" 
* 

and "somebody else's problems" impaired her progress; these were her family-and 
\ 

substance abuse problems for which she was then receiving counseliog. Cassy lived only 

with her father; her mother had not wanted her to live with her. Despite my best advo acy F 
effms, Cassy received an administrative transfer to an alternate school in April because 

she had been caught smoking marijuana across thk street from the school and was doing 
% 

poorly in most of her classes. 

Cassv's voice: 

January: 
P m i n g  in the Pathfinder Lab is different fiom leaming mathematics before 

because it's easier. It helps motivate yourself, really. You don't always have 
someone on your back telling you what to do all the time. That's important because I 
feel that I'm independent. It helps me a lot, like when I'm on my own and stuff. I can 
motivate myself This helps a lot because you learn off your~elf Doing the work and 
stuff, there's not really a lot of teachers to go around. So it's really like you learn off of 
whatyou learn like you lkarn yourself, basically. If I need help I go to a teacher. I don't 
get discouraged. I try to do it by myself If I can't do it if I can't get one of my friends .: to help me, then I will ask. When I have my friends help me, it works, because they 
explain it more easily. Like they may say, "what don't you understand." You just tell 
them what you don't understand. They tell you how to do it, like they do it like you 
guys, like a teacher. I understand why. It's not like she does the question and she gives 
me the answer. I don't think that helps. And it's not that she's telling me to follow rules. 
No, I feel that I'm understandmguSometimes it's like rules but then sometimes it's 
really not clear, so you ask a teacher. 
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I know I've been absent quite a bit, but it hasn't got anything to do with what 
ere. Here helps, because when I'm doing my work in here I'm not doing the 

everyone else. I'm working at my own pace, so it's like y w  work at your 
own pace. And my problems outside of school, everything, it all has to do with worki 
at my own pace too. In a way it's like drug and alcohol counseling. It's like 
counseling that I'm going through outside high school. Yoh do that at your own pace. 
And you have to motivate yourself to go, and actually go there. Like actually do it. It's 
the same thing in this classroom. Yea, you've got to like tell yourself "You don't have 
to if youdon't want to." It's just like giving yourself a little push or whatever. Because I- 
have to. Because I want to; I want to make somethingof myself. When I tell myself, "I 
should" or "I have to", it doesn't feel like I'm telling myself what I want to do. Not 
realiy, it's ljke someone else, like a conscious or sowething. But if I tell myself I want 
to do it; just choosing that different word can make a difference, it feels different. So 
when I walk in here and I pick up my binder, I usually think, "check your homework", J 

because I do homework. Sometimes 1'11 take a pretest, or post test and study off them. 
When I want to correct a test, I usually go to you and we'll look over it. 

I've been feeling kind of discouraged about where I am in my path. Like only 9% 
- through; but it's because of my problems. Well, somebody else's problems but they ask 

for help. It's a big problem, kind of But it's better for me in here because it used to be 
like, I'd usually talk lots and I never used to do my work in the classroom. Now it's 
totally changed. Like I do my work now, stuff like that. I don't know what it is that's 
changed about me but that's the way I am now. I like the change. Like everything t 

matters now. I failed Mathematics 8 three times. If I was dealing with these problems in 
% 

- a regular classroom, I wouldn't go. I wouldn't go to class. No, 'cause I would be totally 
behind In a remlar mathematics class everyone works at the same thing, and if'you 
were to think about it, I would be totally behind. I would have like absolutely no 
chance. Yea, like 1 still have a chance here. I can do it mysetf: Yea, I can do like 
whatever. I can learn how to work on my own and take that knowledge into other 
clagses. The things that have been interesting are that I never knew I could motivate 
myself, and I didn't think I could do mathematics but, I guess I can. 

Analysis: 

\ - ~ a s s ~ ' s  learning experience in Pathfinder p at he ha tics had changed her perception 

of her ability to learn mathematics. Cassy described her: typical behavior when she'd come 

into the Pathfinder Lab. Given the opportunity, through my questions, to blame her slow 

progress on the learning@nvironment, she claimed that, despite her slow progress and vQ % 

a 
significant probiems, she felt empowered to learn; that the learning environment was 

facilitating her understanding, her improving work habits and her continued attendanceat 



school. Cassy appreciated the Pathfinder Lab. She found it easier thlearn and she enjoyed 
e 

her learning autonomy. She did seek help when she required it, which afforded me 

opportunities to respond to her questions in an appreciably more facilitative and perswal 

manner than I could have, were I at the fiont of the class with twenty-nine other-students 

listening. Cassy, too, affirmed the positive understanding she constructed through 

discussing her queries with her tablemaies. When understanding did not result she would 

seek help fiom a teacher. Cassy was empowered by the learning environment to 

demonstrate developing self-regulated learning behaviors and constructively used available 
f a  . 

social resources in her mathematics learning (Corno & Rohrkemper, 1985). 

When I questioned Cassy about her frequent absenteeism, she responded by 

drawing an analogy between the drug counseling she was involved inrand learning at her 
*- 

own pace. 

influenced 

She expressed an awareness of how her changed self-talk and autonomy 

her motivation, how previously having to work had now become wanting to 

learn. She was demonstrating Ryan et al.'s (1985) third form of self regulation, 
s 

identrjcation, whereby formerly extrinsic regulation is experienced as one's own value or 
4 

I * 
, - 

goal, and therefore the relevant action in pursuit of such goals is experienced as self- 
i 

determined. Cassy was one of many adolescents seeking self-determination, who need 

hrning environments that enable  the^ continued learning, despite the issues in their lives 
i 

that confound the typical expectations of the public secondary school. It is my belief that 

adding failure ,to their list of problems is not in theirs or society's best interests. 

1 @ 

Billy i 

\ 

Billy was a Grade 12 student and star player on the school's football team. He was 

repeating Mathematics 10A. Billy was enrolled in the Pathfinder Lab for both 

MathematicslOA and Communications 1 1. I taught him Communications 1 1; his 

Mathematics 10A enrollment was with a colleague. Billy's learning evperience in the 
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Pathfinder Lab learning environment was influenced by other issues in fiis life. The 
,- " 
*, - -q 

- -a -. 
- 

flexibjlity, responsiveness and scope of the qualitative research model suggest it is 
e , 

w 

h 
t -w 

approp 'ate to include information acquired fiom his Comrnunications 1 1 class to more- 
-+ _. j 

- *  f- , a  

fully under tand Billy's perceptions. I appreciate the op&nunity to share an expanded L F  

" -3 ;  

view of ~ill~'&?ers~ectives with the reader as it vividly attests to the impact of affect on 
\ P 

all learning, for t? student, as well as the teacher. My perceptions of Billy lead me to 
@ 

believe that he was &hy, sdnsitive, acquiescent, wise, considerate and cooperative student 

dealing with depression and a poor-ability 
\ 

\ 
I 

\ 
Billv's voice: 

\ 

January: ' \ 
It's different in Pathfinder becaqe for one thing, I find that I can work well with 

music. So I just use a Walkman for example. In a regular mathematics class I 
wouldn't be able to use it because the tea&er would be explaining the work, she'd be 
telling us what to do. While here, you know, I've just got to think to myself I think 
I actually don't listen to the music, but when I have it playing I can talk to mygelf z 
better. Just do this and do that, fight, and I dor'rtt think it's disturbing the 
helps me tune in better. Iralso depends what kind of music it is; it can't be crazy, 

it- does help me tune in. 
hard core. It has to be like soA music or something. So it-can't be like>ny music 

Learning here is different. It is because I'm actually getting better marks. 1 did a 
P * Unit 1 test and I got 95%. I never, as far as I remember, did do that in mathematics. 

I wish I could go faster though. I really don't want to rush it, because the hore 
pretests I fail the longer it takes. So I just try to take my time with the test. I just put- 
the scores in, and try to get as many done as I can, without doing more work. If I 
get something wrong, I go correct it and I do the work I have to do- to move on. I 
can see what I've done wrong and I can coriect it, instead of just not correcting it, 
moving on and doing'the assignments. And I might get them wrong too if I don't 
correct because I wouldn't know what I did wrong before. 

The chairs are more comfortable in here. I think that makes a difference -a 

because you don't have to keep moving around. Actually that sort of helps with\ the 
movement in the room. 

You don't have teachers on your back all the time, like, "do your work", or 
whatever. Sometimes you do, but you know that if you don't do your work, you sort 
of slow yourself down. And+you want to get through it, so I guess it shows how 
bad you want to get through it. I can push myself to do work, and I was out there 
socializing but now I notice I can't really socialize and work at the same time, right? 
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Mostly I'm doing my work, and sometimes I'll need help. Then that's when I'll go 
talk to somebody. But not really to socialize. * 

Right now I'm on finding. cubic area and volume. I've done it before but I 
sort of had to fieshen up on it again. I had difficulty with the metric system. I had 
some trouble with that. I tried to find a teacher that was fiee, that I could talk to, 
who wasn't bosy~ When I couldn't I'd ask another person to help me out in class. 
Sometimes it's difficult when all the teachers are busy and the student tutor is busy. 
~ o s t  of the time it's easy. If everybody's busy I just wait. C 

In previous years, like if there was a teacher assigning th&wok, and it was 
for marks, we'd have to do it, right? Although we think it's not necessary but we'd 
B have to do it. If J understand it, like the metric system I'm doing , I just need to 
fieshen my memory again and then I know what I am doing. So here it's a bit more 
flexible. I'm able to decide how much work I need to do. I usually decide the right 
-amount. I don't do too much but I also know that I shouldn't do too little because I 
know I need more work than that. But if it's something that I really understand, then 
I'll do about half, I feel good this way. I prefer it this way. If it's not necessary, you 
know, then I can just use my time in doing some new work rather that studying the 
same work over and over. I have more control about what I'm doing. I think it's an . . . . 

advantage here because the way that I figured it, the teachers are there, right, and 
they help you out, but it's more you're teaching yourself. So I know what I'm 
learning and I know where I need to put my effort, where my weak spots are. 
Sometimes in my previous mathematics classes I would have to spend my time doing. - 
the work when I already understood it. I could. have been doing something else. 
That bothered me. It's not bad, right, but it did bother me because I knew what I 
was doing; I just didn't want to do it again. Sometimes I guess I'd just tune out, I'd 
still listen, but I guess I can sort of wander off in my mind. I'd still be listening but a 

my concentration would be a lot lower because I'd think I don't need to listen to 
%this, I already know it. But if I heard something different, then maybe I'd sort of 
tune in a little. In here though, when I hit somethi g new, I just try to remember and 
I ask for help, if I get stuck. 
t The environment here is also different beca C, here are a lot more people in 

% '  

it, so there's more movement in there. There's too much movement and talking at 
the same time. There's a lot of distractions. I'm not sure teachers can-actually do 
anything about it, because it's mostly students individually. You could tell them to be 
quiet, but that creatks noise too, and I don't think they'd listen anyways. I think - 
inaybe it's because of the tables; there's too many people at the tables. But I think 
desks would take up too much space. bmetimes we talk about our work. 1 discuss 
it with Jaz. When I don't understand something, I'll ask him, if the teachers and 
tutors are busy. If he doesn't understand something, sometimes he'll ask me. We're 
friends. We'll say things that we understand and maybe teachers won't understand - 
very well, but we know what we mean. It sort of helps our understanding, because 
we sort of talk our way. 

Some kids have called thk Pathfinder Lab the Retard Room but I think it's just a 
neat word, it's not really an attitude. They're not saying, "Oh you're a retard" or 
"dumb", or whatever. It's just a name we got for it. Maybe we'd be walking down 
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the hall and we'd ask, "What class do have now?"-Maybe sometimes you'd say 
.to yourself, "I got Retard Math". I don't think it's Retard Math, but it's just a name. 
The first time I ever heard it, somebody said, "Well I got td go to Retard Math", 
"Well what? Where's that?" "There, up in the lab." "Oh I got Retard Math too." And 
we'd just start laughing. It's not really like, someone's going to go tease you; it's just 
a name. I wouldn't rather be in a regular mathematics classroom. I couldn't work as 
fast and I think my marks are actually better. I hope I'm going to finish the 
coursepath by the end of the year. I'm trying to work faster now, but at a faster level 
I can handle without messing my work up. I'll be successfbl as long as you're there 
when I ask for help. 

If someone was deciding whether to enroll in regular mathematics or Pathfinder 
 ath he ma tics I'd tell them, "As long as you can be responsible to do your work, I 
think you can do all right in Pathfinder Mathematics, because it's faster and you can 
actually find out a lot about yourself. You cangush yourself to do more work than 
you thought you actually could. You actually feel better because when you've 
passed a test you think, 'Well, um, you know I had a little help here and there but I 
really had no one telling me what to do, right? So you sort of can see what you 
accomplished. It's actually a good feeling, too. It not just, 'I'm going to pass' or 
whatever, it's a good feeling." 

May: 
I'm correcting my assignments. I try to see what I do wrong and try to correct 

the answers and when I think I've got it right, I keep on going and when it comes to 
the test, it comes out wrong again. I've tried to get help from the teacher, but maybe 
I'm just impatient, he's usually helping someone out. I'll just stand there. Like I won't 
interrupt, I'll just stand there. I get tired of standing there; ou can see he'll be awhile 
so I just go back, sit down and try to do it on my own. 

Next year I'm going to work during the day time d I'll go the Night School. I' 
wanted to come back here, but after I spoke with the i ounselor I sort of agreed that 
1 shouldn't. I'm not really doing as well as I should be. I'd just be wasting my time. 
But I don't really think so. I just need to put my head into it. I've attendance 
problems in some classes; some I go to. You know what I think it is, I need the 
teacher to keep pushing me. Not just pushing me, like "go do yowork" ,  " do this, 
do that", right? Just like tellingme, you know, "you should show up for this". I don't 
know, it's just, I've got other stuff going on.. . 

Sallv's Journal: 

Being nineteen years of age, Billy could only return to school in the fall. if he 
was showing more visible progress in the academic elements of his schooling. When 
the issue of attendance was raised with Billy (absent:l7, late:13), and he tried to 
describe the type of support he needed from his teachers, it became evident the tape 
recorder was making Billy uncomf'ortabie so I put it away. 

I had retumed to the room during my preparation period !o find Billy out in the 
hall. I asked fiim why he was in the hall and he described how one of the teachers in 
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the lab reksed to allow him to sit where he usually does, off by himself by the 
window. She had sent him out of class when he argued with her about moving to a 
table. 1 suggested that now t&n would be a good time to' interview him again since 
he was missing class anyways. I had also wanted to talk to him about an evaluation 
he wrote in our Communications 11 class on a picture in the school art show. I 
asked him about the quest "for peace in his life" that he described in his art work 
evaluation. He told me he had been "pretty down lately, but not suicidal or 
anything". When I asked what was troubling him he told me that he had not wanted 
to move here fiom Texas -a few years ago; but his mother had wanted dual 
citizenship so they had to remain in Canada awhile longer. He told me that his five 
best friends in Texas were now dead and that he was troubled because he knew he'd 
be dead too if he had remained there. They had died in various incidents involving ' 
drunk driving, shootings and car highjacking. In addition to this he was having 
trouble at home. He said he had great respect for his mom but that I wouldn't 
understand how it is for a woman in an Hispanic family. He explained that despite 
the fact that his mom had given him permission to go to the after prom party over 
two weeks ago, his stepfather had not given him permission. In consequence to this 
his stepfather had said he should leave the home if he would not continue to keep a 
10:30 p.m. curfew. 

In the two years I've known Billy, he's always worn his coat to class. It gives an 
aura of transience and coldness to his learning experience. He has an expressionless 
face that breaks into a broad smile-and twinkling eyes with well creased corners 
when he says hello. Although absenteeism continues to be an issue, I do see him 
when he attends Communications 1 1. His writing shows considerable insight. Below 
are some listening responses that Billy wrote in November in Communications 11 
class when the class did oral presentations on the meaning of various qustes and 
cartoons. 

On "Education is not received, it is achieved." 
"You only get to be as educated as you want to be, not as educated as other 

people want you to be. You get what you work for. ~ d u c h e  - to bring forth from 
within. You have to put yourself into it, you have to receive it; if it's there and you 
don't take it, it does no good. I think that the quote was a good on9 because it had 
to do with the previous one, about setting goals to achieve and to move on with 
your life. Education is put out by the teachers and it's up to us to receive it. I think 
that a higher level of maturity by the listeners and the presenters should be put into 
action. I think- that fhe idea of the presentation was good and it can help us all, if we 
want it to." 

On: "Mistakes are to learn from." 
. "If you made a mistake, best into it - right away. Try to fix it yourself, if you 

can't, ask for help. Then try to see* where your thinking took you the wrong way. 
The positive thing about this quote is that it encouraFes you to make yourself a 
better person. You should learn fiom your mistakes, but you can also learn fiom the 
mistakes of others. " 
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beak: 
"Don'ts just say "don't give up", do something to stop yourself from giving up. 

You can't always succeed and if you don't you try to find a way to do it. The cartoon 
is positive becauseit shows us that we can be at a dead end and you have to, can, 
find a way out. It's interesting how sometimes we say that there is no way out and 
you want to give up, but you finda way out and you decide not to quit. This can 
help your determination a lot." 

On a 'Team Work' poster: 
" It's good to work in a group or play in a team. You can help each other as you 

move along. It is-so important to have people in your comer.. . . I  can relate to this 
because of my involvement in the senior football team. We all have Eo work together 
or nothing works and we lose. The linemen have to block for the backs, the receiver 
catch the ball, the defense do their job, etc. We have to almost be like a family and 
mutual respect is necessary. " 

On a 'Try until you hit the bull's eye (succeed)' cartoon: 
"Don't let up at anything, don't give up. If yop try and don't succeed, try and try 

again. Build up your confidence .... I like the presentation because it talks and tells us 
about something I heal a lot of, "don't p e r  give up." If you can't succeed at 
something you should try again and as you keep trying your confidence builds up 
and you can accomplish what you want." 

Analysis: e 

Billy's writing in November would lead one to believe that he was a well motivated 

and clear thinking student. He was one of many students who faced issues both in and out 

of school that significantly challenged their learning. Being passive was a means to cope 

with the challenges his personal and school environment presented. The Pathfinder Lab 

. was Billy's preferred mathematics learning environment but it was not able to provide 
I 

Billy with a sufficiently accessible means to the instruction he needed. He did not complete 

his coursepath but was given a Standing Granted for Mathematics 10A. 

Being able to concentrate was an issue for Biliy. His concentration and self- 
.c 

regulated learning behaviors were enhanced by being able to listen to music while he 

"worked, by being in a comfortable chair, by being able to determine what and how much 
82 



of each assignment he needed to complete, and by being able to construct meaning with 

his friend or a teacher when he needed help. To reduce the distraction of the noisy table 

groupings he sat off by himself by the window. Sadly, he was $0 accustoked to failure 
a 

that he accepted repeated failure on a section of his coursepath when he should have been 

instructed and advanced by the teacher. Waiting for instructional assistance from the 

teacher was frustrating for him and a visible statement of his incompetence to his peers. 

Billy, like many other students, often avoided doing assignments, choosing to-do 
b 

the next test on the same objectives rather than the assignments indicated by the test 

scores. Billy's behaviors suggested that his perception of success in the course was to be 

passing tests without doing assignments. Thinking that he would save time by passing at. 
- e 

the pre-test level, he would spend inordinate amounts of time tryipg to master content on a - -  

pre-test rather than use the pre-test as a. tool to receive appropriate assignments. When ' 

students received less than 80% on a test they could advance to a new test againon the _ a\ 

- .  
same objectives by inputting that they had completed the appropriate intervening 

assignments when in fact they hadn't. Billy also did this when he felt he understood the 
s 

objectives of the test. He enjoyed the autonomy of determining what assignments he . ,  

needed to do. His analysis of what he did and did.not reed to do indicated an improving 

affect, increasing cognitive involvement and the development of more self-regulated 

learning behaviors compared to his previous mathematics learning: 

I know what I'm learning and I know where I need to putemy effort, where my weak 
spots are. Sometimes in my previous mathema6cs classes I would have to spend my 
time doing the work when I already understood it. I could have been doing 
something else. That bothered me. (Billy, January) 

Billy's new behavior of correcting his erfors on the tests was constructive but did 

not afford him sufficient scope or practice in using new concepts. Not doing assignments 

meant a student was not exposed to the instructional opportunities in the learning 

materials. Billy never came in after school to borrow books to do homework; nor did he 
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his fiends' underachievement culture. Judging from the cruel eoinrnents I heard many of 

our hard w o r b g  slow students receive from other &dents, I would suggest that there 

exists an element of school culture that believes failure due to apathy is an acceptable fact 

of life; to fail after visibly trying says you're a "real loser" to your peers. It was preferable 

d others to blur through minimal effort, one's publicly perceived level of 

intelligence; visible effort too clearly exposed one's level of incompetence: 

Although  ill^ too acknowledged the "Retard Math" label among his peers, he 

saw no malice in it and his comments indicated he actually preferred the Pathfinder Lab to 

a regular mathematics class. I believe this was due to the different affect he experienced in 
4- 

the classroom. He perceived the room as unavoidably noisy.but he also acknowledged and 

appreciated the opportunity to comfortably construct mathematical qeaning in discussions 

with his peers. He expressed a pride and ownership in the learning he accomplished, "It's 

actually a good feeling, too" (Billy, January). 

Being able to access the teacher's help when he needed it proved to be ag ongoing- 

problem for Billy and other students. Wherein his J nuary interview he claimed he would 

' "just t wait" - for the teacher, by the second interview in May, despite doing more 
9 .  

assignments than he previously had, he had reached an impasse in his coursepath that 

could long before have been quickly and constructively addregsed, if only he had accessed 

the teacher.   ill^ did not know to ask his teacher for test answer keys after computer 

scoring his tests in order to review which of his errors were legitimate errors and which 
\ 

may havGebeen typographicd or entry errors. Nor did he know or think to ask for a. re- 

mark on a test when he would score as high as 79%. I saw Billy hanging back by the file 

cabinets to wait for his teacher on a few occasions. Billy was not as assertive as some 

students in making his needs or presence known. When Billy's teacher was instructing 

someone he would not intehpt himself to deal with what were often &st quick computer 



correction entries that could progress students in their coursepath and preclude them from 
w 

re-writing unnecessary tests. Where I would often deal with more than one student at a - 
5 

time, I know that some students resented the intrusion of other students on their 
+ 

instructional time with the teacher. This was a professional decision each teacher in the 

Lab had to address daily. Although the computer-managed instructional system afforded . 

individualized instruction to students, the unpredictable nature of the demands on teacher 

time for this instruction could be hstrating to both students and teachers trying to 

effectively optimize the use of their time in the Pathfinder Lab. 

Dino . 

4 

Dino was a Grade 12 student enrolled in Introductory Mathematics 11 in the 

Pathfinder L&. He had failed Mathematics 1 1 the previous year. He had an attendance 

problem; he missed 55 periods and was late for 13. Dino was very social and was often 

seen chatting with the attractive female students in Class. In the early spring Dino realized 

that in order to graduate he needed to acquire a Grade 1 1 mathematics course credit. He 

asked to be double blocked into the ~ a t h f n d i r ~ a b  and transferred to the coursepath that 

would give him Mathematics 1 1 A credit. Neither his attendance nor progress improved. In 

the last two months of school he completed it with a first class average. 

Dino's voice: 

January: 
Learning mathematics in the Pathfinder Lab is different fiom learning 

mathematics in a regular mathematics class. In the regular- mathematics class, it was 
more like, we go in there, tre teaches a lesson on the chalkboard, right2 Then he 
gives you the assignment, you do the assignment, you go home, you do your 
homework. It's really redundant, you know. You do the same thing over, and over, 
and over again. It's really routine. You learn new things, you get your little quiz. 
But in the Pathfinder, you get to go at your bwn pace. If you're redly feeling like 
doing mathematics t h t  day, you do like two or three exercises or tests. If you're in 
a bad mood, or a bad day, you don't do that much, you may do one example, or 
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-whatever. You take it easy, you just go at your own pace. So it's a lot better like- -.  

s that. 

In a regular class when the teacher was explaining something, I was able to 
follow, to a point. But they don't really explain it ve'ry well, you know? Like I was . 
in Mathematics 1 l'last year and he just went like really fast, and he'd g o  "OK, and 
this" and then he'd go to the next thing, and he'd go "OK" (inflection and manner , . 
indicating t p  bplanation is fnished). And when you'd &k questiods, he'd say 
"it's likk this" ut he wouldn't go into more.detai1 I couldn ' t~ low it. ' 4 So fa m Pathfinder ~a then i i t i c~ ,  it's mostly review because they're all topics I 

that I've already done before. I look at a book ,and I go,, like, "Oh, I remember 
his." I just have to read it a little bit, skim through it to remember how to do it. I 4 aven't finished Unit 2 yet. I haven't found problems, but it's just like, I look at 

- some of them, I remember how to do this, but then I remember last year it' , 

w 

bothered me. Like I Las'looking i t  it and I didn't know what to do and the teacher 
went too fast. I just go like "OK, forget it!" I ~ u s t  gave up. This way, like for a day I 
8on't really do it,>a second day, I'll say, "OK,'I'Il try." I can usually figure it out on 
my own, with time. When I get an answer and the one of the monitors, like 
Vicky, and they get a different answer; then I'll fee right so I'll want to see 
how the teacher does it to see if they do it differently. That's about the only reason l' 
ask for review. with a teacher. I know that if I were in a regular Introductory 
Mathematics 11 class I'd be krther through the course by now, but I wouldn't 
understand. Like even though I've done less in the Pathfinder than I'd do in a regular 
class, 1 understand, I understand it all. What I've done now Ptotally understand. If 
you were to give me a test right now I'd probably get 90%.- But in a regular class - you must skim through it. In regular they're going too fast, ever)lbodyls doing their 
owh work, you get discouraged. You know? Like they're all going really fast, they 
understand what's going on, you don't. When I get discouraged I give up. I give up 
right away, I just thi& like, "Ah, I won't do it." 

I like not being hassled -to do my work. It's very easy to get help in the class; \ 

there's no pressure. i like going at my own pace; I have no excuses for my actions. ' 
J 

If I fail, I can't blame the teacher, for anything that she did, right? You guys aren't 
doing anything wrong. you give us*what we have to do at the beginning of the year; 
you have to do$s to pass, that's it. And we take it upon ourselves to do the work, ., 
to understand the work; there's help if we need it. But in a regular class they just go 
like "zip"! They don't like gobg backwards, you know? Like I feel like 1 can blame 
them more, for going too fast, for not helping me out enough. 

So how come I don't come to class? Well, I've been sick a lot, I've been sick a 
whole lot lately. I had bronchitis for awhile. I skipped a few times. - 

I find the usage of computers for every individual student interestin - a 
trust teachers have-in you to do your own work. I find the computers \ 
because they're something I haven't done before. Entering my work computer 
makes it give you ditferent assignments, depending on if you did good, fair or not so 

* 
good on it! But it's not a pressure; you guys are, "we're here if you need us." 
You're notsaying, "OK, you%havee to have this done by tomorrow! You have to hive 
that done by tomori-ow! We're checking it!" When it's no pressure like this, it's more 
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of a relaxed environment.% And it gets to the point where if you see one of your . 
friends doing work, you want to do your work. ,You see them doing work and you 
say, " OK I '11 do the work too.': Then we'll help each other out. But in a regular 
mathematics classroom, it's so strict. You can't even look at them, you can't talk to 
them, you can't ask them for help. Better than asking teachers is asking other people 
how they do it. The student beside you $11 help you more. I 

What's negative in here- is that with no pressure I tend to slack off or just staft 
f alking sometimes. YOU could p ~ i  usin assigned groups. If we had, not a daily thing, 
but by, the end of'the week, we had to have one chapter test or pretest taken, we'd 
have something to look fortirard toyor the week. Otherwise you can-go like two 
months without even completing one exercise pr  unit test. I don't think goal sheets 
each week would help because they're not for marks. If it's not for marks, it's like 

' 

big deal, we're just writing our cornnients, it wouldn't help us at all. You could offer 
like two marks or something, to get if you reach your goals. Then if you told them 
rig? out, most students would notice, if they can get two attitude points every week 
or $8' That'd really add up. Obviously it's not going to be 10% for your letter grade 

,-' 
every time you hind this in, right? Just say like, "if you complete YOU; goal every 
week, it'll add up to 10%;" and 10% could bring you up an entire letter grade I 
mean, everybody willlnderstand that. With the goalesheet, you've got to make sure 
they know what it is though, or else they'll just throw it in their book and won't do it 
for two weeks. Like when you gave me the PING. I didn't even look at it for the 
first two weeks: I thought it was just like the first, that we'd hand it in with our 
binders. So I didn't reilly take much interest in it. It's in my binder. 

I find the noise very distracting fiom those people beside us. They always walk 
up and they talk in class and I don't appreciate that. Our table does a more f 

'constructive kind of talking. You could take the students that are obviously not 
working, those ones distracting the class, and put them in pairs or threes and assign 
a student monitor to help them. Don't be as lenient towards people who want to , 

talk, give more punishments. You give them the option: if they talk constructively 
then they can be free to learn at their own pace, but if they don't, then they have to 
have this assignment done by ne week. Then they'll get tired of it and thpy'll just do p"' their assignments. I've noticed:in class that some of the More disruptive students 
might argue but I'd be fine with that policy. Mast of the students, would-be OK with 
that; but half the students would be like, "Oh ya, I don' t talk to her any more, she's 
mad." We need to have that cooperative mathematics talk but to a limit. When they 
get disruptive, if you've given them two warnings, then they're out of here. 

I don't get the purpose of the drawers. I don't use mine to store my binder; I \ 

always iake my binder home. I was going to say, you should have made the binders 
out of more, even if you're not going to count them. I know our bindets are actually 
worth 30% of our total mark, but people don't realize that. They think like, 10 
marks per unit, no big deal. You'd get a better response if you make it out of more 
marks. d 

Also not having the textbook any time I want is con. Sometimes if I have 
nothing to do and I know that I'm behind in my mathe nf atics, I haven't got a book at 
home to work on; it's an inconvenience. If I could borrow a book to take home, that 
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I didn't have to bring back to class every morning, that would speed up my progres. 
I can get all my assignments; I just enterter that I did will on an assignment and get the 
next assignment. But it's a hassle to have'to borrow a textbook after school. 

April: 
Basically 1 missed some classes because this class gives you your own 

responsibility to do the work when you want to. So when I don't feel like doing any 
work that day, I won't bother coming to class. Then I take it for granted, and I go, 
"1 can miss one more day, I ;an miss one more day, I can miss one more day, and it 
gets camed away. I can't really think of anything that you could do to encourage me 
to attend. Honestly, it would have to be like a sense of punishment."Like saying, " If 
you miss one more class without a note, then we can't pass you." Then I'll be 

- forced, then I'll think, I have to come to class. Even giving me the two blocks didn't 
really help.' It's not a matter of you giving me om, two, or like five extra blocks. 
It's a matter of me wanting &I do it. Like if I don't want to do it, the@ it wouldn't 
matter if I came the whole day; I wouldn't do it. 1 skip this class the most of all my 
classes. I:m mostly having troubbs with this class and social studies. For fir3 term, 
you shouldn7t.have said, "I just need one unit test to mark you on,". -You should 
have said, " If you don't get threesdone, I give you an Incomplete for the term." 
Instead, I did one and I did nothingeand 1 got a B. So if you just said "You have to 
get 3 unit tests dbne," then maybe 1 wouldn't have gotten a B but I would have got 
the work done. If at the end of first term I got a fail because I hadn't completed the 

. first' three chapters, it would only be my fault. Basically, we know you're leaving us '' 
alone to do it, and if we need any help, we, come to you. If 1 don't get t6 it, it's not 
as if it's too much work, so it's my fault. I think it needs to be a little more strict ifi 
here, but that's it. Not as .lenient, like when you' know someone hasn't done 
anything one week, stuff like that. Toughen up. 

b' 

June. 
What I do on a typical day in &re? Honestly? OK, really honestly. I'd cofie in,. 

get my assignments, and then I'd probably, if I didn't feel like doing anything, I 
mouldn't do anything. I'd just talk to whoever was in the class, whoever I sat " 

. around Then if I'd have to do an assignment I'd just enter that I'd done it'intoathee 
' 

computer, because I found all the assignmentseasy and then I'd just get the test and 
do the test. I didn't do many assignments. I've seen most of it before because I took 
Mathematics 11 last year. I'd just have io quickly refresh my memory. 

I like working at my own pace; you don't feel pressured and iou don't feel like 
you have to commit to deadlines and stuff There-should be some deadlines but you 
know you shouldn't have to feel pressured, like, "I have to get this done, I have to 
get this done!" You can do it at your own pace; you can do a lot one day and not 
much the next day. I like the flexibility but I think you should have to complete at 
least a certain number of order numbers each week. I think if you don't, then y ~ u  
should penalize their grade, not like a whole letter grade but a certain percentage, or 
something like that. I don't think people would come in after school for help though. 
You could tell people to come but I don't think they'd come. You can just say that 
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5 * * - **it% ojx& a n d  if cumecthei come. 1 know 'you%d that policy this year, b 
L 1 that's t h e i i o h  fault if&y dpn't come. 

I "i a -  

If I had a hew topic to le&, jR didn3 find that the monitqpfedly helped that, 
much, because they had their own mathematip, right? So they were like, really 
trying to remember; they didn't really explain it well. E.1 -didn't understand - something I'd just c'ome to you. I didn't40 many corrections. I just figured I'd done - 
enough of an asfignment when itstarted becoming repetitive. I'd do* the first three 

& 

and then on the next one, I'd just quickly do the answer, and then I'd go get the test. 
I didn't much like the env ent in 'here Gecause there were all different Ir 

grades; there were three Grade- a bunch of Grade 1 1's' some 9's and Grade 
8's. So I didn't really like that because the younger kids were really being idiots o 

.'e 

mostsf the tiine. . - a *  

I'd say t k t  I finished mycoursepath because I decided I had to get it done. 1 
decided personaIZy to get it done. You helped out a lot. Learning this way pet, ihe 
pressure on me; not like the pressure on me from you guys, but like I put lots of 
pressure on myself, you know? Everybody's signing annuals right now, doing this . 
grad class stuff, and I come here and do the mathematics; so you know, you decide 
to do what you have to do. 

t *  

' > 
- 

(Dim signed my a m a l )  
"Thank you for all your help in math this year.. I couldn't have done it without your 
patience and understanding. Dino. " i ?8 

, -  

Analvsis: . 

Dino appreciated the learning autonomy the Lab provided and the lack of 

"pressure" from the teachers. He had a low tolerance for repetition evidenced in his - 

description of his "redundant" regular mathematics class experiences and the fact that he 

would only do a few questions, if any, from his assignments in the Pathfinder Lab and few 

corrections. The affect he brought to doing mathematics in the Lab evidenced a significant 

negative ~mpact fiom his previous mathematics learning exp-eriences. 

I haven't found problems, but it's just like, I look at some of them, I remekber how 
to do this, but-then I remember last year. It bothered me. Like I was looking at it 
and I didn't know what to do and the teacher went tdo fast. I'd just go like "OK. 
forget it!" 1 just gave up. This way, like for a day I don't really do it, a second day, 
1'11 say, "OK, I'll try." I 'can usaally figure-it out on my own, with time. (Dino, 
January) 



L * 
- r - ' 

Dino also evidenced the lack of persistence that imped& the pro$ess of many "at-risk" . . 
* .  - e 

students (Hadfield, Marten & Wooden, 1995. 'When1 get discoukged I give up. I give - 

up right away, I just think like, "Ah, I won't do it" @iiio, January). But the "relaxed 

ut -4" vironment" encouraged him to cooperate, to construct matwematical meaning and to 
' +  

self-regulate 'his learning when he would see his friends work! 
. T  

OK, I'll do .the work too. Then-we'll help each other out. . . . Better than asking 
teachers is asking other people how they do it. The student beside you will help you 
more." (Dino, January). 

\ *  

Like Allison, whose table he sat at, he attributed a much improved understanding 

of the mathematics he studied to the interactions afforded by the Pathfinder Lab learning . 

environment: As Dino had a relatively fortkght and confident nature, he never indicated 

_ P  r any difficulty in ggting help from teachers yhe  sought it. By June however, he faced a 

deadline and imminent failure. He became somewhat impatient with the credibility of the 

peer tutor's assistance and was then motivated to seek teacher assistance as frequently as 

necessary to speed the completion of his coursepath. 

His interviews throughout the year indicated that despite difficulties in motivating - 

himself to attend, he preferred having the responsibility for his lea,ping and did not 

attribute failure to his teachers as he previously would: 

I I like not being hassled to do my work. It's very easy to get help in the class, 
there's no pressure. I like going at my o n pace;'I have no excuses for my actions. , 

If I fail, I can't blame the teacher, for a 17 ything that she did, right? You guys aren't 
doingehything wrong. You give us wtat we have to do at the beginning of the year; . 
y6u have to do this to pass, that's it. And we take it upon ourselves to do the work, 

- to understand the work; there's help if we need it. But in a regular class they just go - 
- like "zip"! They don't like going backwards, you know? Like I feel like I can blame 

them more, for going too fast, for not helping mi out enough.(Dino, January) 
i 

Dino's absenteeism - % may be attributable to an insufficient accountability demanded 
i 

by the leami& env i rhen t  but it may also be attributed to a well established negative 
P. P 

affect for learning mathematics and tolerating teachers' instruction and demands. When he 



did attend Pathfinder Mathematics, he at least knew he didn't nked to cope with "too f;wt". 
1 

- or "redundant" teacher instmetion d demands. He felt sufficiently comfbmbte to seek 
, , - L 

help from teachers when he needed it and sufficiently independent to ultimately take 

respdnsibility f o ~  his learning and cbmplete his coursepath. 

- Strong evidence exists in Dino's comments confirming that what staffpercei;ed 

they,were presenting to students, particularly about progress d d  marks, and what- 

students perceived they heard, in many instances, were not the same- Report marks were & * 

based on achievement-to-date to counteract an entrenched negative affect m a y  students 

brought from their previous mathematics learning experiences; an affect ereated from 

students receiying poor darks for learning what for them may have been very difficult. * 

W e n  learning-challenged students achieved mastery of content, it was our philosophy to 

recogniAe their level of accomplishment, n 4  the time%-ame in which it was completed 
. -*. 

'Students term marks had represented their mathematic&competence achievement, not 
i 4 -  

their attendance, not their homework completion, nogthefr speed or degree of ptogr s . 
. K, 

though the coursepath. Dino, and a few others w b  completed their coursepaths, were 
4 = 

very happy and satisfied learners when they received their B or bdtter marks at the end of . 

that year. Unfortunately, despite having included additional term reports to parents that , 
s * 

indicated the percent of the coursepath cbmpleted, satisfactory first and second term 
*- - 

marks cootributed to students' oowla6ency throughout the year and many found 

themselvqss-facing summer school or the completion of an In Progress in the fall . Thus, the 

Pathtinder Lab policy of baking students' marks on their achievement-to-date, without a - - 

time-frame, was ultimately misleading to students because a final letter grade for a specific 

mathematics course had to'be given by the end of first term the following school year for 

students with In Progress marks in June. 

For first term, you shouldn't have said, "I just need one unit teqt to mark you on,". 
You should have said, " If you don't get three done, I give you an Incomplete for 

' 
the term." Instead, I did one and 1 did nothing and I got a B. So if you just said 
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"You have to get 3 unit tests .done," then maybe I wouldn't have gotten a I3 but I 
would have got the work done. If at the end of first term I got a fail-because I hadn'.t-, 
iompleted the first three chapters, it would only be my fault. Bisically, we know ? 
you're leaving us alone to do it; and if we need any help,,we come to you. If I don't 
get to it, it"s not as if it's too much work, so it's my fmlt. 

Dino's perception that I had said, "I just need one I@! test to mark you on," was 

similar to what Steve had taken from my explanation of how marks would be determined. 

The students ~ook,what they wanted to hear from the information and were unable ta 
,b 

address or ignored the clead* presented expectation that they were responsible for setthg 
I 

and meeting goals organizing their time to complete their coursepath, preferably within the 

year. To respond to the complacency, and foster communication and goal setting, I gave 

students "goal sheets" to complete the first and last period of each week. They were 

encouraged to comment about their learning and communicate any concerns they had to 

me. - I  reviewed these each Friday, and as Dino stated, because they weren't "for marks", 
Q --, 

few - - students handed them in each week. Again, I was confrdnted with the fact that 

- a, 
" although I could provide an alternative learning environment to foster cooperative and 

self-regulated mathematics learning, to change the extrinsic motivation orientation of the 
P 

scheol learning culture was another issue. Were we to have fol!owed Dino's suggestion 

stipulating the cokpletion of three units by first t e k ,  we would have had to give failing 

marks to many students, contribute to their ongoing negative mathematics affect, and 

'damage whatever improved affect their PING comments iqdjcated the Lab envirenment 
t 

had afforded them. Whereas failing marks may stimulate some students to greater self- 

discipline, cornrnitntent and work-output, many of our students were defeated by failure in 
& t 

schbol. Heaped onto the many personal issues in their lives, failure could be the stepping 

stone to involvement in ethnic gangs, illegal behavior, abuse bfdrugs and alcohol, 

themselves and society in general. Student failure is self-defeating for both students and 

teachers. What Dino had perceived as leniency, I had perceived as an offer of 

understanding, tolerance and support. 



Nan and Daleen 

The following two students, Nan and Daleen, were successfitl in completing their 
e 

co-ursepaths in the pathfinder Lab. There is only a June interview f i r  each because they 

*ere interviewed to provide perceptions of the learning environment from students who 

were able to success~lly self-regulate their learning in the Pathfinder Lab. 

Nan was an ESL student who had-spent her year previous to Pathfinder & 
- 

Mathematics in an ESL Mathematics class. She had difficulty with spogen and written 

English but wassa mot&ated, industrious student. When she wrote the final exam for ; 

Introductory Mathematics 1 1 she received a score of 96%. 
.it/ 

.*&: 1 * *- % 

Nan's voice: Q 

.. 
June. 

I started Introductory Mathematics 11 in September. Pathfinder ~athknatics  is 
very different. I have to go to the computer and get my homework by myself, not 
from the teacher. In my other class laSt year, the teacher had to give me the 
homework and toid students what to do. But here I have to do it by myself and I can 
do whatever I like to pass the course. I can do more work than other students: 
Some other students, they don't like to do it and they slow down. But if 1 wint to 
finish the Introductory Mathematics 11, I have to work hard and get more 
&signments. Last year, in the other class, I had to wait for otier students and so 1' 
couldn't pass ahead df the other students. I like this way, being taught self-paced, 
because I can move faster. It's a freedom. 

When I start a new topic, I just get an assignment and finish it and have a test, 
like that. Dividin by a radical wag a new topic, like dividing and multiplying, 1 -7 hadn't done that before. I just learned it. I just looked in the text book, at the 
example in the book. I figured it out. I learn on my own. It's not hard to learn on my 
own; it's easy. If I understand all the words, the English, then it's easy for me. 1 was 
able to understand the book. I even got 100% on the Chapter Seven test. 

There were just some of the new things I couldn't do on my own. Like Chapter 
Five. I hadn't done problems before and I didn't know anything about it so 1 asked 
the teacher. No problem asking for help. Some of the assignments, 1 didn't know 
how to do so I'd look in the text book and if I couldn't find out, I'd ask my teacher 
I did all of my assignments, all the work that was assigned, I did it. I didVmy 
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e * , - 
corrections too. When I would ch&k a test and I didn't &ow how to correct. a .  
mistake, I woyld ask the teacher to exblain it to me andethen I'd understand it. 

The learning environment was so noisy. Becausi: we can leah on our own, 
' 

- 'some people -don't, won't, work and they just start talking. They intermpt the 
- people working hard. 1,don't like this. I would like everyone in separate desks. . 

Some people sit together and then st& talking and they don't do anything. They . 
weren'tvtalking mathematics, they were talking social things. sometimes I worked = 

r- * 
' with other people on my mathematics. That was good, then we can share and 

understand the problem. It helped me to understand. So did working hard. I would 
review before,a test, like one hour in school and then when I went home, two hours 
at home after school. I did homework I think every day, just except Saturday and 
Sunday. Every day after school in the Lab and then I'd go home and do it. When 
it's noisy I just try to concentrate'on the book. I have to push others away; I just try 
and concentrate, to do it without letting anything intermpt. I'm better at that now. 
They helped me too. ~ e f o i e  I didn't usually like to go to school because it was so 
boring. Now mathematics is .my most favorite subject. Before I didn't like, 
mathematics because I knew everything the teacher taught already. But now I kndw 
more, then I try to work more. I want to catch up with regular people my age; like 
they're finished Mathematics 10, 1 1 already, so I want to. I want to study more I 
want to study more rnathemdcs. I think 1 want to finish Mathematics 12 next year. L 
am going to go to s u d r  school this summer to do Mathematics 1 1. Last year 1 did 
ESL Mathematics, like Mathematics 8 or 9, I think. I don't know how the school 
passed me up here into Introductory Mathemdticsl 1. I wopld tell other .kids if they 
Were thinking of doing Pathfinder Mathematics, to try to do more homework, 
review before a test, and get more assignments fiom the Search the Library menu 
Do more assignments I think, even more that the system gives you. Go ahead with- 
your future assignments 6y choosing Search the ~ i b r k y ,  don't wait for your teacher 
to mark your unit test before you start on the next unit's assignments. And one more 
thing. Something you know already, you don't have to do it. Just do the 
assignments you don't understand already, because doing assignments you already 
understand wastes time you could use learning stuff you don't know yet. I liked 
learning here I 

(Nan wrote in my anrnral) 
"Dear Mrs. Warner! First, I wish you all the best in this summer, I hope to see you 
next year. You are really a person who was so helpful to me, thanks for everything 

"ou did, I will miss you. Forget me not! Love, Nan." 

Anaivsis: 

Nan preferred her Pathfinder Lab learning experience to her previous mathematics 

class because she found it less boring and had more autonomy in her learning. She 



developed and practiced effective self-regulated learning behaviors. Nan expressed no 

difficulty in getting teacher assistance when she wanted it and also cited the benefits of 

working cooperativel; ?th her peers. Although- she found the noise of the room 

distracting, she evidently improved her ability to concentrate'and was able to learn at a 

pace that changed her attitude to mathematics. I 

P 
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I just try-and concentrate, to do it without letting anything interrupt. I'm better at 
that now. They helped me too. Before I didn't usually like to,go to school because it 
was so boring. Now mathematics is my most favorite subject. Before I didn't like 
mathematics because I h e w  everything the teacher taught already. But now I know 
more, then I try to work more. I want to catch up with regulgr people my age, like 
they're finished Mathematics 10, 11 already, so I want to. I want to study more. I 
want to study more mathematics. I think I want to finish Mathematics 12 next year. I 
am going to.go to summer school this summer to do Mathematics I I .. 

Nan's learning experience in the Pathfinder Lab resulted in her choosing to take 
0 - > .  - 

Mathematics 1 1 in summer school in order to be able to enroll in Mathematics 12 in the 

fall. She had acquired a confidence level and satisfaction in doing mathematics that 

empowered her to voluntarily enroll apd master Mathematics 1 1  as a summer course; a 

course that would ordinarily take most students the school year to complete. 

Daleen was a Grade 1 1 student who had recently moved to Canada. She joined the 

class in January, started the Introductory Mathematics 11 coursepath, and finished by 

June. Daleen was a motivated student; she often spent time in the Lab after school or at 

lunch doing assignments and getting instruction on new topics or corrections. She re- 

enrolled in the Pathfinder Lab in the fall of 1996 to take Mathematics 11 and continues to 

make good progress. 

Daleen's voice: 

June : - 

On a typical day in the Pathfinder class I would come to class, get my book and 
then start to work, do the exercises, or tests I suppose. Working at my own pace is 
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easier. If I feel like working more one day I like to be able to come in and do it. I 
can decide what I-want to do, like whJat goals I have. I like to set my own goals. It 
isn't really hard to motivate myselc it depends on the unit. Like geometry was hard: 
I didn't do it then for a couple of days. Geometry wasn't new but it's hard, so if it 
was something new and I didn't know how to do it, I'd go to the teacher and ask 
him. Sometimes-it was all right, sometimes it was confbsing.'It helped to have the 
teacher explaining it individually to me because he could spend more time with fne. 
There's more teachers around because you've got three teachers in the-classroom. So 
if one teacher's busy you can ask somebody else. It's no problem to ask. Like if 
you're in one classroom, like a regular mathematics classroom, there's one teacher 
and if she's busy, then you're out of luck; but here the teachers are always walking 
around the classroom so you can keep busy. 

Sometimes when I do assignments, I skip the thlngs I really already know. I 
look at the assignments I'm supposed to do, then 1'11 read the book, then go read 
through the examples and see which questions I don't understand, then 1'11 do it 
myself. If what I've done is wrong, then I just go up to the teacher and ask him if it's 
right or wrong. When I was studying for a test or pretest, I'd write notes, brief 
notes. It helps me to organize my thinking, I'll go over it more. I know if I've done 
enough of an a&gnment when I understand it. If I understand the hard questions I 
move on. 1 do an easy question, a hard one, another one, and then if I can do all 
three, then I move on. I choose the hard ones because if I do those then 1 can keep 
doing it, and doing it right. Learning mathematics this way is easier, it's more & n  I 
don't know why, maybe because I can move at my own pace. Sometimes I don't 
have enough time to do my homework for other classes because of other things that 
night, 'so I'd come in here after school and I'd finish it off I have some flexibility this 
way. It's less pressure, I think it's better here and I like it better. 

My attitude's better. Mathematics is better here because before it was conhsing, 
I didn't like it. It's less confirsing because there's more help from the teachers. And 
coming here during lunchtimes and after school, the room's open more and teachers 
are available more. The learning environment here is positive. You can ask people 
next to you about your mathematics, and some people will come up to you and ask 
you how to do things and that's good. If I say something wrong, they don't criticize 
you or anj.thing, it's positive. If you don't know how to do a question, you can just 
say, "I don't know, ask somebody else." I don't mind helping other people. And I 
don't think it's too noisy in here, I think it helps my mathematics if I help other 
people. I think I was able to do the whole course in just a half a year because I 
worked hard; like I spent most of the time doing it, in here. It just seemed like 
easier to come in. It's not like scary work or anything. It's not scary work, like "read 
pages and pages of this book and then.*. . "  Like some things I knew already so it 
was like revising what I knew before. My attitude to mathematics is more positive 
now. But before, mathematics was hard; workin& here, it's quite easy. At first 
working in here was hard; then I got used to it and now 1 find it easier. It's just 
better. I'll probably work in here for Mathematics 1 1. 



Analvsis: + s 
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'> In Daleen's opinion, the lea enyironment was "positive" and withbut "scary 5 

d 

+ 

wk".  * She described her attitude as 'better", and= mathematics as'less confbsing", "more 

fun", "easier" and "better". Accessing teacher assistanb was "no problem" and she felt the 

\ individualizi3ion of this assistance afforded her more time to constkct understanding in- 

her learning. Clearly, her mathematics anxiety had been reduced and she had effectively 
1. 

& 

constructed mathematical meaning through her interactions with teachers, studepts and her 

learning materials. The autonomy she experienced in her learning encouraged her initiative ' 

and provided a flexibility that allowed her to interact, experiment, evaluate and develop -. - 
personal learning strategies that were both satisfjrlng and effective. The initiative she 

demonstrated in her learning strategies was reinforced t@ugKthe positive experiences 
. - 

, t  _ -  
f -9- .- 

she described. It can be anticipated thatnthese learning strategiekwill positively influence 
I 

her future mathematics learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1?8$). Her perception of the 
= \ f 

t 

learning environment, as Nan's, positively influenced he;hiathe&$ics affect, achievement 
e - 

a 

and motivation. ' 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ConclusionSand Implications - 

These secondary level students' perceptions of their learning of mathematics have 

provided information about both traditional mathematics learning environments and a 
d l  

Q-? . 
computer-managed mathematics learning enviroment. The respective parameters of each , 

r i 

.. envirpnment generate both positive and negative perceptions among individual students; 
' 

neither environment can realistically be expected to provide a panacea to the challenge of 

enabling mathematics for all (Damerow & Westbury, 1984). The elements of both the 

human and physical environments are influenced b i  many variables. The characteristics of \ 

"at-risk" learners are too widespread to apply a remedial template that will predict success 

for them (Berenson, Carter & Nonvood, 1992). These students' perceptions can, 
4 

howev~,.provide teachers with a greater awareness . ~ of attributes of mathematics learning = 

environments that generally appeal to, enable and empower adolescent students to acquire 
* - 

a positive mathematical attitude and achieve mathematically. Certain attributes of leaming 

experiences and learning environments may strongly influence the affect that "at-risk" 

learners derive from their schooling and apply to their future learning. =3 

Positive attributes of the com~uter-manaped learning environment 

Table 5.1 contains a summary of the third term PING anonymous responses that 

students made to the student comments from previous interviews and PINGS, indicating 

C '  
L. 
t - agreement, undecided, or disagreement (see Appendix B for individual resporises). The 43 

+ .  

statements are students'perceptions, constructed from the students' actual language. The 
U 

& .  - tally of their results offers qualitative information in keeping with the member check 

, --- criteria for naturalistic inquiry (Guba & ~incofn, 1989). It should not to be construed to be 
% - 98 
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a research que+tioiqice from which quaniitative statistical conclusions are drawn. 

"Undecidec!'' was not a choice but was included in the tally to show where some students 

indicated their indecision @y choosing both "agree" and "disagree" or by marking the 

sface between the choices. The majority of students at the time they completed this last; 

PING were facing the likelihood that they would not finishiheir counepath by the end qf 

June. This meant that many were facing an In Progress for a year end mark or possibly, a 

Fail. An In Progregs mark would indicate that the student had not yet finished the 

curriculum requirements of the coursepath for course credit; this ultimately meant the . 
student had a choice to return to the Pathfinder Lab in the fall to complete the coursepath 

within the first term, accept a Fail in the course or attend summer school. 
II - 

6 

Table 5.1 PING3 Summary ofResponses 

POSITIVE 

1 I like working at my own pace 
2 1 understand mathematics better learning this way than I 

did before 
3 I'm mually able to get help when I need it from a teacher or 

tutor 
4 I like that we help each other and learn from other students. 
5 I have learned more mathematics working at m w n  pace. 
6. 1 like being able to learn fiom more than one teacher. 
7. Learning this way helps me to focus more on my learning. 
8. 1 try harder working at my own pace. 
9. I'm in competition with only myselfnow so I try harder. 
10. I'm feeling more confident about learning mathematics. 
1 1. We start on our own, I didn't like the way, in previous 

*mathematics claikes, eakh mathematics class started with a 
lesson by the teacher. - 

12. I likrthat the ycwputer darks my work, not a teacher. 
13 Even though it's sometimes hard, I enjoy learning this way. 

(continued) 
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14. WhennI do corrections, I'find the tests are easier. 
15. I'm moving faster throu'gh my path now because I do 

< - 
corrections. 

16. I like the way it's up to myself to learn, I'm independent. - 
171 I'm proud of my improved scores on my mathematics tests. 
18. I like not having teachers bugging you when fail a test. i 

19. Things I never understood beforeare sinking in; I get 
them now. 

20. Mathematics is getting easier. 
- 

21. My attitude to mathematics has changed; it's better. 
22. I don't just give up, I ask for help now when I need it. 
23. I learnfiom my mistakes now, before I didn't. 
24. I've learnkd how to work on my own; I apply this in other . 

classes. @ 

25. 1 don't feel pressured learning this way. 
26. I'm better organized in my learning now. 

INTERESTING It's interes$ing how ... . .  
27. I learn from other student;. 
28. that once I understand something in-mathematics, it's easy 

after that. d 

29. that no one has to bug you to work, you just do. 
'30. that we work on computers. 
3 1. that I pay more attention to learn fiom mistakes now. 
32. I'm more aware of how I learn now. 
33. even though I get less than 80% on a pre-test, I can pass the 

post test without doing assignments; I just correct my 
pre-test and move on 

NEGATIVES 
34. Having to borrow books after school to do homework. 
35 Nothing is negative. 
36. I think I'm moving too slowly through my path , 

37 Too often I don't do enough assignments to pass my post test. 
38. It's too easy for me to get distracted and not work. 
39. The room is too noisy. 

i 

40. I repeat too many post tests. 
4 1. I socialize (talk) too much. 
42. I find it harder to get myself to work in the Pathfinder 

Mathematics. 
43. Working out of more than one textbook. 

I * 



computer-managed ins~ructional environment enablhd 
..1 

environment @ill & Haberman, 1995) in that students experienced cooperative . 
0 . -  

6%- 

. interactions with one anbher in t@ir learning and teachers modeled'a less authoritarian L , ' + 

i 

and yore learning facilitating role in the classroom. Positive perceptions of the students' I 

interactions affirmed that many students experienced a cooperative learning environment 

(statements 4, 22, 27, 29). The self-paced and computer-managed attributes 6f the 
1' 

learning enviroment ameliorated the impatt ~f absenteeism and provided a degree of 
* 

privacy that reduced the competitive aspect (statement 9) and visibility of students'. 
/ 

* f 

achievement tc) their peers (statements 12; 18). ~ean's second term PING states: 
* " 

, The new-systeq makes me feel that I can do the material. It gives me many 
~ p p o ~ u n i ~ i s  to learn the material. It g&es me privacy, to work without anyone 
t e w m e  I'm stupid or that I'm not able to do my work. (Jean, PING2) 

' 

/ . The degree of ~tudent autonomy within the fex$ng erivirohnent allowed teachers 

to positively and personally mediate both instruction and interaction with students. One 

student remarked, "The interesting thing about this  atk kinder class is that the teachers are 

more nicer than the teachers in the real classes" (Student #13, PING)). Mountview 

- teachers are very caring, genuine, "nice" people and professional'colleagues. whereas I 
I 

don't underestimate the "nice" qualities of any of my colleagues, I belipe that the learning 
, s 

d 

environment in the pathfinder-~ab predisposed teachers to more opportunities for positive 

interactions with students. Pathfinder Lab teachers were more able to. 

avoid patterns that are characteristic of violent environments an authoritarian and 
directive approach in which the teacher overpowers the student. Thoughtlessly 
authoritarian responses do not relieve the fear, distrust, verbal threats, and physical 
pain many children bring to school, conditions that interfere with learning. (Dill & 
Haberman, 1995, p.70) . . .3 

I * 
The interviewed students each made comments affirming the facilitative role teachers 

played in the Pathfinder Lab. \ 
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Tl$s research helped me to appreciate that students with absenteeism problems 
0 - - generally havesundry othkr problems in th&r lives. In each of my previous year's 

t 

mathematics classes, I witnessed a few individual students who would miss a few classes, 

: return for a few, fall fbrther behind,give up on the current,topic, struggle hopelessly with 

fbture topics and then attend only enough classes to avoid expulsion from the school. At - 
* 

that point, they were no lodger learning mathematics; they were developing a negativd 

affect and reinforcing the self-handicapfig behaviors aimed at protecting their self-w8Ah t 

t? 

(Covington, 1984; Nicholls, 1984). F& many, the issue was not their cognitive ability to do * . 
mathematics G%uch as their affective and metacognitive inability to successfidly manage * "4, 

both the personal experiences their lives delivered them and the various cognitive, 
f 

wtacognitive and affecrive demands from their other courses and schooling experience.. 
* B 

Cassy, Penny and Billy exemplified this issue. As Zirniles (198 1) concludes: 
t 

Psychologists encounter so much difficulty in simply, identifying and measuring the ' 
baSic parameters of affect and cognition that it seems impossible for them to explore 

.,p~$uctively the interrelati~n between two such largely unknown quantities. And yet 
'i * 

it may be that the interactivnistic properties of these entities are among their basic 
+&ing traits and that a thorough understanding of each cannot be achieved 
&out dealing wrth their interr lation[italics added].( p.62) 7 

Mathematics educators need to respect these "interactionistic properties" and approach 

students' mathematics learning challenges from a flexible and holistic perspective in order, 
I 0 

to offer mathematics for all (Damerow & Westbury, 1984, De Corte,; 1395). Indeed, we 

-need to even search beyond the social-contextual variables, such as task features, setting 

conditions, metacognitive knowledge and skill that affect SRL (self-regulated learning) 

behaviors. We need means to address students' underlying sense of self-efficacy and 

personal agency (Zimmerman, 1985). 

The computer-managed learning technology offered a degree of flexibility to 

aspects of the learning experi&nce and environment that may not be as ayailable in the 



typical mathematics classroom. ~ h k  ability to create customized coursepaths heant 
P k 

f ,  
* 

$. 

students could be acquiring the same course credit but completing elemenis of different 

coursepaths that addressed their specific lean& peeds. The flexibility of the system was 
@ , >  

also evident in enabling course designation changes throughout the year. This year, with a 

mix of both acadefnic and modified mathematics course students enrolled in the Lab, 

students such as Adam evidenced thk acceleration potential offered by this type of learning 

environment. After completing \Mathematics 10 in four months with 93%, Adam intends 

to fini~h Mathematics 1 1 by ;ear-end. Adam received the top mark in the school on the 

recent Mathematics I I ~ r ~ s s - ~ r a d e  examination. Other examples of the benefits of the 
' 

course designation flexibility include, changing Kelly's Mathematics 10 course enrollment V It 

mid-year to Introductory Mathematics 1 I ,  which enabled her to receive a graduation level 
1 

mathematics course credit; and when by the end of term two it became evident some other 

Grade 12 students were unlikely to complete Introductory Mathematics 1 1, coursepath 

revisions enabled them to acquire Mathematics 11A credit. This degree of flexibility meant 

students needn't waste a year by failing a course; they could still receive a mathematics 

course credit.for the year, which for some students made the difference in graduating and 

not graduating from Grade 12. 

The self-paced parameter of the computer-managed learning e'nyironrnent offered 
4 

students autonomy and flexibility in managing their own l;aming, and encouraged them to 
. . .develop effective SRL behaviors (statements 1, 13, 16). To progress through their 

coursepath it was necessary for them to make decisions about which assignments they 

would do, how much of an assignment they would do, when and from whom they would 

seek assistance, whether assignments or another test would be the most appropriate next 

J' task, and what they would do for homework. Students may make these,same choices in 

typical mathematics classrooms, but in the Pathfinder Lab these decisions were 

acknowledged to be the student's responsibility, not the teacher's. Whereas statements 14, 
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22, 2% 24, 3 1 and 32 and sttldentsY- PINGS generally evidenced studdnts' idFreased 
I' - C 

awareness of effective SRL behaviors, this awareness did n6t nece&arhy ensure sufficient . 

1 
motivatiih or cbntrol of these behaviors to manage their kaming effectilely (Zirnmemn, 

.ibn * 1995). Although almost 71% of students felt they were moving too slow1 ** 
coursepath ('statement 36), over&2% agreed with statement 33, "It's 

% <- 
a * 5 

though I get lesS than Sw on a &-test, I can pass the post test without doin 
?A& 43 &; 

' 'd 

assignments; I j u s t m t  my p~&test and move on." Their concern regarding their slow 
9 

i 

pace of progress eviddntl~xlid hot empower sufficient motivation to overcome their 
<" I 

aversion @ doing assigments. Having reviewed many low-achieving stqdents' binders 

showing only tests and few if any assignments completed, it is evident that I need to create 
# . ,  

coursepaths for this work-avoiding type of s ~ d e n t  (statements 37,42) that specifi 

obligatory i~troductory assignments be completed before pre-tests. Although this 
w t/ 

I 
would reduce the autonomy in the learning environment for these particular students, it 

would enable them to experience more productive learning behaviors while maintaining a 

self-paced element in their learning. 
* 

Absenteekm was an ongoing problem b the Pathfinder Lab. and continues to be. 
-$ 

Absenteeism slows a student's pace of coursepath progress. Tkramifications of 

absenteeism in the computer-managed learning environment, however, may be less 
* 

personally destructive to students' self-esteem and achievement potential, in as much as 
\ 

whenever students do attend class they carry on learning fiom the point at which they left * 
it. TW issue of feeling everyone in the class has left you hopelessly behind &er a period of 

+ - 
absence is somewhat diminished. Ironically, this fact may also have contribtited to 

absenteeism as some students who were prone to "skipping" c\asses evidently perceived 

the Pathfinder Lab to be the class they could skip with the least negative consequences. 

Each of the interviewed students elaborated on how the quality of mathematics 
I 

learning derived fiom the self-paced system and interactions with their peers had 

104 



significantly improved their mathematical understanding. TwoLthirds, or more, of the 

f l  students agreed with statements 1, 3, 4, 13, 17, 19, 22, 25, 28, and 30 which suggests that 
@ 

this learning environment positively influenced not only their understanding but also their 

attitude to learning mathematics. 

1. I like working at my own pace. 52A 1U 22D 
3. I'm usyally able to get help when I need it from a teacher or 

57A 18D tutor. 
4. I like that we help each other and learn from other students. 54A 21D 

13. Even though it's sometimes hard, I enjoy learning this way. 50A 3U 22D 
17. I'm proud of my improved scores on my mathematics tests. 54A 2 1 D 
19. Things I never understood before are sinking in; I get 

them now. b 58A 1U 16D 
22 I don't just give up, I ask for help now when I need it. 65A 3 U  7D; 
25. 1 don't feel pressured learning this way. 55A 1U 1 9 ~  
It's interesting how.. . 1 

28. that once I understand something in mathematics, it's easy 
after that. 61A 2U 12D 

30. that we work on computers. 66A 9D 
3 

Of the 40 students that agreed with statement 2, "I understand math'ematics better learning 

this way than I did'before," 37 of these students also agreed with statement 19, "Things I 
Y 

never understood before are sinking in; I get them now." At the end of first term, Sara 
R S 

wrote: . 

I understand way mcre than I did last year. It's interesting the way 1 started to 
understand things much more quickly because I never did before. Nothing has been 
negative. (Sara, PING]) 8 -. 

My teaching experiences at Mountview ~ e c o n b a r ~  have led me to believe that the 

greatest impediment to learning success among "at-risk" students derives from their 

personal envitonment and a self-esteem protecting veneer of apathy-and belief that they 

"can't do mathematics". A few appear to have no desire of interest in learning 

' mathematics. Their discouragen~ent is evident in their inability to initiate a constructive 
- *  

means to address the confusion, frustration and failure they have experienced lea&ing 



mathematics. Jenna, who had failed in my Mathematics 9 class the previous year,. wrote in 

her first PING: 

What is intereskng is how much 1 concentrate on my work, unlike before. Now I 
make an effort to finish my assignments. My attitude towards doing my work has 
changed as well, I don't just leave it or give up. I ask for help if I don't understand. - 

(Jenna, PING1) - * 

~e~ard l e s s  of the type of mathematics learning environment vie offer students, a 

continuing challenge for teachers is to maintain a student's positive attitude when it does 
r .' 

c ' 

improve. Despite kha's'awareness of an improved attitude and interest in her work in 

mathematics, other interests and issues' in Jenna's life disabled her improvqd attitude over + 

= < . . I  

several months and she transferred ouiof the school the following year. Neither teachers, 
.=;: 

nor learning environments, can succ$&My mediate all the issues that come to bear on 

students' learning. - 
Perhaps the most significant outcome in this study, was that over 86% agreed with 

statement 22, "I don't just give up, I ask for help now when I need it." To provide a 

learning environment that offered tkese "at-risk" students even some experience of the 

initiative and metacognitive skills that enable both learning satisfaction and mathematics 

achievement-(statements 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14: 16, 17, 19, 20, 2 1, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 
Y - 29, 3 1, 32) offered me great professional satisfaction. These thinking skills and attitudes 

are life skills that they can constructively apply in all their future learning (statement 24). 
, 

That over 26% of the responses were positive to statement 35, "Nothing is negative", % 

t 

suggests this environment offered such a different affect for learning mathematics, that 

these students' learning satisfaction enabled them to overlook many negative elements that 

were a part of the learning environment. 



Ne~ative ~erce~t ions  of the com~uter-manaped learninp environment 

Seventy-two percent indicated they disagreed with "Nothing is negative". Indeed, 

a few students felt "everything" was negative and their goal was to get out of the class 

(Students #IS, #3 1, #49, #7 1, PING3). Remarks by these students indicated they wanted a 
f i 

single grade classroom with one teacher providing instruction from one textbook; the 

more typical mathematics classroom. Negative perceptions in the environment focused on 

the noise level, multi-age groupings, slow coursepath progress and the availability of , . b 

instruction and text books. 

The noise level in the Pathfinder Lab perhaps was an inevitable outcome of the 

combination of 

the large number of students enrolled, forty per block, - 
the seating of six students at each table, 

the movement of students to and from computers, the monitor's desk by the Pathfinder 

Library and the teachers' desk and testing area, and 

the constant necessity for instructional interactions among students and teachers. 

Although both students' PING and interviews attributed improved mathematical 
t 

understanding to these peer interactions, the social interactions were too easily masked 
- 

under the veil of mathematical meaning-constructing interaction with peers; this enabled 

too many students to waste too much learning time (statements 38, 39, 41). Ria stated in 

the Negatives section of PING2: "I tend to be late sometimes so I have to work on that 1 

also waste time during class sometimes and talk too much." Although I appreciate the 

value of Ria r&ognii$ng her behaviors that impaired her progress, my perception of Ria's 
a 

learning experience would change her "sometimes" to chronically. Angela was another of 

t several students who also expressed an awareness of their inappropriate behviors in the . ', 

room: "1 should start doing more work instead of horsing around': (Angela, PING2). Out 

of 53 students who agreed with the negative statement, 36, "I think I'm moving too slowly 



through my path, 47 agreed to, br wkre undecided, about one or more of the following 

statements: 
+ 

38. It's too easy for me to get distracted and not work. 41A 3U 31D 
39. The room is too noisy. 38A 3U 34D 
4 1. I socialize (talk) too much. 23A 1U 51D 

A total of twelve agreed with all three (see Appendix B). This year, a reduced enrollment 
% 

in the room (33), a lower pupil teacher ratio and fewer students per table have enabled the 

provision of both quiet study areas and instructional interaction areas. The learning 

environment now includes tables, individual desks and study camels. The choice of seating 

offers areas for both interaction and individual study and enables staff to more effectively 

monitor the needs of easily distracted students. 

Throughout the year a number of students remarked that the multi-age groupings 

and disruptive students were the negative elements in their learning experience. The 

complainants, however, were also often seen to be the perpetrators. Being able to attribute 

negative attributes to others or the learning environment, provided poorly motivated or 

disruptive students with sufficient means to justifjl their poor progress to themselves and 

thus avoid personal accountability for their learning. Just as Dino had said that in his 

- previous mathematics classes he would blame the teacher for his poor progress, poorly 
? -. 

. ' -progressing or disruptive students in the Pathfinder Lab could blame their poor progress 

rowded room, not enough teachers and the mixed age groupings. 

erceptions contain elements of truth, but an element of personal 
. x" 

.A . 
s T < fl > .  ..%,.S1 

accountability &lacking in each. It is noteworthy that Dino's comments about his 
, .&%? 
a. - " 

Pathfinder ~i@jearnin~ experience indicated he had become aware of l& teqcher-blaming- 
; + *-z;*f e , 

attribution pattern that negated personal accountability in his previous mathematics 

classes. The positive'and cooperative affect afforded the learning environment by the heer 
* A ? . .  * 

1 . * 
interactions, whether mathematical, social+ or a blend of both, however, should not be 



underestimated; 72% (54) agreed with statement 4, "I lige that we help each other and 

learn from other students." 

Textbooks and other learning materials were available only from the Pathfinder . - .  . 

Library located within the room. As materials had to be returned at the end ofeach block, 

or each morning if borrowed overnight, this prevented the learning materials from being 
a 

adequately available to students to complete sufficient homework to enable reasonable 

coursepath progress. Students resented and wasted time lining up for textbooks and 

answer books. Negative statements 34 (60% agree) and 43 (65% agree), and comments 

such as, "I really hate having to come all the way up to third floor to borrow books to do 
1 I 

homework (Student #45, PING3), and "I hate having to carry heavy books home for 

homework" (Student #33, PING3) indicate these were common perceptions. The 

textbook policy was inappropriate. This year, I have been able to secure more copies of 

frequently used textbooks and signed them out to students on long term loan. To 

encourage more homework completion, students now also take their binders home 

between classes instead of storing them in the drawers in the room to prevent loss. Both 

-these changes have reduced the amount of movement of students within the room and the 

consequent noise. Occasionally students have "lost" their binders. Some have lost them in 
Z 

transit, others have had school bags stolen or their lockers broken into. Denying a student 
B 

30% of his term mark for his "lost" or "stolen" binder seemed somewhat unjust; thus a 

subjectively based alternative mark was assigned in these cases. It was neither feasible nor 

possible to distinguish and address the differences between actually lost or stolen, and 

conveniently disposed of, binders. 

A lack of homework and assignment completion contributed to students' slow 

coursepath progress. It had been hoped that self-paced computer-managed instruction 

would ameliorate the consequences of 

that were characteristic of some of our 

the absenteeism and non-completion of homework 

Mountview Secondary students. Billy, Dino, 

d 1 oq 



Allison, Penny, and Steve did little or no homework each week. They each demonstrated 

-* this common attribute that impaired student achievement in regular mathematics ' 
1. I . . ,_ f .' 

classrooms and slowed student progress twough their coursepath in the Pathfinder Lab. '' 

* 

They and others would avoid doing assignments, inputting to the computer system that 

assignments had been completed when they had not, in order to get the next test on the 

previously failed objective. Almost 83% responded positively to statement, "Eyen though 
4 

I get less than 80% bn a pre-test, I can pass the post test without doing assignments; I just 

correct my pre-test and move on. (statement 53)" 

Completing corrections and analyzing e q r s  on a failed test was a productive and 

encouraged learning behavior. Students were fiequently reminded that analyzing their 

errors would develop their thinking skills and their mathematics skills. They also knew that 

another test on the same objective would follow a failed test, and the same question could 

possibly occur on a subse,quent test. The practice of only completing corrections and few 

if any assignments (stateqent 33) however, prevented students from accessing the 
4 

meaning-constructing instructional opportunities in the assignments. Sully wrote, "It is 
0 

interesting to use computers in mathematics. It is so enjoyable for lai$ students" (sully; 
6 

PING2). In marking students' binders I would check for completed assignments between : P 

failed tests. Some students would dispose of their failed tests and only keep their passed 

tests to avoid having to account for not completing assignments. Having only passed tests 

. in their binder would be the justifiable reason that no assignments would have been' 

completed between tests. These students appeared to be mote interested in "beating the 

system" than learning mathematics. Whether this "work-avoidance" was a personal ~ 

predisposition, an affective response to the computer-managed system or an entrenched 

affective response to learning mathematics was unclear. Because students who 

demonstrated these behaviors were a!l chronic low-achievers, I would suggest that an 

affect of habitually attributing their low achievement elsewhere than themselves was a self- 
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esteem protective mechanism derived fiom their previous cultural and learning 

experiences. 
Z 

The qualitative nature of this study provided evidence that instructional quality was 

significantly influenced by the attributes of the different coursepaths and the individual * 
1. 

students. The coursepaths differed in their method of content presentation and students 

differed significantly in their motivation and ability to initiate instructional interactions. 

The Introductory Mathematics 1 1 coursepath,.which had been developed by the Belmont 

Learning Centre, gave thorough introductory assignments prior to the pre-tests in a unit. . 
Drfferent assignments then followed for any failed outcomes on the pre-test. The 

introductory'assignments. the teacher-administered unit tests, and the fact that most 

assignments came from only one textbook and consumable learning resources, were 

significant differences between the Introductory Mathematics .11 coursepath and the 

Pathfinder Learning Systems Mentor  ath he ma tics 8, 9, and 10 coursepaths. 

The Pathfinder  earni in^ Systems Mentor Mathematics 8, 9 and 10 coursepaths 

introduced students to a new mathematics topic via a pre-test. A pedagogical justification 

for this is that it offers students a sequential review of prerequisite content knowledge and 

precludes students'wasting learning time on completing assignments they already 

understand. If, however, after completing the assignments designated by failed outcomes 

on the pre-test, students then failed the post-test, they could be then given the same 

assignments they had completed after the failed pre-test. This could be very discouraging 

for students: "I'm not really learning anything because the computer keeps on giving me 

the same work over and over again" N n a ,  PING]). The Introductory Mathematics 1 1 

coursepath's method of giving students an introductory assignment before a pre-test, and 

different assignments thereafter was possibly less discouraging to students. 

As the computer system cannot distinguish careless or typographical error fiom a 

knowledge error, students needed to ask teachers for answer keys to compare them with 



I 

their score report responses and determine the character of their errors. Although most 

students now practice this analysis of their errors with answer keys, it was the case last 
I 

year that few students bothered to requestafiswer keys or were aware that they could 

request them. Staff and students gradually became aware of the need to request answer 

keys because alternative answers, that the system had marked wrong, would be brought,to - 
t -  

staffs attention during students' corrections of their tests. A spacing error such as '3 / x" 

instead of "8/xn should not obligate a student to_ a series of assignments. That some 

students w@d-+epeat.dly get the same assignments from the system without seeking help. -- . * 

from a teacher is a testimony to the validity of Graham and Barker's (1 990) and 
d 

< . - -  

Karabenick and Knapp'&-@988&.fi$%ngs that help-seeking behaviors imply low ability to 
$--- - 

peers and are practiced lefast by those who most need them. 
:2 c % -  

3's 

Test reshlt$&qrn Patander pre-tests and post-tests, and the coursepath unit tests, 
"t" 

~ c q u i i ~ ~ ~ p o w e f i l ~ i n f l u e n c e  on the students' experiences and behavior in the Lab. There 
- ' << 

\. . s P c  

was a%&siderable incentive for students to score more than 79% on the pre-tests because 
-?$ 

theqgnew Y 2  that the system would then move them ahead through the whole section of 

outcomes under the test objective, and they would then not need to write a subsequent 

post-test on the objective. Because of this potential to be directed to fewer assignments if 
r s  

the pre-test was passed, the Introductory ~athematicb 1 1 coursepath's method of content 

presentation, with introductory assignments prior to pre-tests, gave students more 

incentive to thoroughly understand and complete their introductory assignments before 

writing the pre-test. Students on the Mathematics 8, 9 or 10 coursepaths are now 

encouraged to get the outcome assignments from the Search the Library menu on the 

computer system and see me for instruction or direction to software tutorials or videos 

when they receive a pre-test on a topic entirely new to them. This requires them to 
G 

evaluate choices in directing their own learning and enables them to have more 

understanding of a new topic before completing the pre-test. As they are now also 



encouraged to get answer keys, by showing me their test's score report, I can see from the 

, scoring what outcomes are not yet mastered and either providehtnediate ink-uction or . 

direct'the student to altkrnate learning resources. 

Students7 responses to failed tests differed. It required strong self-regulated 

learning behaiiors and a relatively mature attitude to learning to accept that a failed test 

*as an expedient or motivating means to direct the course of one's learning. Two different * 

approaches to the computer system by students became evident as the first yy r  . 
-2 . f 

- 
progressed. Some students clearly evidenced a positive affect and sigiiificant progress in 

3 

their self-regulated learning behaviors in relation to their learhing experiences in the 

Pathfinder Lab (statements 1 - 10, 13- 17, 19-32). They would reflbt on thiir leaniing 

strategies, undertake and analyze corrections, review or do assignments, and seek 
-e - 

instruction from teachers, monitors or peers. Others, although they generally liked the self- 

paced qualities of the program and lack of pressure (statementsl, 25), perceived it 

negative that "you have to teach yourself and constantly ask for help; there's no teacher to 
t 

-teach you the lesson'' (Delia, PING2). Many students were evidently accustomed to a 

more passive involvement in the typical mathematics classroom: a passive involvement 

that exposed'their inabilities less visibly than they perceived the help seeking behajors 

inherent to successfid leamifig in the Pathfinder Lab would. 

h e r e a s  the attributes of the Pathfinder Lab learning.gxpet-ience*demanded 

initiative and self-regulated learning from students, the direction t ok varied. I would 

estimate that the majority of students would, to some degree, attempt to manipulwthe ,. %iY* 

system by asking fhends for answers and assistance: the line between mathematical 

meaning-constructing interactions and cheating was blurred. After repeatedly failing tests . 
,a- 

,# A- - 

on the same objective, a student could have accessed all the objective's test items from the 
- 

test bank. I am aware of at least two students who would intentionally fail their tests and 

then set about getting the correct answers to all the objective's test items. Evidently their 



goal was just to "pass tests". It was as if they had accepted that they couldn't or wouldn't ' 

f I 

learn mathematics; and they generally were not mo ivated, comfortable or confident t 
enough to seek instruction from teachers (Graham & Barker, 1990; Karabenick & Knapp, 

1988). Being able to maneuver their way through thepathfinder tests, their perceived 

challenge then was to somehow pass the teachers' unit tests. 

Failing grades on the unit tests helped to expose students manipulating the system. 

When I hadheen ill and consequently absent from schoal, there were thefts from the 

lockable file ~ a w e f s  where the unit tests were kept. Student informants and minor 

changes in the tests helped to expose three students who were in possession of stolen tests 

and had cheated. Despite a concerted effort by Mountview Secondary staff and abundant 

locks to the rooms, cabinets, teachers7 desks and file drawers, I have come to accept that 

nothing is secure in the room. For an indeterminate number of students, cheating was 

perceived to be a plausible route to success. 

Differentiatinp elements of the com~uter-manaped learning environment 

The In Progress mark was uied on June report cards to give students additional 
- --P 

time to complete their coursepath. Whereas the proposed introduction of this letter grade 

has been a source of concern among my colleagues and is considered somewhat 

unmanageable in the context of the typical September throuih June mithematics course. it 
C 

was a necessity in the Pathfinder Lab to allow its self-paced format credibility. An In 

Progress, had to be changed to a final mark by the first term reporting period (mid- 

November) of the following school year. Of the 107 students enrolled in my four blocks at 

the end of June, 48 passed, 24 failed; and 35 received an In Progress. Of those receiving 

an In Progress, 22 passed, 4 failed, 7 did not return to the school and 2 passed in summer 

school. One advantage for the students whose In Progress marks became a Fail in 

November was that they would not start their mathematics course over again; they 
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continued on their coursepath fiom where they were'at term end and'receive credit as 

soon as their coursepath credit requirements are completed. They may thus start a new 

mathematics course mid-year in the Lab. This year, a few well motivated and capable 

students have completed the entire academic Mathematics 10 coursepath in approximately 

4,months and appear likely to complete Mathematics 1 1  before the end of June. The self- # 

paced course delivery is well-appreciated by students needing time blocks for other 

courses before graduation, and by ~ ~ ~ I u d e n t s  who may be held back or experience 

difficulty managing the language in regular mathematics classes, Having a reduced 

enrollment cap of 33 students per block in the Lab this year, 20 of whom are enrolled in 
m 

mathematics courses, and a mix of students on both academic mathematics courses and 
2, 

modified mathematics,courses has significantly changed the culture of the room and 

reduced the noise level. Although there are students with behavior problems, serious - 
I 

f a learning difficulties, and mental handicaps enrolled'in the Lab, positive learning behaviors 
Q Z e - 

w 

=* a 
--; - .  are being modeled by students in both academic and modified course streams. , . 

t. 

Computer-managed instruction is still in its infancy. [fiat curriculum is managed, . 

how it is managed, and the availability of technical support, make significant differences @ 

sr 

ilh student outcomes and perceptions. Eighty-eight percent of students found using 

,coinputers interesting (statement 30). Technology break-downs, however, have a strong 

negative effect on learning: 

,I don't really like the fact that we barely get help from the teachers.because they're 
too busy fixing things. (Octavia, PINGI) , 

The first month was kind of wastehl, because we didn't do much that pertains to 
our course right now. Now it's straightened out. The computer system always O 

breaks down! (Allison, PINGI) 

Although I appreciated the opportunities to be able to modify the coursepaths in 

the syaem we used, 1 had difficulty finding tlk time to do it despite very long days on the 

job. The totally text-oriented learning in many of the coursepath assignments became 



t 

boring for some students (6h$mts #20, #49, PING3). I see a need and look forward to 

creating shorter counepaths, that use fewer textbboks, 4 t h  more prior topretea 
/' 

introductory assignments based on computer-aided instruction, video, interactive and 

instructor provided elements. A computer-managed instructional system must include this 

element of instructor control of the curriculum and technology to provide instruction 

\ responsive to individual learner's needs. , 
t 

Im~lications for mathematics learning environments 

; The student perceived attributes df the learning experiences and learning 
. . 

environment exposed in this study suggest that satisfLing and effective mathematics ' -  
t *  

learning environments should provide: 

1 .  a student-perceived degree of student autonomy, 
r 

2. -ample opportunities for cooperative, meaning-constructing peer interactions, 
f 

3. facilitative rather than authoritative instructor roles, , 

4. a pupil-teacher ratio, physi&l space, and furnishings that facilitate both interaction and 
! 

quiet study, 
. 

5. curriculum and student self-evaluation tools that encourage growth in self-regulated 

learning behaviors, - - 
6. a systematic, feasible and reliable means to monitor and address stu nt progress, and 

7. well-supported, hnctional and flexible computer technology 
I 

P , 

- A computer-managed instructional environment within a regular secondary school 

, setting can provide an effective alternative learning environment for some students to 

learn mathematics. Many "at-risk': students may bring into the mathematics classroom 

their own negative affect fiom previous mathematics learning experiences, family and 

' cultural values; educators must seekm provide mathematics learning experiences and 
b 

environments to counteract this. Although this particular computer-managed instructional 



environment did not ensure success or appeal for all "at-risk'' learners in its inaugural year, 

it did provide a gentler, more cooperative environment that enabled many students to take 
B 

the time to construct an understanding of mathematical concepts that had previously been 

beyond them, change the affect they brought to their mathematics learning and become 

more aware of their own effective and ineffective learning behaviors. 
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APPENDIX A 

PING 1: Term 1 

PING 2: Term 2 f 

PING 3: Term 3 



PING : 
$'I 

Q + 
i6.t + + 

POSITIVE, INTERESTING, NEGATIVE 
* c*& & 

+ + , = i r  + GOALS 

Successful learning is a product of many factors. Reflecting on your learning through self- &. 
evaluation is one of these factors. A successful means to self-evaluate your learning is through a * ' 
process called PIN Thinking. This is an acronym for positive, interesting, negative. It can be 
used to evaluate anything but in thepathfinder Lab it will be particularly useful to help you 
Communicate about your leaming situation and progress. . 

Ask yourself *-  s; . . < 

W h a t  has been positive (good, satisfjmg, better, proditive ...) about my leanopg? ' 

Try to elaborate on-your ideas in order to develop and fully appreciate the "gO&st&'' 
Congratulate yourself on your successes. We want to know what's going well for io< 

t -  . Consider what new concepts you've learned or are learning, study skills or techniquesyou 
may be using or working on, changes in your organization, learning environment or Mi-k 
habits, aspects of your learning that you particularly enjoyed, . . . . Always think of the' 
pos~tive first in order to create a positive mindset-and help you to clarifj, your goals and 

' what you value in your leaming environment. e~ A 

' ,-+ 
L c. 9. 

*, - * s, 

- 1 
a+;, - 

(Need more room to write?.. Use the back of this paper.) %. 
-* 



''What has been neither particularly positive nor negative but interesting?'' This 
might inchde insights you've had about how you learn, your attitudes about learning. 
comparisons with previous learning, or an interesting insight or understanding about a 
concept you previously had difficulty understanding. Again, elaborate on why it is 
interesting to you. The more you generate new thought in your human computer. the more 
capacity you give your hard dnve. 

"- 

Y h a t  has been negative about my work, learning, orprogress this term?" The secret 
to making this part of PIN Thinlung effective is to honestly 2ecognize the negative 
aspects of y&r learning in order to turn them into positives. Consider what is holding 
back your progress so you can set goals to address these concerns. 



PING ! 
Turn your PIN "into a PING. Create your GOALS. 
What is positive about your negatives? For example, if you've noticed that you're not i 

, getting your work completed, or progressing as quickly as you wish, you may, with some 
reflection, also be learning that you.. . - 

-want to develop better time management skills.. . , (tell how you'll do t&) - 
-'*p 

-have certain skills that are weak and need review,. . .(which ones? . - 

-)ant to improve your concentration in class in order to progress.more a - 

quickly,. . (how?) 
-want to organize a regular homework time and study place to facilitate your 
learning,. . . (where? when? how?) 
-want to arrange to study with a fiiend or tutor,. . . 
-want to use some after school Pathfinder Lab time to progress more rapidly,. . . . . 

-want to develop your perseverance, positive mindset, learning skills and thinking 
strategies,. . . 
-wantto succeed because it builds confidence and empowers your achievement in 
other subject areas,. . . 

When you think about your learning in the Pathfinder Lab, what do you want to change? 
What do you need to change in order for you to succeed in achieving your goals? 

oZ .&+2 

SET YOUR GOALS, DESCRIBE HOW YOU WILL REACH THEM. 



PING 2:' Positive, interesting, Negative,% <, Goals! Y e  

IJ . 
" .. 

Name Block- Course Path " 
. i. 

Some things'that we have noticed about your learning are: 

1. Students who correct all their assigpments and their tests before going on to a new test tend to 
score between 75 % - 100% on Teacher given Unit Tests. 

2. Students who correct all their assignments and their tests before going on to a new test move 
faster through their path because thdy don't repeat tests on the same objectiv&. - 

\ 3 Students who avoid assignme&, "borrow fiend's answers", and don ' t -mc t  fheir work 
repeat Pathfinder tests and fail the Teacher given Unit Tests. ? sL 9 . 

4. Students understand the -work better, score well on tests, and becomr;;"niore confident in domg 
mathematics when they analyze their mistakes and get help on correktiok or new material 
when necessary. 

5. There are many routes to success but none of them;eally work unless you do.. 

REFLECT ON YOUR LEARNING. Write about what has been positive, 
. interesting and negative respecting your mathematics learning in the Pathfinder lab. Try 

to write at least 4 ideas for each. When you use these ideas to formulate your 
goals, think of both short term goals (daily? weekly?) and long term goals (term? year end? 
next year? post secondary...?). 

Thorough and honest reflection on your learning helps you 
to become a better, more skilled learner and 
to find enjoyment, satisfaction and direction in your learning. 

(This assignment is worth 10 marks) 

Posi the :  
C 



2 

Interesting: 

Negative: 

Goals: 
Immediate: 

Short term: 

Long Term: . - 



PING 3: WHAT DO YOU THINK? 
C 

Do not write your name w this paper.'+ want to know yew apinion so we can 
make learning in the Pathfinder Lab the best it can be. 

* 
The following ideas are taken from students' PINGS. Please think about whether 
you agree or disagree with each statement. Circle (A) if you agree, @) if you 
disagree. 

At the end of each section are lines where you can ADD YOUR OWN 
COMMENTS. 

POSITIVE 

I .  I like working at my own pace. 

2. I understand mathematics better learning this way than I did befo-re. 

3. I'm usually able to get help when I need it from a teacher or tutor. 
3 

4. I like that we help each other and learn from other students. , . 
5. I have learned more mathematics working at my own pace. 

6. I like being able to learn from more than one teacher 

7. Learning this way helps me to focus more on my learning. 

8. I try harder working at my own pace. 

9. I'm in competition with only myselfnow so I try harder. 

10. I'm feeling more confident about learning mathematics. 

1 1 We start on our own; I didn't like the way, in previous mathematics 

classes, each mathematics class started with a lesson by the teacher. 

12. 1 like that the compute;marks my w&k, not a teacher. 

13. Even though it's sometimes hard, I enjoy learning this way. 

14'. When I do corrections, I find the tests are easier. 



,,- 15. I'm moving faster through my path now because I do corrections. A D 
- 

16. 1 like the way it's up to myself to learn, I'm independent. A D -  - 
- 

17. I'm proud of my improved scores on, my mathematics tests. A D 

18. I like not having teachers bugging you when fail a test. , A -.-D 

rn 
19. Things I never understood before are sinking in; I get them now. A D 

20. Mathematics is getting eaiier. A D 

2 1.  My attitude to mathematics has changed; it's better. A D 

22. I don't just give up, I ask for help now when I need it. A D 

23. 1 learnfrom my mistakes now. before I didn't. . A D 

24. I've learned how to work on my own; I apply this in other classes. A D 

25. I don't feel pr'essured learning this way. A D 

26. I'm better organized in my learning now. 

Other Positives for you... 
3 

INTERESTING It's interesting how ... 

27. I learn from other-stpdents. 

28. th'at once I understand a something in mathematics, it's easy after that. A D 

29. that no one has to bug you to work, you just do. A D 
"3 



that we work on computers. 

A D that I pay more attention to lean fiom mistakes now. 
B 

I'm more aware of how I learn now. 

even though I get less than 80% on a pre-test, I can pass the post test 

without doing assignments; I just correct my pre-test and move on A D 

This also is interesting for me.... 

NEGATIVES 

34. Having to borrow books after school to do homework. A D 

35. Nothing is negative. A D 

36. I think I'm moving too slowly through my path A D 
* 

37. Too often I don't do enough assignments to pass my post test. A D 

38. It's too easy for me to get distracted and not work. A D 

39. The room is too noisy. A D 

40. I repeat too many post tests. A D 

41. I socialize (talk) too much. 
b 

42. I find it harder to get myself to work in the Pathfinder Mathematics. A D -  ' 

43. Working out of more than one textbook. A D 



The following is also negative for me.... 
1. 

% 

, Bow would you change the Pathfinder Lab room to help you learn better? 

What rules or guidelines da we need to help students learn better in Pathfinder 

Mathematics? 

What do you think would help you to learn better in Pathfinder Mathematics? 
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- APPENDIX C . 

It 

Attributes of Computer Generated Test Questions 

t 

The computer generated test questions are of four types. Questions may be 

Multiple choice 

True or False - 
1 

Fill in the Blank 

Essay 

The computer system marks a student's responses to any of the first three types of 

"questions. "Essay" -questions are questions that generally require a more subjective or -- 

graphic response than is feasible for the computer system to be programmed to mark. The 

teacher marks the student's "e&ay" response, then enters a score for the question into the . 
computer system. The student is then able to request a Score Report on the entire test 

Therefore any type of question, project or activity can be created by the teacher to be 

given on a test by designating it an "essay" question. The contact between teacher and 

student during the marking of "essay" questions affoqds valuable interaction opportunities 

&mediate a student's thinking and learning. . J ~ '  
As the computer system. has limited ability to reproduce graphics, test questions- 

d 

may refer students to coded ''graphic" elements in the accompanying library of print 

learning materials. a -  

7 Examples of each type of q u e ~ t i ~ ~ n  follow 



Multiple choice: 

A bag contains 3 yell and 2 green tennis balls. What is the probability of i drawing 2 yellow balls succession if the first ball is not replaced? -, * - 

System accepted answers: 
1) a 

A 

True or Fake: 

You will need a copy of the graphic MA-050043. 
True or False? 
From the data listed in the table it is clear that the two variables are 
independent. 

System accepted answers: 
1) F 

f 
False 
false 

Fill in the Blank: 

Given the two points (100, O), (0, loo), calculate the slope of the line 
joining them 

System accepted answers: 
1) -1 



4. Essay: 

Plot the values of the variables on a scattepbi and label your graph clearly. 

System indicated answer: 
1 )  See MM:AK-7239 

(Teacher's answer key reference for marking "essay" questions) 




